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AN ABSTRACT OF 
A STUDY OF THE SELECTION AND USE OF LOUISIANA RESOURCES 
IN TEACHING BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The purpose of this study was to develop a proce­
dure Tor the selection and use of Louisiana resources 
In the teaching of biological science at the secondary 
level with the object of aiding students to build 
functional understandings of the biological aspects of 
their environment«
Need for the study was established by reviewing 
allied studies and by presenting data concerning 
enrollment in biological science courses in Louisiana.
Biological principles considered helpful in ex­
plaining to Louisiana youths commonly encountered and 
significant biological phenomena were organized to 
form six unit outlines considered suitable for teaching 
biological science at the secondary-school level.
Certain publications were read in search of 
materials concerning Louisiana biological resources. 
Those selections which were found to contain suitable 
illustrative data for the adopted principles were 
either extracted or paraphrased and entered on cards.
Each selection was identified with the principle 
or principles which it was chosen to exemplify by
vli
entering upon the card the coded numbers of the prin­
ciple or principles it illustrated* This process 
indicated the need for certain changes in the prin­
ciples and in the illustrative materials* Accordingly, 
some principles were rewritten, some were added, and 
others were eliminated* Moreover, some of the materials 
first selected for illustrative purposes were discarded 
and other materials were chosen to exemplify the prin­
ciples forming the unit outlines#
Tabulations of cards were made to obtain lists of 
references supporting each of the principles composing 
the unit outlines*
These recurrent activities led to the following 
conclusions:
1* Using the 13,546 graduates over the cycle of 
a complete school year ending with the first semester 
of the 1 9 5 2 -5 3 session as a representative sample, 4*& 9  
per cent of Louisiana high-school graduates study no 
biological science, 3 2 .0 1 per cent study one semester 
of biological science, 1 9 *9 3 P®r cent study two semesters 
of biological science, and 4 3 *1 6 per cent study three 
semesters of biological science.
2. Selected principles which are related to the 
understanding of common biological phenomena may be
viii
organized to form unit outlines which can be used as a 
framework around which instructional outcomes may be 
centered*
3* Most of the selected principles in the unit 
outlines can be illustrated by materials concerning 
Louisiana biological resources which are available in 
certain publications distributed by governmental and 
other agencies*
4 * Generally, the more comprehensive a given 
biological principle In the unit outlines, the less 
adequately can it be illustrated by materials from a 
single publication, or from a number of the selected 
publications*
5 * Certain of the chosen principles were judged 
to be so inadequately exemplified by materials from 
the selected publications as to require that additional 
pamphlets and books be used for their proper illustra­
tion*
6 * The unit outlines developed in this study appear 
flexible enough to permit their ready use with the daily- 
assignment and the subject-matter unit methods of teach­




THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION QF TERMS USED
All widely-known statement;® of objectives for secondary 
education formulated since the beginning of the nineteenth 
century have made direct or indirect reference to the con­
tributions which the biological sciences may make toward the 
attainment of the stated aims*
There is no question but that this emphasis upon the
biological sciences in the secondary-school program has
been and is justified* However, there are grave questions
as to whether secondary-school courses cone earned with the
biological sciences, in Louisiana as well as in the rest
of the nation, are accomplishing to a desired degree the
purposes envisioned by the educational philosophers who
1formulated the various statements of objectives*
I* THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem* The object of the study 
was to develop a procedure for the selection and use of 
Louisiana resources In teaching biological science In 
secondary schools with the purpose of developing
^Glive R* Hester, "A Study of the Use of Local Materials In the Teaching of High School Biology,w 
(unpublished Masterts thesis, Louisiana State University, 
1935)> PP* 16-19*
2
functional understandings of certain biological principles* 
Delimitation of the problem* The phase of this study 
concerned with the selection of principles is limited to 
those principles of general biology which can be exempli­
fied by materials from the selected publications*
The portion of the study relating to selection of 
Louisiana resources to be used in secondary-school biology 
courses is limited to those resources which are specifi­
cally mentioned in publications which either are presently 
available from the publisher or the agency which issued 
them, or which, if out-of-print, have been so widely dis­
tributed that they are likely to be available for the use 
of teachers and students.
The portion of this study concerned with the use of 
the materials selected is particularly concerned with those 
principles which have been organized to form the first unit 
of work and to the organisms which have been chosen to 
exemplify them.
Importance of the study* From the lips and pens of 
many observers of current secondary education come indict­
ments both of the methods and the materials of secondary-
2school biology. To accept as valid all criticisms of
2Henry B. Ward, flBiology as the Foundation of Con­servation Education," ifenry B. Ward, Editor, The Foundation 
of Conservation Education (Washington: The National Wildlife
Federation, KtlJ# pp. 206-209♦
3
secondary-school biology without investigation would be a 
rank injustice to the many teachers who are conducting 
desirable courses and to the many school systems which are 
furnishing conditions conducive to good programs; to reject 
as unfounded all criticisms of secondary-school biology 
without examining the evidence would be a grave injustice 
to the young people who so greatly need the skills, know­
ledges, understandings, and attitudes that a proper course 
in biology can help them develop#
How, then, may the effectiveness of high-school 
biology be objectively gauged? Among the various criteria 
used to evaluate the effectiveness of a high-school course 
are, (1 ) the degree of superiority of achievement in a 
college course by students who have, over students who 
have not studied a high-school subject which logically 
could be expected to render success in the college course 
more nearly assured, and (2 ) the extent to which a high- 
school course attracts and holds students#
With respect to the first criterion, the findings of 
William Fred Beyer, Jr., who studied the performance of 
high-school biology students in basic college biology at 
Louisiana State University, are worthy of note. Beyer 
concluded, in part, that:
1 . Students who take courses in high-school biology show slightly greater degree© of achievement in the basic college biological sciences than students who do not take the course in biology in high school.
4
2# A course An high-school biology is of value, to a slight degree* to students who attend high school in Louisiana axxd in states other than Louisiana; high-school biology courses taken in states other than Louisiana are of slightly more value in the basic biological sciences than those courses taken in Louisiana high schools; and students attending Louisiana high schools who did not take high school biology do slightly better in the basic bio­logical sciences than students attending high schools in states other than Louisiana#3* Students who take high school biology in small Louisiana high schools do better in the basic biological sciences than students who take high school biology in large Louisiana high schools; and students who attend small high schools and do not take high school biology courses do better in the basic biological sciences than students who attend large high schools and take high school biology*?
Concerning the second criterion* the degree to which
the course draws and holds students* there appears to be
divided opinion at the national level* Johnson* using
data from 715 schools of a stratified sample of the 23*947
public high schools of the nation* found that:
Somewhat more than 60 per cent of the pupils in the seventh and xlnth grades was enrolled in general science during the first term of 1947~4$* Enroll­ment in the eighth-grade general science and in biology was equivalent to 75 per cent or more of the pupils in the eighth and tenth grades, respect­
ively.^
3willlam Fred Beyer, Jr* * "A Study of the Performance of High School Biology Students in Basic College Biology,n (unpublished Doctor#s dissertation, Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge* 1951), PP♦ #3-64*
4philip G. Johnson, The Teaching of Science in Public High schools. Bulletin 1950V No. 9, Office of Education, Federal Security Agency (Washingtons United States Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 45*
5
Martin9s views support those of Johnson, He found 
that of the 441*749 pupils enrolled in the last four years 
of high school in a selected sample of public schools*
A total of 94*669* or 21*7 per cent, of those pupils were enrolled in the course in general biology or its equivalent* Information on the number of pupils enrolled in the other courses in biological science which were ofi©red in those schools during 1 9 4 9 -5 0  was not obtained* However, the fact that 21*7 per cent of the pupils enrolled in the high schools were enrolled in general biology alone* and that many of the schools reported from one to four other courses in biological science offered during that same year* would seem to warrant the conclusion that practically all of the pupils entering our high schools take at least one course in biological science during their high-school years* In the majority of cases this course is general biology, orbits equivalent, taken in the tenth grade (table 6 )*^
There are* however, those who express a contrary 
opinion* Wardfs views are typical of those who hold that 
the number of persons studying high-school biology has 
decreased materially* He observed with concern that:
While this movement in the lower grades has been growing and spreading, a very different change has crept into the high school curriculum*Hot so many years ago biology under on© name or another was a required subject, taught as a full course to first or second year high school students* Today it has lost ground and is given largely only as an elective to a relatively small part of the school9s enrollment.
5W. Edgar Martin, The Teaching of General Biology inthe Public High Schools of the United^States* Bulletin 1952, HoT 9* Federal Security Agency* Office of Education(Washington: United States Government Printing Office,
1952), pp. 9-11.
^ard, ae. cit.. p. 217.
6
Such divergent opinions of the national situation
indicated the necessity of making an investigation of the
number of Louisiana student® who study high-school biology.
A count of the transcripts of graduates of state-approved
Louisiana high schools for white children for the regular
session 1951-*52» the summer of 1952» and the first semester
of the 1952-53 session showed that 8 *5 4 7 of the 1 3 *5 4 6
graduates* 63*09 per cent, earned credit in high-school
biology (table I)#
Although requirements for high-school graduation in
Louisiana make it mandatory that a student earn one or
more units in science, the choice may be made from among
7general science, biology, physics, or chemistry* However, 
choice for or against a course may not be entirely free 
in a particular school because of the restrictions of its 
curriculum* Despite this limitation, it is reasonable to 
assume that the percentage of high-school graduates who 
earn credit in a particular science course is a signifi­
cant index of the popularity of the course* While it is 
evident that biology appeals to many students, the fact 
that more than one out of every three of the Louisiana 
graduates studied failed to earn credit in biology is a 
challenge to biology teachers in Louisiana high schools*
^Louisiana High-School Standards. Organisation, and Administration* Bulletin No* 633»(Baton Rouge: State




NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES FROM HIGH SCHOOLS FOR WHITE CHILDREN WHO PRESENTED CREDIT IN GENERAL SCIENCE OR BIOLOGY WHEN GRADUATED AT END OF 1951-52 SESSION, SUMMER OF 1952, OR END OF FIRST SEMESTER, SESSION 1952-53
Subject (s) GeneralHo* SciencePet. Biology No. Pets.
General Science 2,557 l#.$g
General Science-Physics 1&9 1.39
General Science-Chemistry 1,345 9.93
General Science-Physics- 
Chemistry 245 1 .S1
General Science-Biology 3 ,1 1 6 23 . 00 3,116 2 3 .0 0
General Scienee-Biology- Physics 263 1.94 263 1.94
General Science-Biology- Chemistry 2,145 15.^4 2,145 15.64
General Science-Biology- Physi c s-Chemi stry 323 2 .3 6 323 2 .3 6
Biology 1 ,6 0 2 11.63
Biology-Physics 76 .56
Biology-Cheraistry 931 6.67
Biology-Physic s-Chemistry 69 .6 6
Totals 1 0 ,1&3 75.17 6,547 63.09
$
It is dear that the present course in high-school 
biology in Louisiana schools, considered as a whole, 
leaves much to be desired when evaluated on the basis of 
the two criteria selected# That comprehensive evaluation 
of the effectiveness of the course would require the us© 
of additional procedures and techniques to supplement the 
two used is agreed# However, all evidence bearing on the 
ease Indicates that there is a consensus that the high- 
school biology course should be improved#
While no study on the effectiveness of the biological 
phase of the general science course parallel to Beyer *s 
study0 on achievement in college biological science is 
available, it seems reasonable to assume that the high- 
school general science course would be no more effective 
in influencing success in college biological science than 
the high-school biology course# Among the reasons for such 
an assumption are theses (1 ) minimum biological science 
course requirements for certification of general science 
teachers are lower than those for high-BChool biology 
teachers in Louisiana, (2) in theory only half of the 
general science course is devoted to the biological sciences, 
while by definition all of the biology course is concerned 
with the biological sciences, and (3) if the facilities, 
equipment, and supplies for teaching the biological
^Beyer, o p» pit#» pp# B3-&4*
9
phase of the general science course are different from 
those used for teaching biology, they are likely to be 
inferior to the biology facilities#
Contrary to the national picture,9 number of 
students who earned credit in general science in the 
groups of Louisiana graduates studied exceeded the number 
who studied biology# Of 13,546 graduates, 1 0,1^3 , 75*17 
per cent, earned credit in general science (table I)# 
While this is a very creditable showing for a course 
which is not required, the fact that one in four graduates 
of the group considered did not earn credit in general 
science should stimulate general science teachers to work 
to increase the drawing power of the course*
On the basis of the criteria selected for evaluation 
of the courses, it seems logical to conclude that the 
biological phase of the general science courses should 
also be improved*
Improvement of biological—science courses is desired, 
not their elimination from the curriculum* It is rather 
generally agreed that there are inherent in biology those 
characteristics which are required for survival in the 
curriculum of the modern secondary school. The field is 
a natural center of interest for adolescents. Youths are
9john3on, op. cit.. p. 45*
10
vitally concerned with life. Their own lives, other human 
lives, and the lives of animals and plants stimulate young 
people to raise questions and to search for answers. To 
capture in high-school biology this natural appeal of 
living things without debasing or losing the scientific 
truths so slowly and painfully gained is the problem. 
Suggested solutions are varied, and often contra­
dictory, based as they are on conflicting philosophies of 
education. Yet, despite the variety of suggestions, all 
who have mentioned the point have heartily recommended the 
use of local resources.
Bossing, who is a strong advocate of the experience 
unit, cautioned that in the development of units for us© 
with that method:
Often the teaching of certain types of units practicable in one community situation may not be practicable in another, either because of the relevancy of the matter to be considered for the learning experience of the pupils in Question, or the mechanical difficulties ihvolved.*1̂
Certainly long before there were serious suggestions 
that the subject-matter field organization of the curri­
culum be abandoned, the Louisiana Department of Education 
expressed the belief that:
The general principles of zoology should be derived from the study of the typical animal
10Nelson R. Bossing, Teaching In Secondary Schools.Third Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 69.
11
families found in the locality of the school and neighborhood* Make an intensive study of the best and most available representative types peculiar to the locality*il
Using local resources in teaching biology has long 
drawn commendation, then, from all camps of educational 
theorists* Those who hold that a reorganization cutting 
through subject-matter lines is imperative for the attain­
ment of functional education have been as enthusiastic in 
advocating the use of local resources as have those who 
believe in the traditional organization of subject-matter* 
In this as in other areas of education, there have 
been gaps between theory and practice* Over the years, 
teachers have expressed a desire for more assistance in 
the use of local resources. What resources should be 
used and how they may best be employed are questions 
which seem to continue to puzzle many teachers* Educa­
tional leaders have not given teachers much help with the 
problem* The purpose of this study was to search out 
possible solutions to these questions raised by teachers 
of biological science at the secondary level*
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
For the purpose of this study the underlined terms 
are defined as follows t
^State Course of Study for High Schools of Louisiana 
(Baton Rouges Louisiana Department of Education, 1919), 
p* 54*
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Biology course refers to the organised body of subject 
matter in the high-school curriculum devoted to general 
consideration of living things and their interrelation­
ships • The subject is usually taught for a minimum of 
3 0 0 minutes per week, throughout the school year, most often 
at the tenth-grade level, but sometimes at the ninth-, 
eleventh-, or twelfth-grade level*
Biological science is that phase of systematiaed know­
ledge which is concerned with the origin, development, 
functions, and structure of living things and with their 
relationships with each other and with their physical 
environment *
General science is that subject in the secondary- 
school program which is concerned with subject-matter 
drawn approximately equally from the biological and 
physical sciences* In Louisiana, general science is 
usually taught as a continuing course in a three-year 
sequence, beginning in grade seven and continuing in 
grades eight and nine. In grades seven and eight, the 
amount of time alloted to the subject usually varies from 
about l£0 to 200 minutes per week for the duration of the 
school session. In grade nine, at least 300 minutes per 
week are usually devoted to the course. While the third 
year of the three-year sequence Is usually taught at the 
ninth-grade level, it is sometimes taught at the tenth- 
grade level in those schools which follow the plan of
13
alternation of subjects*
Louisiana resources are those organisms, together 
with their remains or products, which commonly live or 
have commonly lived within the present geographical 
boundaries of the state and in the adjacent bodies of 
water*
Principle is used to denote a comprehensive general­
ization which is scientifically true under all known 
conditions, which may either be demonstrated in the 
laboratory or be observed in the field, or both, and which 
is concerned with the most important facts in that limited 
area under consideration*
Secondary school refers to any public, private, or 
parochial institution of such class organisation as to 
include grade 9 , grade 1 0, or both*
III. ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE STUBT
The remainder of the problem has been considered in 
chapters which follow in this order: Chapter II is a
study of the background of the problem, Chapter III is 
concerned with the procedures and findings of the study, 
Chapter IV deals with suggestions concerning the use of 
the materials developed, and Chapter V contains a summary 
of the study and a list of conclusions drawn from the study*
CHAPTER II, BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
I, A RESUME OF THE INFLUENCE OF BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ON THE EXPLORATION, SETTLING, AND DEVELOPMENT OFLOUISIANA
While the Spanish explorers of the valley of the
Mississippi River and the coastal region of the Gulf of
Mexico were really in search of gold and of a northwest
passage to the Orient, they also noted and made cursory
reports on the natural resources of the region which
includes Louisiana,
To the purposes of the Spaniards, the early French
1explorers added at least three others* These other 
objectives were Christianization of the Indians, develop­
ment of the fur trade, and addition of territory for the 
glory of France,
Whatever their objectives, all of the early explorers
found that in the maize grown by the Indians, in the wild
2game with which the land abounded, in the native edible
^Alcee Fortier, "Early Explorers and the Domination of the French, " Vol. I, A History of Louisiana (New York: Manzi, Joyant, and Company, successors Goupiland Co. of 
Paris, 1904), P* U #




plants and fruits^ and in the fisĥ * which ware numerous 
in the extensive waters, there was food for man and for 
his domesticated animals. This information was spread, 
and embellished, as the explorers told about their new 
world adventures*
So well publicised was the fertility of soil and 
waters of the new land that many people were anxious to 
cross the sea and settle in this place of better oppor- 
tunity* These early settlers gave most of their attention 
to furs, but some soon came to see the possibilities of 
trade in tobacco grown in Louisiana and sold in France* 
Thus it was that tobacco came to be the first crop grown 
by white men in Louisiana. While the importance of the 
crop is now much reduced, tobacco is still grown in a 
limited area in the state.
Little by little, economic emphasis was shifted from 
trapping, hunting, and fishing to agriculture* Even so, 
the farmer continued to take to the woods or streams to 
replenish his larder and to secure the additional money 
which was to be had from furs and alligator skins* From 
time to time, the hunter had to change his taste for game
3Ibid*, pp. 203-239. 
4lbid*. pp* 274-273*
16
as bison^ and passenger pigeon disappeared and deer^ and £turkey were reduced in number; each year* the fisherman 
had to look for more remote water® as denuded acres poured 
silt into stream beds and new highways brought people with 
dynamite and seines to wreck old fishing places; and* each 
winter* the trapper had to go farther afield as the more 
valuable fur-bearing animal® diminished in number* Yet, 
even today* in spite of smaller bags and catches, Louisiana 
farmers* business men* and industrial worker® in ever- 
increasing numbers continue to hunt*^ to fish* i 0  and, to 
a lesser degree* to trap for recreation and profit* For 
that matter* hunting, fishing, and trapping have also 
continued to furnish the principal means of livelihood for 
large numbers of Louisianians*
Those who chose the agricultural life tried many 
crops* Some of these crops were important for a time and
^George H* Lowery* Jr** Check-list of the Mammals of Louisiana and Adjacent Waters* 0 ccasionaX~Papers ox tfae kuseum oF Zoology, Number 13 (Baton Rouge: LouisianaState University, 1943)* PP* 252-253*
%arry C* Oberholser* The Bird Life of Louisiana* Bulletin No. 2£, (New Orleans: Louisiana Department of Con-
serration, 1938J, PP. 319-321.
'Lowery, 2 £. cit.. p. 251.
8F. D. Hollis, The Present Status of the Wild Turkey in Louisiana (New Orleans: Louisiana Department of WildLife ana fisheries, {n.dj), pp* 9-15*
^Fourth Biennial Report. 1950-51 (New Orleans: Louisiana 
Department of Wild tife and Fisheries, 1952), p# 35.
1QIbicU, p. 89.
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then disappeared; others remained prominent throughout 
the years* Indigo waxed important for awhile only to be 
discarded finally; ootton and sugar cane had their ups 
and downs because of the ravages of diseases and insect 
enemies* vagaries of the weather * and changes in industry 
and governmental policy* Nor have these been the only 
important crops* Rice, sweet potatoes* strawberries, corn, 
and hay, to mention only a few others, have played, and 
continue to play, Important roles in the economic develop­
ment of the state* livestock have always been among the 
most Important of Louisiana farm products* Of livestock, 
cattle, swine, poultry, and sheep are among the major 
sources of farm income* In late years, there has been a 
considerable increase in attention to dairying and beef 
production*
From the days of the French explorers, the impor-
11banee of oak and cypress timber has been recognised*
Visitors to the area which include© the present state
often remarked upon the fine forests, which contained
12trees of great size and beauty* Most often they noted 
cypress and the hardwoods* However, it was not these
^DuPratz, loc* cit * * pp* 2 1 6, 217, 224~226*
l2Mark Van Loren, Editor, The Travels of William 
Bartram* (New York: Dover Publications, 192$), P* 340*
IS
'trees but the pines, once considered of little value,
which were most influential in bringing Louisiana to a
high place among lumber-producing states* For a long
period of time, the timber industry was the most important
industry in the state* Between 1900 and 1925, especially,
lumber worth millions of dollars was cut in Louisiana
sawmills. By 1930, most of the forests had been cut over,
some in "mine and get out" fashion, others in such way as
to leave adequate seed trees* The virgin^ timber is gone,
and gone with it is the day of swashbuckling timber
operators whose aim at fortune never waive reel at sight
of broken workmen or denuded acres* But more than half
13the acreage of the state is still in forests, and there 
is a growing tendency to treat forests as other crops are 
treated.^ Today, trees bring millions of dollars of 
income annually; in the future, they will produce even 
more if they are given proper care and are more effectively 
harvested.
Up to 1906, agriculture and lumbering faced the 
threat which handicapped every human enterprise in Louisi­
ana, yellow fever. That disease has been conquered.
^Behind the Curtain of Preen. Bulletin No. 679* (Baton Rouge: State Department of Education of Louisiana,
1950), P. 93*
1 4Ibid*, PP* 93, 94.
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Great advances have been mad© with respect to eliminating
15or reducing other diseases* Yet, there remain high 
incidences of diseases which can be eliminated— tubercu­
losis, for example— as well as great numbers of deaths 
from diseases which have not yet succumbed to science* 
Many advances have been made, but much still remains to 
be done in Louisiana to raise the level of health* Educa­
tional aspects of the problem are among the most critical.
Until recent years, Louisiana*s industry was based 
almost entirely upon the processing of th© products of it© 
agriculture, its fisheries, and its forests* Current 
Industrial advances are largely centered around petroleum 
and chemical production* The basic resources in the 
petroleum industry and many of those in the chemical 
industry can also be traced to organisms, even though they 
may have lived millions of years ago*
In Louisiana*s past, its agriculture, its wildlife, 
its fisheries, its wild game, and Its fur-bearing animals 
were points upon which the life of the state revolved; in 
Louisiana*s present, the biological resources so prominent 
in past years generally remain important and still others
l4?Homer L* Hitt and Paul H. Price, nThe Health Status and Health Needs of Louisiana*s Rural People" in Researchin Agriculture* Annual Report, 1950-51, XBaton Rouge* Louisiana State University, Agricultural ExperimentStation, 1952), pp. 125-126*
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are being utilised; in Louisiana's future, biological 
resources will continue to be the center of the economic 
life if present generations become adequately informed 
concerning basic biological principles and develop atti­
tudes conducive to the implementation of this knowledge*
II* A SUMMARY OF THE EVOLYING COURSE OFFERINGS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
In the Nationt While some science was doubtlessly offered 
in the private venture schools of secondary level about 
the beginning of the second quarter of the eighteenth 
century, science was never a part of the curriculum of 
regularly organized schools until the academy began opera­
tion. Benjamin Franklin's Academy (1751)> usually
credited with being the prototype of the American institu-
16tion of this name, offered instruction in agriculture.
While no other record of agriculture as a part of 
the curriculum of another academy has been found, it is 
clear that science was considered a basic part of the 
curriculum of that institution. Although physical
^^Rudyard K. Bent and Henry H. Kronenberg, Principles of Secondary Education* Second Edition (New York: McGraw- Hill Book tiompany, Inc., 1949) $ P* 407•
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sciences were most commonly the sciences taught before
171#53, some academies also offered zoology and botany*
When the first high school, the English Classical
School, was established in Boston in 1321, natural phil-
13osophy was one of the subjects oiYered* Before the
middle of the nineteenth century, some high schools were
19offering physiology, zoology, and natural history*
Botany made its way into the hlgh-school curriculum about
20the same time*
Prior to 1900, physiology was the biological science 
most often offered in high schools* However, as the 
nineteenth century waned, botany was taught in even more 
schools than physiology* Natural history was more fre­
quently offered than zoology in 1360, but by 1900  
natural history had practically disappeared from the
high school curriculum and almost half of the high schools
21offered zoology*
^Arthur G. Hoff, Secondary-School Science Teaching (Philadelphia: P. Blakiston Company, 1947), P* 7.
^John Elbert Stout, The Development of High-Schoql Curricula in the North Central^tates fTOgTX M O  tQ 19M  (Chicago: The University of Chicago, 1921), p. 3*




Since 1900, general biology has apparently dis­
placed physiology, botany, and zoology* While biology 
rose from a subject studied by only 6 ,9  per cent of the 
secondary-school enrollment in 1915 to 14,6 per cent in 
1934* physiology dropped from an enrollment of 2 7 *4 2 per 
cent of all students enrolled in 1900 to 1 . 6 2 per cent 
in 1934* and zoology dropped from an enrollment of 8 * 0
per cent of all students in 1 9 1 0 to 0 * 6  per cent in 
221934*
Another science subject which first appeared in
the high school curriculum at about the turn of this
century was general science. At first, the subject was
offered by only a few schools. However, it finally
developed into a subject composed of subject-matter drawn
approximately equally from the biological and the physical
sciences and became widely accepted* In 1950, Johnson
reported that the subject was studied by almost as large
a percentage of ninth grade students (6 6 * 2 per cent) as
23biology was by tenth grade students (7 4 * 9 per cent)* *
Some of the persons interested in high-school biology
22jerome C* Isenbarger and John C* Mayfield* "The Biological Sciences," A Half Century of Science and Mathematics Teaching (Oak Park,Illinois: CentralAssociation of Science and Mathematics Teachers, Inc., 
1950), pp* 90-91*
23Philip G. Johnson, The Teaching: of Science in Public High Schools* Bulletin 1950, No* 9, Office of Education, Federal Seeurity Agency (Washington: UnitedStates Government Printing Office, 1950), P* 12.
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see in general science a threat to the high-schaol biology 
course•
ilk feks State* Some private and church-connected 
secondary schools were established in New Orleans long 
before the Territory of Orleans became a state, but, in 
common with the rest of the South, Louisiana, generally, 
was slow in establishing secondary schools. While New 
Orleans had established a public high school before the 
Civil War,2^ there were but few high schools in the state 
at the opening of the twentieth century.
Generally, early Louisiana high schools followed 
the curricular practices of high schools in the Bast*
This was true for science as well as for other areas*
In the period between 1900 and World War I, botany, 
physiology, and zoology were the biological sciences 
offered in Louisiana high schools.
The 1917 state course of study for high schools of 
Louisiana2** listed one unit of biological sciences and 
one unit of physical sciences as requirements for high- 
school graduation, but suggested that schools ought to
2^Newton Edwards and Herman G. Richey, The School in the American Social Order {New fork: Houghton-Mifflin 
Company 7 1947), p. 400.
E state Course of Study for Hi^h Schools of Louisi­ana (Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana Department of 
JEicLucation, 1917) > P* 14*
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encourage greater interest in this field "that furnishes 
rich material both of practical value in this modern life
It would seem desirable to have all pupils pursue the same science course during the first two years of high schoolj and such a course, con~ sidering the teachers, equipment, other subjects, and the needs of the pupil, would logically deal with #the physical environment, plants, animals, and man.* This would give a half year to each of the following subjects and in the order named * physical geography, botany, zoology, and phy­siology* 27
Regarding the biological sciences, the 1919 state 
course of study for high schools was but little changed 
from that of 1917* However, it did specify that the 
required unit in biological science be from botany (i or 
1 unit), zoology (i or 1 unit), and physiology unit)* 
The 1 9 2 0 state course of study for high schools, ^
IQthe 1922 state course of study for high schools,-* and
26Ibld.. p. 53.
27lbld.. p. 53.
2&St&te Course of Study fax High Schools of Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of Education, 19X9), p* 14*
30gtate Course of Study for High Schools of Louisiana (Baton fiouge: LouisianaTJepartment of Education, 1922),
96 pp.
and of peculiar educational value*"26 It also noted that:
29
(Baton
£7 p p *
Course of Study forHi&h Schools of Louisiana
_ l^ uf T S g o T T .
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3*1the 1923 state course of study for high schools, made
no changes in the program of biological science.
The high school supervisory chart which appeared in
1 9 2& listed general science (1 * 0 unit) and chemistry or
32physics (1 * 0 unit) as required subjects#
Authorization to offer biology appeared in the
33administrative manual in 1929* On the other hand,
that bulletin, like the 1928 supervisory chart, omitted
biological science from the requirements for high-school
graduation# However, subjects prescribed for all graduates
3 Ldid include one unit of science*
In 1933, requirements for graduation from high school
were amended to give a student the choice between presenting
35a unit of general science or a unit of biology#
31State Course of Study for High Schools of Louisiana (Baton ftouge: Louisiana Department of Education, 1923),
95 pp*
^Hjgh School Supervisory Chart* Bulletin No# 132 (Baton Souge: State Department of Education of Louisiana,1928), p* 1#
33x,ouiaiana High School Standards; Manual o£ Organ!- zation and Administration* Bulletin lol (Baton Rouge?State Department of Education of Louisiana, 1929), p# 19*
34Xbld., p. 29.
35x.ouiaiana High School Standards. Organization. and Adminigtration# Bullet In No* 258 (Baton Rouge t State De­partment of Education of Louisiana, 1933), p* 39*
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The latest course of study for high schools lists 
general science and biology among the subjects offered 
in the science field, points out that one unit of science 
is required, and states that th© unit may be any one unit 
from the program of studies except preflight aeronaut
36tics* It also lists health and safety education a© a 
one-semester subject, carrying one-half of a unit of 
credit*
Recently, the State Board of Education authorised
the teaching of courses in first aid and home nursing,
each for a maximum of one-fourth of a unit of credit,
and a course in health education for a minimum of one-half
37of a unit or a maximum of one unit of credit* It will
be interesting to observe the influence of these courses*
III* NATURE QF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSES
In the Nation* The natural history course usually 
purported to be a practical course involving applications
3^Louisiana Hich-School Standards, Organljaati_aa» and, A dmini strati on * Bulletin No. 633 (Baton Rouges State De­partment of Education of Louisiana, 1947)» insert opposite p* 46.
^Revision of High-School Standards* Curriculum. and RequiVements lor Graduat ion. Circular No* 3762 (Baton Rouge:State Department of Education of Louisiana, 1952). 3 PP#
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of science to agriculture in its several branches. As a 
matter of fact, however, most of the space in the usual 
textbook was devoted to description® of physical ahar- 
acteristics of animals, although some attention was paid 
to their habits of life. Other textbooks for this course 
were often filled with rather fanciful stories concerning 
the exploits of animals.
Emphasis upon different aspects of zoology varied 
from period to period. In the early years of the appear­
ance of this subject in the secondary-school curriculum, 
the subject-matter was of the same general nature as that 
of natural history. However, later courses stressed 
anatomical structure and classification of animals. In 
time, more and more emphasis was placed upon th© lower 
forms of animal life. Laboratory work was stressed.
The emphasis was upon the mental discipline value of the 
subject. Beginning about 1900, there was some attempt 
to get away from the minute details and to emphasize the
functional aspect of the study of animal life through
t 39field work and laboratory work.
Botany was originally considered as a premedical 
study. There was also a clear Indication of a religious
3^3tout, clt.. pp. 1 4 9 -1 5 0  
39ibid., pp. 150-152.
2 $
aim In the course in the early years* Later, great 
emphasis was placed upon anatomical structure and classi­
fication* However, both seemed in actual practice to be 
based upon memorization of textbooks rather than upon 
laboratory work* The third phase of the development of 
botany as a high-school subject brought great emphasis 
upon morphology* Fundamentally, emphasis was upon mental 
discipline rather than upon knowledge of plant life. 
Beginning about 1910, practical applications of the sub­
ject began to come to the fore*^
Physiology changed but little from the time of its 
introduction into the secondary-school curriculum to 
1900* It was chiefly concerned with the details of 
human anatomy, with technical aspects of respiration
and digestion, and with the influence of alcohol and
41tobacco on body functions*
Despite improvements in zoology and botany courses, 
there was still much dissatisfaction with the subjects 
around the beginning of this century. This dissatisfac­
tion led to a demand for an introductory course in 
biological science which would make for integration of
4°Ibid.. pp. 152-157.
^Ibid.. pp. 1 5 7-1 6 0.
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selected materials from various biological subjects*^
By 1920, general biology was fairly well established 
throughout much of the nation as a course distinct from 
separate years or semesters of botany and soology* How­
ever, there was much opposition to the course, particularly 
in the early years, because of the feeling both on the 
part of the botanist and of the zoologist that his area of 
science was being neglected* After about 1930, there seemed 
to be a relaxation of the former opposition to the fused 
course. Whether this lack of opposition stemmed from 
satisfaction with the biology course as it was then being 
taught or whether it resulted from a feeling of frustration 
engendered by failure to secure desired changes is difficult 
to establish.
General science yecame a part of the s ©condary-school 
curriculum about 1910, From the first, the subject 
was closely connected with the junior-hi;h-school 
movement* Most textbooks in the area in late years 
have been prepared in a series for grades seven, eight, 
and nine. Generally, the textbooks for grade nine have 
emphasised the physical sciences rather than the biologi-
4
cal sciences. Inasmuch as general science is the only
Program for Teaching Science, Part I, Thirty-first Yearbook or the National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: Distributed by the University of Chicago Press,
1 9 3 2), p. 1 2 6,
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science course now studied by many youths at the secon­
dary level, biologists have been quite concerned with the 
present content of* the ninth-grade course.
1*1 the State* While it is likely that few high 
schools developed biological science programs which com­
pletely attained the objectives set up by the State Depart­
ment of Education of Louisiana, the publications of the 
department probably give some indication concerning the 
nature of the courses at any particular time*
The 1917 state course of study had this to say about the 
botany, zoology, and physiology courses:
In botany,
The topics and experiments selected should be the most typical*
The method of keeping notebooks, .making obser­vations, and performing experiments is similar to the method of laboratory work in the other inductive sciences* Each experiment will naturally submit to complete explanation under the four heads: (1) Object;(2 ) description of experiment and drawing of apparatus and plaint or parts of plants; (3 ) results; (4 ) conclusion*
The records made in the laboratory will furnish the basis for the complete notes to be written up after­wards* (If possible have complete notes written up during the laboratory period*) Teachers and pupils will find the loose-leaf note-book most convenient*It will permit any necessary insertion^ and the teacher can keep the notes of all pupils checked up to date* The v/ork in drawing should be correlative with botany by having the pupils make accurate graphic sketches of botanical forms*
The general principles of anatomy, morphology, physiology and taxonomy of plants should emerge from the study of botany. It is not possible nor desirable to separate these divisions of the subject in the complete treatment of any on©.
31
TEN EXPERIMENTAL DEALINGS with an intonsive study of the seed* root, ,shoot, bud, flower, and fruit constitute the minimum requirements, but no school is limited to this number*”
These notes were given concerning the teaching of 
zoology:
The general principles of zoology should be derived from the study of the typical animal families found in the locality of the school and the neighborhood* Make an intensive study of the best and most available representative types peculiar to the locality* The choice of these types should be distributed among the different classes of protosoa, porifera, coelenterata, annulata, echinoderms, mollusca, insects, fishes, amphibia, reptiles, birds, and mammals* In nearly every Instance where the example selected in the text is not available, it will not b© difficult to find another specimen belonging to the same class*The type studied should become the basis for classifying all forms belonging to the same family.
Habits of life, adaptation to environment, and the economic value of different forms of animal life should be studied*
There should be an intensive study of the physiology, including human physiology, of the types selected, involving the essentials of digestion, absorption, circulation, respiration, secretion, excretion, nervous function, and cell- metabolism* The physiology of the lower forms of animal life will prepare the pupil for a better understanding of human physiology*
At least half of the time devoted to the sbucfy of zoology should consist of practical labora­tory exercises* The note-books written upshould contain outline drawings of the chief structures studied and full explanations of
^ State Course of Study for high Schools of Louisiana 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department of ''Education, 191'?}’,pp* 54-56*
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the drawings and the experiments made* The work in drawing for the second high school year is planned with special reference to aid the work in soology. (See syllabus in drawing for second high schSol year#)
A minimum of fifteen exercises or exgeri- ragnts is required for the note^books to~T>© sub­mitted* Herrick^s Laboratory Manual in Zoology is recommended to teachers as the guide-book for the laboratory work in soology# The equipment in ecology is similar to,the equipment In botany.See syllabus in botany* ^
The manual also suggested ten exercises in soology 
and listed some fifty-five animals as specimens for 
examination «
The bulletin offered the opinion that the study of
physiology should lead to functional understandings
45resulting in better health.
The publication then recommended four references
and suggested from one to six exercises which might be
done in different areas of physiology*
The 1920 high school supervisory chartk devoted
one section to science laboratories, and emphasised the
47necessity for individual experiments. The introduction
^*Xbid.. pp. 53, 59.
45ibld., p. 59.




■to the 1 9 3 2 outline or course ox* study is revealixng
concerning the nature of* the work expected in the high
schools of the state* The emphasis upon textbook \aorte$
and upon memorization is clearly shown by this excerpt:
The following brief outlines are intended to assist teachers in determining the approximate ©cope of work which should be accomplished during a given period of time* Some classes will accom­plish more than the outlines suggest, others less: But in the main there will be throughout the state a generally uniform forward movement of classroom work resulting from the observance of the suggestions offered in this little bulletin#It is useless, of course, to add that material well learned, well assimilated, and safely fixed in the memory is infinitely more valuable than the mere notion of trying to keep step with the suggestions contained in this, or in any other bulletin. ®
To clinch the point, the exact number of pages to
be covered each six-week period in the biology text book
were listed:
First semester: Pages 1-349#First six weeks: Pages 1-113#Second ” 71 Pages 114—210#Third n n Pages 211-349#
Second semester: Pages 330-711#First six weeks: Pages 330-464*Second w w Pages 465-575#; aThird w w Pages 576-711.
^Outlines of Courses of Study far High Schools, _ Bulletin 233 (Baton Rouge: State Department o± Education
of Louisiana, 1932), p. 3.
WlMd., p. 19-
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While state school authorities doubtlessly hoped 
that constructive field and laboratory work would be 
done, and although an occasional teacher might have done 
all that was hoped for, the facts are that the young 
people in many high schools usually ftperformed experi­
ment sn by copying from the blackboard or from dictation, 
the object, the apparatus, the procedure, the observations, 
and the conclusions of the exercises* These were care­
fully entered in notebooks in ink by pupils who often 
had difficulties with pen-holders, pen points, and bottles 
of ink* Once completed in what was hoped would be accep­
table form, the description of the exercise was placed in 
a loose-leaf notebook* Then began the trying task of 
making the required drawing* This was most often a like­
ness of an illustration in the textbook, in larger size 
to forestall tracing, in ink, and with shading as much 
like that in the textbook as possible* It was here that 
many students experienced frustrating accidents; not 
uncommonly, greater amounts of ink than was intended 
would fall upon the paper and ruin the desired effect* 
Another hazard had to be overcome in labeling the draw­
ing: far too frequently, the rule which was used as a 
guide in drawing lines to points of note was allowed to 
touch wet ink with disastrous results*
Often near the end of a semester, other activities
35
were halted and experiments were done so that the right 
number could be completed and listed by name on the back 
or each studentfs record sheet*
The 1933 bulletin on high-school standards, organic 
sat ion, and administration in the section on science 
equipment made certain suggestions concerning the biology 
course:
If possible, living material should be grown in the laboratory* An aquarium is very easily main­tained and is especially desirable* in addition, such material can be collected locally and preserved in formaldehyde for future use* The instructor should encourage student collections by competitive contests covering identification of noxious weeds, identifig cation of migratory birds, insect collections, etc*5°
The bulletin listed biology equipment which would
enable a class to carry out the exercises provided in
the laboratory manual accompanying the adapted textbook*
The publication also called attention to a list of
suggested exercises in the course of study in biology*
However, for the first time in years in an administrative
bulletin, no experiments or exercise© were listed as
required* Whether this omission of requested laboratory
exercises was accidental or deliberate is unknown*
The effect of this step is debatable* On the pod?-
tive side, this omission of required experiments reduced
5°Louisi*na High-School Standar^e, grsanitation, and Administration* Bulletin No* 258 (Baton Rouges State Department or Education of Louisiana, 1933)* P* 141*
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the time wasted, In merely copying exercises. It also 
allowed those teachers who may have added enough title© 
to the list to give the required number of experiments 
whether they had been done or not* to go about their 
affairs with fewer pangs of conscience* In the same 
direction* perhaps this new freedom stimulated and chal­
lenged some teachers to think through the particular 
needs of their students and to map out real experiences 
of a meaningful nature. On the other side of the ledger 
should be entered the point that this freedom from 
prescription in many instances was interpreted a© freedom 
from any responsibility for laboratory or field work#
The 1935 course of study in science gave consider­
able attention to laboratory work* On the first page of 
the body of the bulletin there was a warning that credit 
would not be allowed for non-laboratory courses in the 
sciences#^
This course of study specifically required that
thirty individual laboratory exercises be done in each
52of the science courses* but in biology it permitted 
choice from among sixty suggested exercises rather than




The 1937 bulletin on high-school standards* organ!**
sation* and administration also required that a minimum
54of thirty experiments be done.
With the appearance in 1936 of the first of the yearly
bulletins concerned with the four-year study of the curriculum
and program of instruction* a new educational era was opened
in Louisiana* The initial publication stated that wthe
educational program of the state has certain fundamental
55weaknesses which deserve consideration. Among those 
listed were the followings
1* Our courses of study are out of date* They have not kept pace with the change® in the philosophy and aims of education and with the newer concepts of the functions of the school*
2+ Too much emphasis is now placed on the mechanical aspects of learning.
3. A shift of emphasis from the learning of subject matter to the development of the individual should be made* Greater stress should be placed on how to think than on what to think.
^ Xbid.. pp. 17-1&.
^Louisiana High-School Standards* Organ!aati on» and Admini atrat1on * BuiIe11n No. 337 (Baton Rouges State department of Education of Louisiana, 1937)* F* 35-
5^Louisiana Program of Curriculum Development* Bulletin No. 324 (TBaton Rouge: State Department ofEducation of Louisiana, 1936), p. 20.
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4* Our schools should make more use of local materials and activities of community life.
Under general aims for Louisiana were listed certain 
desired attitudes and appreciations, some with particular 
significance for science, including detailed evidences 
of "scientific attitude” and "appreciation of the artis­
tic in its many manifestations.”^  Also among the alms 
were suggestive understandings the individual should 
possess* These included a number which were clearly 
within the field of biology, including the following!
1, All Forms of Life are Related and Inter-" dependent
4* All Aspects of Life are in Process of Change
5 * Man Constantly Endeavors to Improve his Living Conditions
Animal and Plant Life is Influenced by the Forces of Nature, and Tends to Adapt Itself to these Forces
9. Man Exerts Control over Nature
10. Man is Dependent upon Natural Resources for the Satisfaction of his Wants?8
Illustrative of the philosophy expressed In the second
56Ibid.. p. 2 1 . 
57ibld.. pp. 53-54. 
5eIbi<*.. pp. 55-58.
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curriculum publication is this statements
The acquisition of Tact® is a simple mental process and a natural on© for a child. However, it does not lead directly to understanding;. Facts are but the tools of thought. * By the process described in the steps listed under Power of Thinking, facts may be reorganised to furnish the solutions of problems and so lead to broad generalisations of knowledge, commonly termed UNDERSTANDINGS. By UNDERSTANDING is meant such broad principles as:
1. Science aids in the control of disease.
2 * Man is dependent on nature for his funda- tomental wants of food, clothing, and shelter*
In this second curriculum publication, emphasis was
placed on wise use of local materials and educational
60agencies found in the community.
The third curriculum bulletin appeared in 193  
In materials of instruction, science and mathematics 
were discussed together. In explanation of the combina­
tion was the statement that:
The subject matter of mathematics and science is considered a major field because in the final analysis scientific investigations depend upon mathematical application for complete interpre­tation.® 1
^Louisiana Program for the Improvement of Instruc­tion. Bulletin No. 351 (Baton Rouge: State Departmentofhducation of Louisiana, 1937), p* 41*
^°Ibid.. pp. 5 2-5 3.
^ Louisiana Program for the Improvement of Instruc­
tion, Bulletin No* 364 (Baton Rouges State Department of Education of Louisiana, 1936), p. 65*
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The publication summarised the areas of science 
and mathematics to be studied at each grade level.
Points concerning biological science® from grade seven 
(then the last year of elementary school) through the 
high school (then grades eight through eleven) werei 
Grade Sevens
Study general science with themes such as*9This World of Ours* 9 All topics must he suited to child90 level and may come from chemistry* physics* botany* astronomy* and geology#
Grade Sight:
Use the earn type of science as In grade seven* and probably some of the same or similar topis, but develop more fully, . . .A garden problem* Including a study of suitable plants* planning beds* purchasing seeds* and fertiliser* proper time to plant* and how to care for the plants* may be profitably used#
Grade Wine:
Science may be centered around some theme such as 9This Living World* 9 with unit® or project® involv­ing botany* zoology* hygiene* agriculture, and horticulture# The scientific method of expert** mentation* observation* and generalisation should be developed# *
Other suggested activities Included: 
studying how animals feed and grow; studying how plants feed 
and grow; studying plant and animal reproduction; studying 
health of individual and community; and studying nervous* 
digestive and circulatory* and respiratory system© of certain 
animals and of aan#^
^Ibld# * pp. 91-94. 
63ibid«» pp. 94-95.
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Suggested activities for tenth-grade biological science 
included:
Biological science activities from Grade IX may be extended*
General Theme: The interdependence of various formsof life*
Examine structure, feeding, habits, respiration, and reproduction of many plants and animals* Study the essential modes of reproduction in animals and plants*
64Study the concepts of protoplasm*
Other suggested activities for the tenth grade 
included: study of animals* instincts, study of plant
modifications, study of effect of environment on plants 
and animals, making slides for microscopes, keeping hobby
booklets, collecting and studying science news, and pr©-
65paring science exhibits*
The major fields idea was further emphasized in the 
suggested daily program where high school grades were 
given an hour for science-mathematics, with the explana­
tion that it might be necessary to have separate periods
until a mathematics-science course was developed with
66integrated units*
64ibid.. P. 9 5 .
6 5Ibld.. p. 95. 
6 6Ib±d., p. 151
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The fourth curriculum bulletin continued the study
of the major fields* While science-mat hematics was listed
as a field, in the treatment of the materials, science
and mathematics were entirely separate and no case was
made for their joint consideration as had been done in
the preceding bulletin* In fact, the bulletin noted that,
•The State Committee had decided that, for teaching purposes,
science and mathematics cannot be treated as one field*"^7
However, it did express the belief that the two fields
should be correlated wherever it was practicable*^
In an overview of the field of science, the bulletin
stressed the importance of science in modern living and
briefly reviewed changes in the science curriculum over
the years* It also expressed the idea that the study of
science should be continuous throughout the elementary
grades and at least the junior high school, with special
phases of science being made electives for pupils beyond
60the junior high school*
During the war years, few bulletins were published 
by the State Department of Education*
^Louisiana Program for the Improvement of Instruc­tion. BulletinNo. 415 (Baton Rouges State Department of ’Education of Louisiana, 1939), p* #4*
6 8Ibid., p. 6 4 .
69ibid.. P. 85.
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After World War XX, a number of publications appeared*
One was designed to promote the teaching of forestry in 
all grades in elementary and high schools#^0 Many sug­
gested activities in the bulletin were concerned with 
broad aspects of biology and were functional in nature*
Another publication also of a oractical nature, but 
probably reaching a much narrower segment of the population,
was the soil conservation bulletin intended for use in
71vocational agriculture and on-farm training*
The degree to which these various State Department of 
Sdueation publications have influenced classroom instruction 
over the years is a moot question* Moreover, it is true 
that strict adherence to applicable bulletins not only would 
have caused much vacillation, but in some instances also 
would have been impossible because of the conflicts between 
documents of apparently equal authority* Perhaps appalled by 
the many changes, by the inconsistencies, or by the many handi­
caps under which they work, many biology and general science 
teachers have done little to make the courses vital to students. 
Those who are acquainted with biology and general science 
classes in Louisiana high schools know that in too many instances
?QBehind the Curtain of Green* Bulletin Wo* 679 (Baton Rouge: State Department oF~Education of Louisiana, 1950),
11 2 pp.
^goil Conservation a la Loulsianne. Bulletin No* 715 (Baton Rouge:State Department of Education, 1951)» 130 pp.
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the subjects are merely reading courses, and in many cases 
not very good ones at that* Xn more classrooms than one 
would like to admit, no books other than the textbook are 
used, no living materials are brought in, no trips are 
made outside of the classroom, no multi-sensory teaching 
aids are used, and none of the persons in the community who 
might associate the subject with life are brought in for 
that purpose*
IV* RELATED STUDIES
Studies concerned with principle© of biological science. 
While it is likely that some individual wrote to the point 
earlier, the idea of centering instruction in general 
biology around comprehensive principles must be credited 
to the Committee on the Reorganisation of Science in 
Secondary Schools, a sub-committee of the Commission on the 
Reorganization of Secondary Education, which wrote: nScience
study should give the pupil control of a large body of facts 
and principles of significance in the home, school, and 
community.n̂
Another influential study in the area of scientific
Reorganlzatlon of Selene In Secondary Schools. Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education, Bulletin 1920, No* 26. (Washington: U. S. GovernmentPrinting Office, 1920;, p. 15s
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principles was Gerald S* Craig1® work in elementary-
school science* By centering the work in elementary-
school science around generalisations of biological and
physical sciences# Craig brought organisation into an
area of teaching which previously had largely been con-
73cerned with series of unrelated facts*
However, the greatest Impetus to the use of the
principles approach came with the publication of A Program
for Teaching Science^ by the National Society for the
Study of Education* The society proposed a plan "arranged
so as to facilitate the study of these large truths of
science that have within them th© greatest potentialities
75for influencing human thought and actions*" This group 
further suggested that "There Is enough in the major 
generalisations, with their associated scientific attitudes, 
to furnish materials for study on all levels ranging from 
the grades to the university* "^6 Referring specifically to
?30. S. Craig, Certain Techniques in Developing a Course of Study Science for the Bar***. MffiR, Ei-.ementagy School itoew xorkT Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education, No* 273, 1923), pp* 12-13*




biology, the yearbook committee said, n0n the whole, it seems
wise to state the knowledge content of the curriculum in terms
77of the important principles of biology to be mastered*w
A number of studies appeared in the years following the
publication of the Thirty-first Yearbook, all showing the
influence of that publication and Its emphasis on the
principles approach* Several were reported by Curtis In his
78digest of investigations in the teaching of science*
79However, Martin*s study, among the most important v
in the area of biological principles, did not appear
until 1945* Martin developed some 300 principles of 
biological science considered of importance for general 
education at any level through junior college* These 
principles were ranked in order of their judged importance, 
but no attempt was made to assign any of them to any particular 
educational level, or to reword them to make them suitable for 
any particular maturity level* Ho steps were taken to group 
the principles in unit organisation* This work received rather
77lbld.. pp. 223-224. 
76<Jurtis, Francis 0.,/aCur  Third M&SJ3& fi£ t y r m f i t o f M m f
§a the Teaching: of Science (Philadelphiai P. Blaklston’s o n ~ d  flo.; inc/7 1939), 419 pp.
"̂ Martin, W. Edgar. "A Determination of the Prin­ciples of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education," Science Education. XXIX (1945) pp. 100- 105, PP. 162-163.
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wide circulation as a result or the publication of a summary 
of the principles by the Office of Education,
Principles were again' emphasised by the National 
Society for the Study of Education in 1947, with the
Sipublication of Science Education in American Schools, 
However, the Committee noted that many had misinterpreted 
the manner in which principles should be used. It pointed' 
out that mere memorization of principles defeated the 
p u r p o s e of using this approach. The publication made a 
plea for functional principles, and added that skills, 
attitudes, appreciations, and Interests should also receive 
attention.
More recently, another important study Involving 02principles of biological sciences has appeared, Waehton 
Integrated and synthesized the principles of biology from 
four studies and arrived at forty-two principles of biology.
Edgar Martin, "The Major Principles of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education,” Selected Science Services. Office of Education {Washington: federal Security Agency, Office of Education, April 20, 194$)> 30 pp,
SiScience Education in American Schools, Forth-sixth Yearbook, Part I of the National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: Distributed by the University of Chicago
Press, 1947), pp* 26-29*
^Nathan S, Washton, "A Syllabus in Biology for General Education II, w Science Education. XXXVI (1952), 227-237,
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Using these principles, the author constructed a syllabus 
to be used in teaching a course in biology for general 
education value at the college level,
Ms® a£ Masai fekadsia* yrora Louis Aga®»i® to
Llbble Hyman, person® of prominence in biology on the 
rational seme have urged the study of real materials 
rather than the study of textbooks*
In Louisiana, even before high schools became common 
there were those who were promoting the use of local 
resources* Braxton H* Gull beau, director of the Gulf 
Biologic Station, wrote in his annual reports
The distribution of marine specimens to the Departments of Biology of the high schools of the State has been undertaken within the last two years* This feature of our work has not yet received the support of the teaching fraternitythat it deserves#®*
Two years later, William H* Oates, Who had succeeded 
Mr, Gullbeau as director of the Gulf Biologic Station, 
reported on the project, as follows:
•••the station has undertaken to supply 
the high schools of the state with such specimens as might be useful in carrying on the zoological work in these high school©.*5*
_ , f l imnSaaacfe a£ Ska Miaa&s§» ouifBiologic Station, Cameron, Louisiana (Baton Rougei Louisiana State Board of Agriculture and Immigration, 1906), p. 19.
^Fifth Biennial Report of the Director, Gulf Biologic Station, Cameron, Louisiana (Baton Rouges Louisiana State Board of Agriculture and Immigration, 1910), p# 20.
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Reference previously has been made to the emphasis 
upon the use of local materials la the teaching of 
soology in the state courses of study pubLished between 
1917 and 1929*
In 1916, 0* W* Rosewall developed a zoology labora­
tory guide for high schools of the South* In it he 
emphasized the use of a limited number of locally avail­
able animals* For example, in speaking of fish he said,
BA fish which is common in the waters of the surrounding 
country should be used for study*
Miss Olive Hester1s study of the use of local materials
£6in the teaching of high school biology pointed a way for 
all who might desire to use the typical examples approach 
in teaching high-school biology* This study set a pattern 
which would have greatly improved high-school biology In 
the state had teachers in other schools followed Mis® Hester1s 
example and made comparable studies of the biological 
resources of their school communities*
^Oscar W* Rosewall, ,fA Zoology Laboratory Guide for the High Schools of the South,w (unpublished Master*© thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1916), p. 32*
^^oiive R. Hester. nA Study of the Us© of Local Materials In the Teaching of High School Biology,w (unpublished Master9® thesis, Louisiana State University, 
1935), 104 PP*
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U* E* Haekett’s study of resources available for 
teaching high-school biology in Cameron Parish^ used a 
survey to determine the availability of certain specie© 
of animals and plants and to obtain teacher’s opinions 
concerning the desirability of those organisms for use 
in the biology classes in high school chemistry and 
science classes of Cameron Parish#
^Ulrica E* Haekett, ”A Survey of Available Material in Cameron Parish that May Be Utilized in the leaching of Science," (unpublished Master’s thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Bouge, 1943)# 144 PP*
CHAPTER III. PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
This chapter consists of three sections, as 
follows: (1 ) development of principles to be taught,
(2 ) selection of materials used for exemplification, 
and (3 ) assignment of selections to principles.
I. DEVELOPMENT OF PRINCIPLES TO BE TAUGHT
A list of over three-hundred principles of general 
biology considered helpful in assisting Louisiana youth 
of secondary school age to understand the processes of 
the living things which they see, work with, read about, 
or hear about in daily living were formulated. As a 
result of analyzing publications concerned with Louisiana 
biological materials, of examining textbooks in high 
school biology, and of reading suggestions for organizing 
secondary school biology courses, each principle was 
reviewed to clarify its wording and to determine its 
accuracy. As a consequence, some principles were re­
phrased, some were modified, a few were combined, and a 
number were discarded.
To facilitate assignment of materials to principles 
and to make them easier for teachers to use, the principles 
were organized into units. In selecting the unit topics,
51
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consideration was given to the general suggestions or the 
Forty-sixth Yearbook3* concerning teaching materials for 
secondary-school biology* The unit titles selected were:
1* What Are the Conditions Necessary to Support 
Life?
2 . What Are the Essential Activities of Living 
Things?
3* What Relations Exist between and among 
Various Organisms?
4* How Do the Structure and Functions of Living 
Things Vary?
5 * How Do Living Things Vary from Generation 
to Generation?
6 * HoW Have Living Things Varied through the 
Ages?
Selection of unit topics was made with psychological 
implications receiving precedence, but assignment of 
principles to units was made on the basis of rational­
ization. The chosen principles were then rationally 
arranged to form the subject-matter outline for each of 
the six units*
Science Education in American Schools, Forty- sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I, (Chicago: Distributed by the Univer­sity of Chicago Press, 1947)* 306 pp.
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The six unit topics under which the various biolo­
gical principles have been organised serve as the major 
structural elements to which generalisations of pro­
gressively less comprehensive nature have been attached. 
Within a particular unit, the organizational structure 
shows some of the relationships existing between and 
among the various principles* The system of assigning 
identification numbers to the principles was adopted 
because it reflects these interrelationships*
The outline of the six units is given below:
1* Ifhat Are the Conditions Hecessary for Life?
1.1 Generally, living organisms need light,
oxygen, food, water, and favorable
temperature5 and, therefore, are usually
found only in environmental areas in
which they may obtain these essentials.
1.11 Within any environmental area, the
various factors of the environment
1.111
influence each other.
Some relationships of environmental 
factors are well known and, doubt­
lessly, there are some which are yet 
unknown•
1.1111 Some of the water used by trees is 
returned to the atmosphere through 








serves to maintain a higher moisture 
content of the air.
In summer, trees reduce the temperature 
within their immediate vicinity by 
providing shade and by using heat for 
evaporation of moisture given off by 
the trees*
In winter, trees are often used as wind­
breaks to reduce the cooling effect of 
cold winds.
Through their life processes, organisms 
affect the composition of the soil on 
or in which they live.
When organisms die and decompose into 
particles of soil, they furnish both 
minerals and loos© text tire to the soil. 
The kind and amount of vegetation grow­
ing in soil is a factor in determining 
the percentage of water which will run 
off the land and the percentage which 
will be retained in th© soil.
The kind and amount of vegetation grow­
ing in soil is a factor in determining 
the amount of soil which will be eroded 







Plants slow the movement of 
surface water, decreasing the 
possibilities of flood and 
tendencies toward erosion.
Plants reduce erosion through 
their deposition of leaf lit­
ter, which breaks the fall of 
rain drops, absorbs water, and 
reduces evaporation.
Plants reduce erosion by binding 
the soil together with their 
roots.
The flow of rainfall from an 
area covered by vegetation is 
at a more constant rate than 
the flow of rainfall from an 
area which is otherwise of the 
same type and condition but is 
barren of vegetation.
Changes in a particular environmental 
area may result in increase or decrease 
of organisms man considers desirable as 
well as like changes in the number of 
organisms man considers undesirable.
Man is able to make significant change® in 








short time through farming practices, log­
ging operations, drainage activities, canal 
construction, manufacturing operations, and 
other comparable activities*
Before a habitat is changed, due considera­
tion should be given to the influence the 
changes will have on the flora and fauna 
of the environmental area.
In the past, man has made many changes 
in the environment of various areas 
without full realization of the biolog­
ical influence of his acts.
Excessive erosion of land is some­
times an indication of improper 
use of the land.
Excessive siltation of streams and 
bodies of water may be an indica­
tion of improper use of land and 
water resources.
Streams and bodies of water barren 
of life or sparsely inhabited are 
at times indications of poor manage­
ment of land and water resources. 
Pastures which produce less than the 
maximum amount of forage may be indi­







Habitats unsuitable for either row 
crops or pastures which are not sup** 
porting an optimum amount of wildlife 
are generally Indications of poor 
management of land and water resources* 
Crop fields which produce less than 
maximum crops are likely to be exam­
ples of poor management of land and 
water resources.
Great increases in the number of un­
desirable organisms in any environ­
mental area may be an indication of 
improper use of land and water re­
sources*
While the number of organisms which an area of 
the environment will support cannot exceed the 
carrying power of that environmental area, the 
carrying power of an environmental area some­
times can be increased through proper manage­
ment techniques.
Fires should be used as a management prac­
tice only after careful consideration of 
their possible effects, both iirhen they are 








Fires are differential in their 
effect on organisms* certain 
species are harmed to a greater 
degree than others and tend to 
be replaced by species which are 
relatively unharmed.
Even though intensive management tech­
niques are employed, some changed 
habitats will not support as many de- 
sirable organisms as they did in their 
natural condition*
In the absence of effective physical bar* 
riers, animals and plants occur wherever 
conditions of habitat are favorable.
An organism not native to a habitat 
usually does not thrive when introduced 
into the new habitat*
Sometimes an organism introduced into a 
new habitat finds the environmental con* 
ditions so favorable that it Increases 
rapidly.
One factor responsible for the great 
increase of certain species in a new 
habitat is that natural checks in the 
form of predators* parasites, or dis­









The principal types of environment are soil, 
fresh water, salt water, and the bodies of 
other organisms.
Organisms are not found evenly distributed 
throughout the principal types of environ­
ment, but are found predominantly in those 
habitats offering the most favorable con­
ditions.
Most of the organic matter and living 
organisms which make soil productive 
are found in the thin layer of topsoil. 
Topsoil has been built as a result of 
natural forces through many centuries, 
but it can be greatly damaged in a 
short time.
Topsoil is constantly being made out 
of lower layers of soil but the process 
is exceedingly slow*
Land capability should be carefully 
determined by analysing all pertinent 
factors, and each tract of land should 
be put to its optimum use in growing 
cultivated crops, pastures, woodlands, 
forests, or wildlife, singly or in 








The distribution of species of plants and 
animals in a particular type of environment 
is influenced by a large number of factors, 
some of which may be quickly determined, 
but most of which are difficult to esta­
blish.
Climate is one of the primary factors 
regulating distribution and influencing 
the life processes of animals and plants. 
Among aspects of the climate which are 
of biological Importance are rainfall, 
snowfall, sleet, hall, wind, tempera­
ture, and sunlight*
The average annual rainfall, the 
seasonal distribution of rainfall, and 
the intensity of rainfall over a given 
unit of time are factors influencing 
the suitability of an environmental 
area •
The average annual amount of sleet, 
hail, or snowfall, their seasonal 
distribution, and their intensity 
over any given unit of time are fac­








The extreme and median velocity, 
the prevailing direction, and the 
seasonal variations in winds are 
factors Influencing the suitability 
of an environmental area.
Median and extreme temperatures, 
intensity of heat over any given 
unit of time, and seasonal varia­
tions of temperatures are factors 
influencing the suitability of an 
environmental area.
Each species of organism has 
optimum’ temperature requirements 
and each has an upper and a lower 
limit to its temperature toler­
ance range.
The total number of hours of sun­
light annually, the extremes in 
intensity of sunlight, and the 
seasonal variations in the inten­
sity and the hours of sunlight per 
day are factors influencing the 
suitability of an environmental 
area.
Organisms very greatly with res­








their requirements for, and 
their tolerances of sunlight.
Some organisms usually travel 
toward light.
Some organisms usually travel 
away from light.
Some organisms exhibit seasonal 
differences with respect to 
their behavior towards light. 
There is a certain optimum 
requirement of sunlight for 
each organism; each organism 
exhibits a species and an 
individual tolerance for in- 
adequate or excessive amounts 
of sunlight.
Sunlight being an essential re­
quirement for food making by 
chlorophyll-bearing plants, it 
is in effect an essential re­
quirement of life for all things, 
for the food chains of all or­
ganisms may be traced to 
chlorophyll-bearing plants.







are more crucial In determining 
the suitability of an environ-* 
mental area for a particular 
organism than median climatic 
factors are.
Seasonal changes affect animals 
and plants in many ways because of 
the changes they bring in rainfall 
and other forms of condensation, 
and in winds, temperature, and sun­
light.
Climatic factors of a particular 
environmental area normally 
change greatly over long periods 
of time.
Edaphic factors are important deter­
minants in the distribution and In 
the life processes of plants and 
animals.
The presence or absence in soil or 
water of certain minerals Is a 
factor in determining the suit­
ability of an environment.
Some soil and some bodies of 
water have been so depleted of 








Into suitable habitats only by 
adding materials which are rich 
in those minerals in which they 
are deficient.
Organisms vary widely with respect 
to toleration of deficiencies in 
or excesses of minerals.
Some organisms thrive only in 
water or soil of high salinity, 
some only in habitats with 
little or no salt content, and 
some are tolerant of varying 
degrees of salinity.
Organic content of soil is a deter­
minant in its suitability as an 
environmental area.
Texture of soil is a determinant of 
suitability as a habitat for or­
ganisms •
The hydrogen-ion concentration of 
the habitat is a factor in its suit­
ability as an environment for 
organisms*
Organisms vary with respect to their 
minimum requirements and maximum 








organisms must have moisture in 
some form or other.
Some organisms obtain water only 
from their foods.
Some organisms synthesise their 
water*
Some organisms obtain water from 
streams or pools.
The food of both plants and animals 
is distributed as a solution and a 
large part of their waste products 
are removed in solutions.
While organisms show varying de­
grees of tolerance toward polluted 
or contaminated water, no water- 
inhabiting organism can long con­
tinue to exist in water which is 
excessively polluted, nor can a 
water-using organism thrive when 
its water supply is severely 
contaminated•
Organisms show great variation with 
respect to their minimum require­








Other environmental factors 
play a part in th® determina- 
tion of the resistance of an 
organism to drought condi­
tions.
The amount of moisture in the 
soil or of soil in water and 
the fluctuations in moisture 
or soil content is a factor in 
determining the species and 
the number of organisms which 
will live in a habitat.
Some organisms live success­
fully only in land habitats 
which are usually of low 
moisture content.
Some organisms live success­
fully in land habitats of 
high moisture content.
Some organisms live success­
fully in land habitats only 
if the habitats are seldom 
entirely covered by water 
and then remain covered by 








Some organisms live success­
fully in land habitats which 
are entirely covered by water 
for comparatively long periods. 
Some organisms live success­
fully over long periods in 
water habitats which are of 
high turbidity.
Some organisms live success­
fully in water habitats only 
if the water is almost com­
pletely free of turbidity or 
if a relatively high turbidity 
exists only for a short period 
of time*
The quantity of available oxygen in a 
habitat is a factor in determining its 
suitability for a particular species 
or organisms.
Except for a few anaerobic organisms, 
all living things require an ade­
quate supply of oxygen*
The amount of oxygen available to an 
organism from the air varies with 
altitude, presence of displacing 






and the activity of the or­
ganisms present in the habitat.
The amount of oxygen available 
to an organism from the air varies 
with the temperature, the surface 
area, the depth of the water, the 
pollution of the water, and the 
number, the size, and the activity 
of the other organisms present in 
the habitat.
the amount of oxygen available to 
an organism in the soil depends 
upon such factors as the porosity 
of the soil, the moisture content 
of the soil, the texture of the 
soil, the depth at which the 
organism lives, and the number, 
size, and activity of other 
organisms in the soil.
Edaphic factors of the environment 
naturally vary from time to time. 
Biotic factors are important deter­










Are the Essential Activities of Living Things? 
An individual organism cannot long continue to 
live in an environmental area unless it is 
readily able to carry on the basic functions 
of lifet which are food-taking, nutrition, 
respiration, excretion, sensation and movement; 
the species cannot long continue to exist in 
an environmental area unless its members are 
readily able to reproduce.
The physical processes of osmosis and diffu­
sion play important roles in respiration, 
nutrition, and excretion.
An organism is generally found only in an 
environment of such nature as to permit the 
organism to carry out its basic activities 
within the limitations set by it© structure 
and physiological processes.
Organisms thrust into a radically differ­
ent environment through accident or other 
unusual circumstance usually die in a 
relatively short time.
Changes in environmental factors may 
result in limited changes in the essen­
tial activities of an organism.
Essential life activities of organisms 







requirements, structures, and functioning 
are so great that diversity of behavior 
is marked.
The essential activities of an organism are 
so interrelated that change in one leads 
inevitably to changes in others.
There is a period in the life cycle of any 
organism during which it normally reaches a 
peak of physical efficiency, which is followed 
by progressive deterioration ending ultimately 
in death.
While individuals die at the end of their 
life cycle, the species lives on until 
such time as general environmental condi­
tions are beyond the power of adjustment 
of the organisms which compose it.
Any organism which is to continue to exist 
must be able to secure, either through its 
own activities or through the activities of 
some other organism {s), material of such 
nature as to be utilized by its cells, 
directly or after digestion, for growth, 
for repair of damages, and for production 
of energy.









specific concerning the foods they will 
take; other organisms are omnivorous* . 
Individual organisms sometimes modify their 
food habits when for some reason they are 
unable to follow their normal food habits* 
All food chains can be traced back to 
chlorophyll-bearing organisms*
Availability of suitable food in adequate 
quantities is a decisive factor in the dis­
tribution of organisms*
Availability of suitable food in adequate 
quantities is a factor in the migration 
of certain organisms*
Availability of suitable food in adequate 
quantities may be a factor in hibernation 
and aestivation of certain organisms.
A large percentage of the relationships 
between any two organisms or any two 
species are centered about the struggle 
for an adequate supply of food.
* *
Food is a determining factor as to 
whether two species of organisms will 
be found in the same habitatr organ­
isms tend to live In the same habitat 





food habits are supplementary, or if 
one generally uses the other for food* 
When a food which comprises the ma^or 
part of the diet of a particular species 
of organisms is plentiful, the number of 
individuals of the species tend® to in­
crease so rapidly that the food supply 
approaches depletion and the number of 
organisms of that species is drastically 
reduced; together these factors tend to 
produce cycles of scarcity and abundance 
of members of a particular species which, 
if conditions have been adequately de­
termined, may be regularly anticipated* 
Some organisms which are commonly used 
for food by species which range widely 
are widely distributed as a result of 
collection and storage practices or of 
being dropped in feces*
For some organisms typically and for all 
organisms under certain conditions, the 
process of locating, taking possession of, 
and ingestion of food is so time- 








When, over a period of time, the 
energy expended In locating, 
taking possession of, and inges­
tion of food is greater than the 
energy derived from the food, 
death to an organism is inevitable. 
When the food materials obtained by an organism 
are of such nature as to preclude their trans­
portation to and use by the cells of the 
organism, the organism must be capable of 
converting these materials, transporting them 
to all cells, and utilizing them in its cells 
to produce energy, to repair damage, and to 
produce growth.
Among the substances needed by animals for 
growth, for repair of damages, or to pro­
duce energy are carbohydrates, proteins, 
fats, minerals, vitamins, and water.
The process of changing foods into forms 
permitting their transportation to and 
use by the cells of an organism involves 
the use of enzymes produced by the 
digestive tract which act as catalysts 
in the chemical processes involved.







in a cell, oxygen is utilized and carbon 
dioxide is produced as a waste product. 
Among the raw materials needed by plants 
for manufacture into food to support 
growth, for repair of damages, and for 
energy are minerals, water, and carbon 
dioxide•
Food requirements of organisms are such 
that there is a minimum balanced diet for 
each organism below which energy, repair, 
and growth needs are so inadequately met 
that death of the organism results.
Among the factors which determine the 
type and amount of foods required by an 
organism are its activity, its age, its 
size and conditions of the environment. 
When inadequate nutrition is not of such 
degree as to lead directly to the death 
of an organism, it may be so debilitating 
as to contribute to a condition in which 
there may be successful attack on the 
organism by predators, parasites, or 
diseases, singly or in combination*
Some soils are not so deficient as to 







of such composition that plants grown 
therein are so deficient in their 
normal constituents that animals 
which consume them lack materials 
required for healthful living.
To a limited degree in each species of 
organisms, some types of excess foods are 
stored in the tissues of the organism and 
may be utilised as needed*
Food requirements of organisms are such 
that for each organism there is a point 
of maximum food utilization beyond which 
additional foods are not utilised imme­
diately nor stored for future use, but 
may actually interfere with the vital 
functions of the organism'.
Many parasites and disease producing or­
ganisms enter the bodies of living things 
through their digestive systems.
One approach to the systematic grouping of 
organisms is through the comparison of the 
structure of their digestive and circula­
tory systems.
Except for a few anaerobes, all organisms 







from food materials within a cell, and 
in the process of releasing the energy 
they produce carbon dioxide.
From organism to organism, and within 
one organism from time to time, oxygen 
needs vary greatly, being determined 
by such factors as the rate of metabo­
lism and the sitse of the organism* 
During such inactive periods as 
hibernation and aestivation, the 
oxygen needs of an organism are 
greatly reduced.
Organisms show great variations with 
respect to procedures used to obtain 
oxygen and to throw off carbon dioxide. 
All organisms obtain at least a por­
tion of their oxygen needs through 
their external coverings; some or­
ganisms, particularly one-celled 
ones, receive all their oxygen needs 
in this manner.
Generally, a multi-cellular organism 
obtains the larger portion of its 
oxygen needs through a respiratory 





diffusion, 'the oxygen either enters 
using cells directly or enters tissue 
which conveys the oxygen to the cells, 
and through the same process the car­
bon dioxide from the cells goes to 
the respiratory organ and is removed 
from the body*
In the structurally more complex 
organisms there must be ready 
circulation of the tissues which 
convey oxygen from the respiratory 
organ to the cells and carbon 
dioxide from the cells to the 
respiratory organ*
The greater the metabolic rat© of 
a structurally complex multi- 
cellular organism, the more cri­
tical is the need for circulation 
of the oxygen-conveying tissue* 
Respiratory organs vary considerably 
in structure and in functioning; 
yet all operate by the diffusion of 
gases through a permeable membrane 
until a balance or near-balance in 
concentration of a particular gas is 
secured on the two sides of the
78
membrane•
2,17223 Certain species of organisms
change from the use of one organ 
for respiration to the use of 
another, particularly as they 
change from one environmental 
medium to another*
2*17224 Generally, multicellular animals
which spend all or most of their 
lives in water obtain the greater 
part of their oxygen needs by 
means of gills*
2*1722$ Multicellular plants obtain most
of their oxygen needs through the 
stomata in the leaves, through 
the bark, and through the roots* 
2*1723 Under certain conditions there may be
minor changes in respiration with 
changes in the oxygen supply, but 
generally any material change in 
the oxygen supply leads to serious 
difficulties, which, if not soon 
remedied, cause death*
2*1724 Numerous disease-producing organisms






passages and the circulatory system 
to secure admission and to spread 
throughout an organism.
In the process of digesion, in the utili­
zation of food in the cells, and in other 
life activities, wastes are produced which 
may be partially used within the body, or 
stored for future use, but which generally 
must be removed from the body because of 
their toxic properties to the living cells 
of an organism.
The amount of waste materials produced 
by organisms varies considerably from 
organism to organism and even within 
a particular organism from time to time, 
being dependent upon such factors as 
the rate of metabolism, particularly 
of the catabolic rate, and the size of 
the organism.
During such inactive periods as hi­
bernation and aestivation, the 
amount of wastes produced by an or­
ganism is greatly reduced.
The body coverings of organisms usxially 






as an organ of excretion varies con­
siderably from species to species. 
Organism© show great variation with 
respect to the means utilized to rid 
the body of wastes; however, basically 
the process is accomplished in multi­
cellular organism© of relatively 
complex structure through the separa­
tion of wastes from other materials 
by the processes of diffusion and 
osmosis and the elimination of the 
wastes through some system of canals, 
motivating power coming through con­
traction of tubes/movement of ciliated 
cells, or other comparable means*
One approach to the grouping of 
organisms is through the comparison 
of their excretory systems.
Waste materials of one organism may 
be used for food or other purposes by 
other organisms.
The kind, the activity, the rapidity, the 
range, and other aspects of sensation 
vary from species to species, from or­







organism from time to time, but every 
organism is capable of* some sensation 
at some period in its life.
The interrelationships between sensation, 
memory, thinking, and other neural pro­
cesses are complex and have been as yet 
only incompletely established for most 
organisms.
Among the kinds of sensations of which 
some organisms are capable are light 
perception, heat perception, aural per­
ception, pain perception, touch percep­
tion, olfactory perception, taste 
perception, neuro-muscular perception, 
gravitational perception, and moist tire 
perception.
*
Animals generally show more gross evi­
dence of sensation than plants do.
The exact nature of the various kinds of 
sensation is now known for all organisms, 
but there is evidence that sensation is 
due to various combinations of chemical, 
electrical, and mechanical processes. 
Degree, acuity, and kinds of sensation are 
generally associated with successful reac- 







All organisms are capable of some degree of 
movement at some period in their life 
cycles, but freedom and rapidity of movement 
vary greatly from species to species and 
from organism to organism, and even from 
one period to another in the life of one 
organism.
Generally, animals exhibit more movement 
and greater rapidity of movement than 
plants.
As a rule, the less dense the medium 
through which an organism moves the more 
rapid.in its movement, although different 
species move at different rates through 
a particular medium.
Organisms may exhibit the same or oppo­
site directions of movement to the same 
stimulus, and a particular organism may 
exhibit opposed directions of movement 
to a particular stimulus from time to 
time.
Organisms which are able to move freely 
and rapidly often use this power in food~ 
taking or as a means of escape.








lives cannot move, or which move but 
slowly, often have strong body surfaces. 
Each species of organisms which persists on 
earth perpetuates itself.
Whenever living things have favorable 
conditions of existence, the number tends 
to increase.
Unrestrained and unchecked reproduction 
of any species would result in prodigious 
numbers of any particular species, but 
unrestrained and unchecked reproduction 
does not occur in nature.
Many organisms multiply rapidly when 
they are introduced into new and suit­
able environments where they are un­
checked by their natural enemies and 
competitors.
The limited quantity of food materials 
is one of the principal checks to the 
increase of organisms.
The number of offspring produced per 
generation and the number of generations 
of offspring produced in a given unit of 
time varies from species to species and 




individual and from strain to strain.
Among th© factors which influence the 
number of offspring produced by a given 
organism over a given period of time are 
nutritional and environmental conditions. 
Generally, those species of organisms which 
produce fewer offspring have ways of living 
which are more favorable for the attainment 
of adulthood by their progeny than do those 
organisms which produce larger numbers of 
offspring.
In the development of sperm and ova 
there is a reduction process during 
which the number of chromosomes is re­
duced by one-half. This process, 
termed meiosis, results in the trans­
mission of various combinations of the 
genetic inheritance of the individual 
parent to the sperm or ovum, and the 
genetic constitution of a fertilized 
ovum will, accordingly, vary from ei­
ther parent considerably, though the 
progeny may resemble one parent or the 
other, both, or neither, as a result of 








Each living thing begins its life as a 
result either of sexual or of vegetative 
reproductive processes.
In vegetative reproduction only a single 
parent is involved, each descendant has 
the same genetic constitution as the 
parent, and each descendant usually 
resembles the parent very closely*
In sexual reproduction, development of the 
egg typically follows fertiliaatIon by 
the sperm.
In some organisms the sperm and ovum 
which unite to inaugurate new life are 
from a single individual; In others 
the sperm comes from a male parent and 
the ovum from a female parent*
Some organisms produce sperm for a 
period and then ova for a period, and 
some produce both sperm and ova at the 
same time.
In some organisms which produce both 
ova and sperm, self-fertilization is 
impossible, either because of mech­
anical factors or differences In 








la parthenogenesis, development of 
the ova is initiated without the 
presence of sperm cells.
Parthenogenetically developed or­
ganisms are all of the same sex; 
in most organisms they are females. 
The individual which results from the 
combination of sperm and egg has a 
genetic constitution consisting of 
paired chromosomes, one from each 
parent, excepting the sex chromosome 
alone•
Young sexually mature organisms tend 
to reproduce more prolifically than 
older individuals of the same species 
and strain.
To assure that a descendant have the same 
genetic constitution as its parent, it is 
necessary either that some type of vege­
tative reproduction be made use of, or 
that the sexual reproduction be limited 
to self-fertiii2ation of the parent or­
ganism or to parthenogenetic reproduction 
on the part of the parent organism.





vegetative means, some only through sexual 
means, some reproduce first by one mean© 
then by the other, and some reproduce by 
both means at the same time*
Living things come only from other living 
things.
There is evidence that an organism in its 
embryonic development repeats to some 
degree the stages in the development of 
the species*
Comparison of the embryonic development 
of organism© is used as a means of 




What Relations Exist between and among Various 
Organisms?
Within any unit area of environment, there 
tends to be an oscillating balance of living 
things in which individuals of various spe« 
cies live in various interrelationships, 
with the number of individuals of each 
species tending toward a median for the 
species under the conditions of the habitat 
at the moment.
Through agricultural, construction, and 








to alter environmental areas andt thereby, 
to influence the number of Individuals of 
any particular species which will live in 
the habitat.
Efforts should be undertaken to secure 
exhaustive Information concerning 
organisms affected before taking steps 
which will bring environmental changes* 
Within a particular relatively stable 
habitat there Is a tendency for certain 
organisms to be so successful that they 
tend to crowd out competing organisms. 
Species of organisms which find a particu­
lar habitat suitable diminish and are 
replaced by other species if the habitat 
changes significantly.
Even undisturbed forests support only 
the kinds of wildlife which find the 
forest a suitable environment.
In most instances, domesticated plants 
and animals are unable to compete suc­
cessfully with native organisms under 
natural conditions.
Certain species of organisms are usually 










the same environmental conditions.
Some organisms have such specific food 
habits or other habitat requirements 
that their range is limited to the area 
of environment in which the animals or 
plants on which they live are found. 
Certain species of organisms ar© found 
together because they supplement each 
other rather than compete with each other. 
Organisms of a given community often com­
pete for the available light, water, 
space, and food.
A variety of relationships may exist between 
organisms, including prey and predator, host 
and parasite, mutual helpfulness, and sym­
biotic relationships.
Organisms which depend upon other living 
organisms for their food are divided into 
two groups, predators and parasites.
Some organisms demonstrate mutually help­
ful relationships.
Saprophitic organisms and scavengers 
render a service by eliminating possible 
sources of infectious diseases.
Some animals pollinate the plants from 










By collecting and storing their seeds, 
some animals distribute plants which 
furnish food#
By distributing seeds in their feces, 
some animals spread those plants which 
furnish them food.
Some animals spread plants which serve 
as their food or cover by transporting 
seed which become attached to their 
exterior covering*
Some animals protect those organisms 
which produce substances which they use 
as food.
Some plants supplement each other by 
each playing a part in forming a 
desirable habitat for the other.
Some plants form food for animals but 
also receive materials for growth from 
the droppings of animals or from their 
deteriorating bodies after death.
Some organisms are social, others live 
a solitary existence except during 
periods of reproductive activity.
Some organisms are helpful to others 










Some organisms benefit from other organisms 
to which they are entirely harmful*
Some plants are poisonous to animals 
which touch or eat them*
Some animals destroy certain plants by 
eating so much of the plant that it is 
either no longer able to carry on its 
life functions or else falls easy prey 
to disease*
In any area where there is consider­
able grazing, the vegetation which 
is favored as food tends to be re­
placed by vegetation which is not 
selected as food*
Some animals destroy plants by tramp­
ling on them and injuring them to such 
degree that they cannot survive* 
Organisms are usually considered harmful or 
helpful depending upon whether they prey 
upon man and plants or animals he desires to 
see thrive, or plants and animals he desires 
to reduce in number or to eliminate*
Activities of many organisms are partially 
helpful and partially harmful; decisions 







only after exhaustive study of their net 
influence.
While certain species of organisms in­
jure species which man desires to pro­
tect; the damage done in this manner 
may be more than compensated for by the 
destruction of species which are more 
destructive.
When deliberate attempts are made to control 
the number of individuals of any species, 
it is first imperative to secure complete 
information concerning life history, struc­
ture, and physiology of the species#
Control measures used in attempts to 
reduce or eliminate harmful organisms 
include biological methods, mechanical 
methods, chemical methods, burning, and 
quarantine.
Attempts at control of disease- 
producing organisms sometime fail 
because the treatments used damage 
not only the troublesome organism 
but also the one which man desires 
to protect.









organisms sometime fail because 
natural enemies of the harmful 
organisms are killed in such num­
bers as to result in a net Increase 
of the undesirable organisms*
Attempts at control of harmful 
organisms sometime fail because 
the organisms develop immunity to 
chemicals being used.
Organisms considered harmful to man are 
found in most of the major groups of plants 
and animals*
Some insects have life habits which 
greatly Interfere with man*
Parasites receive their food by living 
on the tissues of animals or by using 
the food which has been collected and 
digested by their hosts*
Some parasitic organisms are free- 
living during a period of their life­
cycle*
Some parasitic species have different 
phases, each of which may be spent in 
a different host.









others weaken their hosts to such a 
degree that they are made more sus­
ceptible to other diseases or more 
likely to be captured by predators, 
and still others apparently do little 
damage to their hosts.
Predators catch and devour the organisms 
upon which they live.
There are predators in each of the 
major groups of animals.
Certain species of organisms have been 
greatly reduced in numbers through man*s 
hunting pressure.
Predators may serve to benefit their 
prey as a species when not unduly 
numerous.
Predators tend to keep a species 
from outgrowing its food supply. 
Predators may be a factor in im­
proving a species by removing the 
weaker members and leaving the 
stronger to reproduce*
Some organisms live apart from others except 
during periods of reproductive activity, 










still others form complex societies*
How Do the Structure and Functions of Living 
Things Vary?
No two organisms are entirely alike in struc 
tur© or functioning, not even those of a 
single species*
Each species of organisms has a typical 
structural pattern, physiological pattern 
and sequence of development.
Some species show sex-associated dif­
ferences.
Individuals of certain species 
typically show sex-associated size 
difference *
Individuals of certain species 
typically show sex-associated diet 
differences*
Individuals of certain species 
typically show sex-associated color 
differences.
Individuals of certain species 
typically show sex-connected struc­
tural differences*





organisms are grouped and named in ac­
cordance with a standardized systematic 
procedure, based principally upon struc­
tural similarities and differences, which 
was inaugurated in 175&.
While there are structures believed by 
some to be living things which do not 
fit the plan, organisms are divided 
into two large groups, the animal and 
the plant kingdoms, each of which is 
further subdivided into progressively 
more subordinate groups as follows: 
phylum, class, order, family, genus, 
and finally, species, the basic unit 
of organisms* Some sub-divide species 
into varieties and forms*
Structural differences generally 
increase as one moves up the scale 
from species, to genus, to family, 
to order, to class, and to phylum. 
Similarities and differences in 
origin and pattern of development 
of body structures are considered 
of greater importance in classi­






and differences in appearance or
in use of structures.
In two species of organisms with
structure® of similar origin and
pattern of development, there are
often great differences with res*.
pect to appearance and use of the
at rue tin* ©s.
Such factors as coloration and size 
«
are of varying degrees of importance 
in classification, being relatively 
dependable characteristics in some 
groups of organisms, and relatively 
undependable in others.
Sounds, if any; manner of movement, 
if any; feeding habits; and habitat 
requirements, are usually character*, 
istic for a given species.
Common or popular names are often of 
such nature as to indicate that 
little attention ha© been given to 
structure or to other important 
bases of classification.
There is a typical life cycle for each species 







organisms, the life cycle begins with ini­
tiation of development of the ovum, either 
through fertilization by a sperm or through 
parthenogenesis; in vegetatively propagating 
organisms, the life cycle begins with the 
initiation of formation of bud or other non- 
sexual reproductive product of the organism; 
in all organisms the life of the individual 
ends in death*
Species of organisms show great variation 
with respect to the various stages in and 
the total length of the life cycles of their 
members.
Length of various periods in the life 
cycles of many organisms are influenced 
by climatic, edaphic, and biotic factors* 
In some species of organisms the young 
bear little resemblance to the adults, 
and grow to resemble the adults only 
through a series of changes which are 
typical of the Species.
Comparison of embryonic stages is con­
sidered of importance in determining 
relationships among organisms.






complete the sequences of th© life cycle 
of the species because of accidents, 
diseases, activities of predators and 
parasites, and adverse climatic or eda- 
phic factors#
Of the various diseases of organisms, 
some are due to malfunctioning of various 
organs of th© body, some are due to 
malignant growths within the body, and 
some result from the growth in the 
body of organisms whose presence in 
the body interfere with the processes 
of life adversely#
Malfunctioning of organs of an 
organism is more typical of extreme 
youth or old age than of other 
periods of the life cycle.
Malfunctioning of organs of an 
organism results in ineffective 
execution of the necessary func­
tions of life.
Some types of malfunctioning of 
a mechanical nature may be reme­
died by surgery, some types of 
malfunctioning respond to medi­
cation, and some types cannot
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at present b© successfully 
treated.
4*2212 Mill© more typical of advanced age,
malignant growths may develop In 
th® body of an organism of any age, 
and if not removed or checked early 
in their development tend to so in­
vade the tissues of an organism 
that death ensues.
4*221210 Malignancies affect an organism
by interfering with the function­
ing of the organs and by using up/
nutritive materials,
4.221220 While the presence of certain
foreign materials on or in the 
body, particularly in a limited 
area over long period of time, 
may lead to the development of 
malignant growths, the causes of 
malignant growths hav© not as yet 
been completely established.
4.221230 When malignancy is suspected,
immediate diagnosis by capable 
and reputable personnel, followed 
by indicated treatment, is impera­
tive •
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4*2213 Diseases which are caused by the
growth of organisms on or within 
the body can be transmitted from 
one individual to another, although 
methods of transmission vary greatly, 
in some instances being possible 
only through a third or carrier 
organism*
4*22131 Disease-producing organisms affect
organisms which they infest either 
by destroying their tissues, by 
using their supply of nutrients, 
or by producing substances which 
are toxic to the infested organism*
4*22132 Each kind of disease-producing
organism is spread by one or more 
typical methods, among the most 
common being through direct con­
tact; through air, water, milk 
and other foods; and through body 
wastes*
4*22133 An organism usually has a number
of natural defenses against inva­
sion by disease-producing organisms, 
such as body surfaces which serve
as physical barriers; blood-cells 
which serve as predators of invading 
organisms; organs which strain out 
and contain the disease-producing 
organisms until they die or become 
ineffective; substances produced in 
the body which, through chemical or 
physical action, or a combination 
of the two, kill or reduce the 
effectiveness of invading organisms; 
and increasing temperatures«
For some disease-producing or­
ganisms, substances have been 
developed which can be introduced 
into the body of the potential 
victim either to bring from 
another animal substances produced 
by it which render the disease- 
producing organisms ineffective, 
or to safely cause the body of 
the potential victim to produce 
its own supply of inhibitory sub­
stance for that particular disease- 
producing organism*










condition tend to resist infection 
by disease-producing organisms and/or 
to recover more rapidly than organisms 
which are already weak*
Species of organisms, strains of th© 
same species, and even individuals 
of the strain vary greatly with res- 
pect to their susceptibility to a 
particular disease*
There are many superstitious beliefs con­
cerning the structure and functioning of 
animals and plants*
How Do Living Things Vary from Generation to 
Generation?
Life comes only from other life*
The ability to reproduce, as distinguished 
from growth in size through accretion, is a 
distinguishing characteristic of living 
things*
Because the life cycle of the individual 
organism ends inevitably in death, each spe­
cies of organism which continues to exist 
must be able to reproduce*





an organism may b© limited either to 
vegetative means or to sexual means, th© 
organism may utilize first one then th© 
other method, or it may use both vegeta­
tive and sexual reproduction at the same 
time.
An organism which came into existence 
through vegetative means of reproduce 
tion, through parthenogenetic develop­
ment, or through self-fertilization is 
exactly like the parent in inheritance. 
Except for differences due to envir­
onmental factors, an organism which 
begins life through self-fertilized 
reproduction, through parthenogenetic 
reproduction, or through vegetative 
reproduction is exactly like its 
parent•
Within a group of organisms of the 
same genetic inheritance, there 
occur variations in growth due to 
such environmental factors as kinds 
and amounts of food, intensity and 







The characteristics of an individual 
which begins life through cross-* 
fertilised sexual reproduction are 
determined by the genes and other 
nuclear materials it received from 
its two parents, as modified by the 
influence of environmental factors. 
Inherited expression of any parti­
cular trait in an organism which 
begins life through cross-fertilised 
sexual production is determined by 
at least two genes, one of each pair 
being derived from each parent*
In an individual which is 
heterozygous for a particular 
trait, only the dominant gene 
will be expressed.
When a homozygous individual 
dominant with respect to a 
hereditary characteristic de­
termined by paired genes mates 
with a like individual recessive 
with respect to the character­
istic, all individuals will give 





homozygous for the dominant 
character, while in actuality 
all will be heterozygeous for 
the character in question.
When two individuals heterozygous 
for a particular trait determined 
by paired genes are mated, the 
progeny will appear in a ratio 
of three homozygous dominants to 
one homozygous recessive, but in 
actuality there will be a ratio 
of one homozygous dominant, to 
two heterozygous individuals 
which give the appearance of 
homozygous dominants, to one 
homozygous recessive*
When two in-bred lines of species are 
crossed, the resulting offspring 
typically are strong and vigorous, 
that is they exhibit hybrid vigor. 
Determination of the nature of inheri­
tance in many organisms with large 
numbers of chromosomes is complicated 
by th© fact that complete dominance 






but instead such conditions as incom­
plete dominance, blending, dilution, 
linkage, and crossing-over are present. 
Expression of genetic constitution is 
complicated in those cases in which 
multiple factors determine the expres­
sion of a particular characteristic. 
Generally organisms exhibit no char­
acteristics which have not appeared in „ 
some forebearer or other; however, 
sudden radical inheritable differences 
do appear in the form of mutations at 
rare intervals.
Causes of mutations are usually un­
determined; however, it is known 
that mutations sometime© occur after 
exposure to x-rays and other compar­
able radiations.
Most mutations are quickly lost 
because the organism© which exhibit 
them are usually less able to respond 
favorably to the environmental factors 
than others of the species; however, 
occasionally a mutation permits an 






to the environment than others of 
same species and the mutation is 
then passed on to an increasingly 
greater proportion of the organisms 
composing the species#
Biologists generally set the ex* 
tremes which will be recognised 
for a particular species or sub­
species of organism® and those 
organisms which do not fall 
within established limits are 
placed in other species.
More is known about inheritance in 
those species of organisms with rela­
tively few chromosomes and relatively 
short life spans than is known about 
species which have many chromosomes 
and require a long period of time to 
reach sexual maturity.
Through knowledge of the processes 
of inheritance in domestic animals 
and crops, man is able to breed 
organisms which more nearly meet 
his needs.
Some species, some strains within a
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species, and some individuals within 
a strain are more resistant to adverse 
climatic and edaphic factors and to 
particular diseases than others are; 
in some instances these resistances 
to adverse conditions are hereditary*
5*31270 While the environment may influence the
manner in which a hereditary character 
develops, the environmentally-determined 
characteristics of an organism are not 
inherited,
5.312& Potentialities in the germ plasm often
are not attained because factors in 
the environment prevent the full expres­
sion of the genetic inheritance.
5*3129 Organisms sometimes will live in an un­
favorable environment but will not 
reproduce in it.
5*4 In a natural situation, only those organisms
which are successful in a particular environ­
ment tend to reach the age of reproduction; 
accordingly, in a relatively stable environ­
ment each generation which appears tends to 
be more able to cope with the environmental 









The more specialised an organism* usually 
the more difficult it is for that organism 
to successfully meet radically different 
environmental conditIons•
Many domestic animals and plants either 
die out or gradually revert to their 
wild characteristics when they are 
untended.
Some domestic animals and plants are so 
well-suited to their environment that 
they can successfully compete with wild 
animals and plants.
How Have Living Things Varied through the Ages? 
Most of what is known about living things of 
long ago has been determined from the study 
of fossils found in the various strata of 
the earth.
Knowledge of rate of deposition of various 
kinds of rocks permits relatively accurate 
determination of the age of various strata. 
Another method of calculating the age of 
some rocks is to compare the percentage 
of lead to uranium in a rock. Since th© 







is known, the age of the rocks can be 
determined with relative accuracy.
There are no fossils in the oldest layers of 
rocksi but whether this indicates that there 
were no living things at that period of the 
earth’s history or whether it is merely an 
indication that the organisms of the period 
were so soft-bodied that there were no fossils 
formed is a point of contention among scien­
tists.
From period to period in the course of the 
earth’s history, one organism then another 
has been the dominant form of life.
Many species of organisms which once existed 
are now extinct.
Factors involved in extinction of species 
of organisms probably include drastic 
changes in the environment,heavy pressure 
by predators, high infestation of para­
sites, and high incidence of disease. 
Certain extinct organisms are associated 
with particular strata of rocks because 
they lived only during the period of time 
during which those strata were laid down 
or because they were the dominant species
during that period*
A few organisms have existed in more or less 
their present form over periods of hundreds 
of thousands of years, but many others, as 
shown by their remains, in rock strata, have 
changed greatly with the years*
There is much evidence that many modern 
forms of life have evolved from more 
primitive forms of life*
From the nature of the organisms found in the 
various rock strata, much information can be 
determined concerning the nature of the earth1 
surface in any particular locality over the 
various periods of the past.
The remains of organisms which died hundreds 
of thousands of years ago may still be useful 
today.
Petroleum products are believed to have 
been derived from tiny organisms which 
were subjected to high pressures over a 
considerable period of time.
Sulphur is believed by some geologists 
to be composed of tiny organisms which 
lived ages ago.
Certain shell deposits are used as a 
source of lime and comparable chemicals.
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II. SELECTION OF MATERIALS USED FOR EXEMPLIFICATION
Certain publications concerned with Louisiana bio­
logical subjects were then read Tor purpose of locating 
illustrations to be used to exemplify the chosen prin­
ciples. Publications used and their sources are listed 
below:
I. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station and Division of Agricultural Extension, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge - Cards No. 1-999, la-399a; Symbol, AES.
Research in Agriculture. Annual Report,
1950-51. Cards l-d2.
2. Research in Agriculture. Annual Report, 
1949-50. Cards 100-153.
3. Withdrawn.
4. Research in Agriculture. Annual Report, 
1947-4&. Cards 300-327.
5* Research in Agriculture. Annual Report, 
1945-46. Cards 400—444*
6. Research in Agriculture. Annual Report, 
1944-45* Cards 500-519*
7. Research in Agriculture. Annual Report, 
1943-44* Cards 600-66&.
6* Progress Through Agricultural Research.
Annual Report, 1942-43* Cards 730-766.
9 . Kimbrough, W. D., C. E. Smith, and R. H. 
Hanchey, Camellias for the Yard.
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Louisiana Bulletin No. 391, Revised June, 
1950. Cards &0G-d99*
10. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Planting Louisiana 
Homes. Home Extension Circular 259,
Revised July 1, 1947* Cards 900-90B.
11. Dorman, Caroline, Louisiana Plants for 
Louisiana Homes. The Well-Gardened Home 
Series, Vol. 1, No. 14, Reprinted April, 
1940. Cards la*-134&*
12. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Color Harmony in 
the Flower Garden. Extension Circular 
No. 20B, Revised July, 1947* Cards 200a*- 
266a.
13. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Propagation and Care 
of Shrubs« Extension Publication 1031, 
Reprint, December, 1949* Cards 300a~362a.
14. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Small Fruits for the 
Home Garden. Extension Circular 255* 
October, 1943* Cards 365a-374a.
15* Rpp, Charles W., Better Sires Will Increase 
Egg Production. Louisiana Circular No. 31* 
June, 1943* Cards 375a**3#6a.
16. Bratley, Hazel, Watchful Weighting.
Nutrition Notes, Vol. 1, No. 5, Revised 
November, 1935* Cards 560a-56&a.
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17* Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Lawns for Louisiana. 
The Well-Gardened Home Series, Vol. 1,
No* 7, Revised May, 1940. Cards 570a-575a* 
16. Hanchey, R. H. and W* D* Kimbrough, Rosea 
for the Yard. Louisiana Bulletin No. 451, 
June, 1951* Cards 5£Qa-6l9&*
19* Chamberlin, H. H., Private Forest Land
Ownership and Management in the Loblolly-
f ■ 1
Short-leaf Type in Southern Arkansas. 
Northern Louisiana and Central Mississippi. 
Louisiana Bulletin No* 393, July, 1945* 
Cards 625a-629a«
20. Snell, M. G. and C. L. Hill, Raising Sheep 
in Louisiana. Extension Circular No. 165, 
June, 1936. Cards 630a-662a.
21. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Fall Flowers for 
Louisiana. The Well-Gardened Home Series, 
vol. 1, No. 15, June, 1936. Cards 675a- 
6 7 6a.
22. Staples, C. H*, How to Select Dairy Cattle 
and Develop the Dairy Herd. Extension 
Circular 121, Revised and reprinted June, 
193^. Cards 660a-693&*
23. Hopkins, C. 0., Termites. Extension Circu­
lar 17&, December 193#* Cards 695&-705a.
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24# Campbell, Robert 3* and Robert R. Rhodes, 
Forest Grazing in Relation to Beef Cattle 
Production in Louisiana* Louisiana Bulletin 
No* 380* June, 1944# Cards 710a#*763a*
25# Richard, Joe G*, Louisiana Native Iris* 
Agricultural Extension Publication 1017, 
January, 1950* Cards 700-727#
26* Swann, F* A. and others, 1943 Program of
Sugar Cane Production for South Louisiana* 
Extension Circular 151, March 1943* Cards 
775a-7S7a.
27# Wasson, R* A*, Grassland Farming in
Louisiana* Extension Publication 1102, 
October, 1951# Cards 790a-S07a*
2S* Kimbrough, W* D* and others, Studies with
the Gladiolas in South Louisiana* Louisiana 
Bulletin No. 372, Revised September, 1951* 
Cards No. SlOa-SlSa.
29# Mayhew, Roy L*, The Parasites and Parasitic
Diseases of Cattle * Louisiana Bulletin No# 
423, May, 1940. Cards No# 320a-341a.
30. LaCroix, M. M. and J. B. Francioni, Jr.,
Care and Management of Hogs in Louisiana* 





31. Wasson, R* A. and W. E. Monroe, Louisiana 
Pastures. Agricultural Extension Publi­
cation 1037, October 1952. Cards No* 
B65a-B76a.
32. Stracener, C. G., Household Insects.
Insect Pest Control Service Leaflet 4,
April 15, 1937. Cards No. dBQa-e£7a.
Louisiana State University, Bureau of Educational
Materials. Symbol, LSU, Cards 1000-1999.
1. Russell, Richard Joel. Louisiana. Our
Treasure Ground* 1951. Cards 1000-1055.
2. Russell, Richard Joel. The Mississippi
River* 1944. Cards 1100-1141.
3* Dugas, Alvan L. and Charles E. Smith.
Some Common Insects of Louisiana. 194$»
Cards 1200-1410.
Louisiana Department of Wild Life and Fisheries
and its Predecessors. Symbol, W&F; Cards 
2000-2999.
1. Hewes, S. Elizabeth. Common Birds of 
Louisiana* 1947. Cards 20Q0-21&2.
2* Fourth Biennial Report * 1950-51. Cards 
2200- 2600.
3* Third Biennial Report * 194&-49• Cards 
2601-2716.
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*4. Frog Industry in Louisiana. Bulletin No.
26, 1939. Cards 2720-2780.
5. Hollis, F. D., The Present Status of the 
Wild Turkey in Louisiana. Undated. Cards 
2 0 5 0a-2077a.
6 . O'Neil, Ted. The Muskrat in the Louisiana 
Coastal Marshes. 1949. Cards 2000a-2034a*
7. Second Biennial Report. 1946-47. Cards 
230 0a-2404a.
8m Gowanloch, James N. and Clair A. Brown, 
Poisonous Snakes. PIants, and Black Widow 
Spiders of Louisiana. 1943* Cards 280G-2964<
*9* Viosca, Percy, Jr., Flood Control in the 
Mississippi Valley in its Relation to 
Louisiana Fisheries. Technical Paper No.
4, 1928. Cards 2200a—2214a.
10. Arthur, Stanley C., The Fur Animal3 of 
Louisiana. Bulletin No. 18, Revised, 193-1. 
Cards 2100a-2157a.
11. Gowanlock, James Nelson, Fishes and Fishing 
in Louisiana. Bulletin No. 23, February,
1933. Cards No. 2300a-2352a.
^Department of Conservation
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12* Oberholser, Harry G *, The Bird Life of
Louisiana. Bulletin Ho. 23, June, 193-d* 
Cards 2700a-2772a.
IV* Louisiana Forestry Commission* Symbol, LFC;
Cards No* 3000-3231.
1* Brown, Clair A*, Louisiana Trees and 
Shrubs, Bulletin No. 1, August, 1945*
Cards 3000-3234.
V. Louisiana State Department of Education*
Symbol S.D.E .5 Cards 4000-4999 *
1. Cowart, I. C. and R. C. Stringfield,
Soil Conservation n la Louisianne.
Bulletin No. 715, 1951. Cards 4000-4157. 
Behind the Curtain of Green. Bulletin No.
679, 1950* Cards 4200-426?♦
3* Kirklin, T. E., Current Information about 
Louisiana Agriculture. Bulletin No. 633,
1950* Cards 4500—4663*
VI* Miscellaneous Sources. Symbol, Mis.; Cards 
5000-5999.
1 . Viosca, Percy, Jr., Amphibians and Reptiles 
of Louisiana. Popular Science Bulletin No.
1, Louisiana Academy of Sciences. Reprinted 
June, 1950. Published through cooperation 
of Extension Service, Louisiana State Univer­
sity. Cards 5000-5030.
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2. Viosca, Percy, Jr., Louisiana Qut-of- 
Doors. Cards 52QO-5237.
3* Viosca, Percy, Jr., Delta Irises and 
their Culture. 1935* Cards 5250-525$.
4* Withdrawn
5* Taggart, W. G. and E. D. Simon, A Brief 
Discussion of the History of Sugar Cane. 
1950. Cards 5100-5135*
6 . Brown, H. B., A Brief Discussion of the 
History of Cotton, its Culture. Breeding. 
Harvesting, and Uses. 1951* Card© 5150- 
5172.
7. Ortel, E., A Discussion of the Natural 
History. Management and Diseases of the 
Honey Bee. 194&* Cards 5175-5191*
VII. Louisiana Department of Conservation, Louisiana 
Geological Survey Symbol, LCD; Cards 6000-6999* 
1. Howe, Henry V., and others, Eeports on the 
Geology £f Cameron &nd Vermilion Pariahea. 
Geological Bulletin No. 6, 1935. Cards 
6000-6060.
Sentences, paragraphs or larger selections of these 
publications were either excerpted or summarized and 
placed on cards. Each numbered card was also identified 
with a particular source by entering thereon the symbol,
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fche number, and the page of th© publication from which 
the selection was taken, A sample card is given below;
721 1,142241,14225
Soil and cultural requirements of the native Irises are opposite those of the bearded Iris, Natives thrive best in slight acid or sour soil with abundant moisture, whereas the bearded do their best in alkaline or sweet soil and extra good drainage. High­land, lowland, or even bog conditions are satisfactory.
AES 25-12
III. ASSIGNMENT OF SELECTIONS TO PRINCIPLES
Each card was then filed with the principle which 
it best seemed to exemplify. Using Card 721, given above, 
as an example, we note that it was filed under 1 .1 4 2 2 4  
in Unit I, that principle being, "The hydrogen-lon con­
centration of the habitat is a factor in its suitability 
for organisms." That identification code was entered at 
the top right-hand corner of the card. However, the 
entry on Card 721 could also be used to exemplify the 
principle Identified a3 1.14225, "Organisms show great 
variation with respect to their minimum requirements and 
maximum tolerances of moisture." This second identifica­
tion code was also entered at the top right-hand corner. 
Each card was coded to show which principle or principles
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it would exemplify.
Some of the selections could not be used to exem­
plify any of the listed principles. In those cases, the 
principles were examined again to determine: (1) whether
they should be reworded, (2) whether additional prin­
ciples should be formulated, or (3) whether the selection 
itself should be discarded. In each such case, that 
procedure was followed which seemed best under the 
existing conditions.
When all cards had been classified, a tabulation 
was made to determine the Identification numbers of the 
cards which contained materials which would exemplify 
each of the various principles. Thereafter, th© cards 
were read again to determine whether there was agreement 
with original judgements concerning applications of their 
contents. This procedure resulted both in clarification 
of principles and elimination of some selections as 
examples of certain principles.
It was found that there were some principles for 
which no illustrative materials had been found In the 
selected publications. While further readings brought 
to light examples for a few of the principles, there 
were still some principles considered valid as objec­
tives for secondary-school biological sciences which 
could not be adequately illustrated by materials from
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'the selected publications* These principles were re­
tained, but to the identification number of each such 
principle a aero was added in the terminal position*
It should also be noted that the more comprehensive 
a principle, the less adequately may it be illustrated 
by a single reference* Neither a large number of super­
ficial considerations of wide scope nor a few intensive 
studies of a limited number of organisms would permit 
acceptance of large generalisations without considerable 
reservation* Actually, the more comprehensive principles 
can be adequately documented only by relating to them 
all of the findings in the field of biology over the 
ages* Yet it is these larger understandings that give 
perspective. They,therefore, have been retained in th© 
list of principles despite the difficulty of adequately 
illustrating them. To these broader principle© have 
been specifically assigned certain references, but the 
references listed for subordinate principles also apply 
to these more comprehensive generalisations*
The revised list of principles which can be exem­
plified with materials from the selected publications 
concerned with Louisiana biological resources appears 
in Section I of the chapter, above.
Table II, which follows, lists by identification 
number each principle which is a part of Unit I, gives
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a summary statement of each selection judged to be of  
value in aiding youths to develop functional under­
standings of the principle, and identifies each selec­
tion with the publication and page from which it was 
drawn* Hie table should be used in connection with 
the statements of principles in Section 1 of this 
Chapter (Pages 51-6 8 ).
Table III lists principles which form Units II,
III, IV, V, and VI, and gives the publications and pages 
which were found to contain materials suitable for 
developing understandings of each of the principles.
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TABLE II
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES. UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1
Card No* Publication Page
2306abn W&F 11 39
23Han W&F 11 63
4086 3DE 1 62
4144 SDE 1 106
PRINCIPLE 1.11 
11 AES 1 45
23 AES 1 59
64 AES 1 165
103 AES 2 35
104 AES 2 35
109 AES 2 56
135 AES 2 109-11




Plants and animals both are dependent upon chlorophyll for food* Respiration of fishes differs from that of other vertebrates.Certain conditions are necessary for plant life* Food, cover, water are necessary for wildlife.
Cane growth is reduced by drought*Flooding causes loss of nitrogen•Due to soil conditions growth of cane was good despite drought condi­tions.Human diet should vary with the weather*Hogs do better in this climate if provided sanitary wallows.Cooling cows results in more grazing.Place of residence has an important effect on the health of older people* Hogs need water to cool off in summer.The forest is the natural habitat of deer, squirrel and turkeys.Fires control hardwoods*
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.11 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
326 142
411 AES 5 47







501 AES 6 39
612 AES 7 50
613 50
6 1 7 6 4 -6 5
665 172
741 AES 6 45
743 ^5
Summary
Various factors influence timber and range* Temperature of cattle can be reduced by shading or sprinkling*Varieties of cattle vary in their reaction to temperature *Collards withstand heat well.Sweet potatoes vary in carotene and moisture content *Sweet potato soil rot is influenced by climate.Root rot is greater in some soils than others* Weeds interfere with growth of rice*The stage of growth and development of the Dixie Wonder pea affects the susceptibility of the pea. Flooded soils lose organic matter and nitrogen*Salt water harms rice*Rice is harmed by salt water.Cattle have lower tempera* ture and respiration rate during cloudy and rainy weather *Cotton diseases are in­fluenced by soil condi­tions*Flooding influence on ©oil depends on tempera­ture •Loss of minerals is par­tially dependent upon pH.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OK EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES , UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.11 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
5« AES 11 2 Native conditions should be duplicated when trans­planting native plants*592a AES IS 11 The best time to set out roses depends on seasonal conditions*6lOa 19 When roses are cut in after­noon they keep better* Periodic burnings kill pin© seedlings and saplings*626a AES 19 19660a AES 22 3 The body conformation of a dairy cow and milk produce tlon are related*702 AES 25 3 Irises do well in bogs*627 AES 9 16 Fertiliser should be applied to camellias early enough to prevent late season growth*
634 17 Mulch protects plants*641 19 Camellias are somewhat sus­ceptible to Injury from cold*
646 20 Blooming of seedlings may be hastened by occasional transplanting#
369a AES 14 3 Strawberry planting should be delayed until after rain.
1049 LSU 1 120 Various factors influence life in marshes*
373a AES 14 14 Red spiders harm straw­berries *
#99 AES 9 3d Spraying should be done only when climatic conditions are proper *
1001 LSU 1 12,14 Soil formation is influenced by animals, climatic condi­tions.
1035 107 Soil conditions are influenced by plowing, plants, and ani­mals*
1 0 3 7 10S Soil texture and moisture content are related#
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*11 (continned)





1102 LSU 2 16
1141 116
1345 LSU 3 66




2075a W&F 5 66




2 2 62b 125
2263 127
Summary
Plants show preferences for soils of certain textures* Crop plants vary in the amount of water they need* Soils of some textures do not grow as many plants as others *Using soils to best advan­tage is Imperative*There are many factors in eroslbn*Flood control is a problem for many people*Insect damage is influenced by climatic conditions* Vegetation controls muskrat production*Climax species can be re­moved by burning*Droughts and hurricanes in­fluence muskrat populations* Drought© alter marsh vege­tation*Forest fires harm some spe­cies of trees more than others*Certain bodies of water may be either salt or fresh de­pending on tides*Checking on pollution is important for fish and wild­life control.Industrial pollution is from varied sources*Kraft mill pollution kills fish*Sugar mill pollution is harm­ful to aquatic life.Living things must have oxygen•
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.11 (continued) 







































Destructive distillation plant was harmful to life in branch - oxygen depletion* Changes in farmland usage have been harmful to wild­life*Farmland use is a factor in wild life production*Game management areas are important in game management* Various factors influence game refuges*Environmental factors are considered in Red Dirt Game Management Area*Quail habitat can be im­proved through planting*Lake habitats are complex*Use of a lake limits its use for wildlife*Various factors influence lake flora*Improvement of habitat is more important than stopping loss of fish through over­flow.Climax species in brackish peat marshes vary*Organisms influence each other•Industrial pollution in­fluences living things.Many factor® influence lakes as habitats*Sea crayfishes will not live in silted water.White Ibises will eat all crayfish in area*Ocean conditions influence the pattern of living things.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE I.I1 (continued)
Card No, Publication Page Summary
2314a W&F 7 77 Plants affect lake condi­tions*2320a 70 A mild frost does not harmwater hyacinth seeds.2324a &L Water hyacinths may reducewater levels.2402a 341 Oil pollution has killedplants.2404a 351 Gravel plant pollution in­fluences fish life.
2923 W&F 3 94 Some common crops arepoisonous under certainconditions.
2925 95 Frost and drought influencepoison making by plants.
2931 93-99 Fern foxicity varies withthe seasons.
3014 LFC 1 3 Tree species vary withenvironmental conditions*
3009 5—3 Edaphlc conditions in­fluence tree locations.
3044 31 Height of palmettos varieswith overflow level.
3090 66 Salinity may affect treesize*
3113 £6 Soil conditions may in­fluence leaf form of oaks.
3210 159 Poison oak and poison ivymay be ecological formsof same plant.
3342 139 Ecological conditions mayinfluence Bedstraw St.Johnswort,
3249 196 Flooding is a factor inthe size of th© base ofthe tupelogum.
4006 SDE 1 3-9 Many factors influencesoil formation.
4012 13 Many factors influenceerosion.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
Several points must be con­sidered in determining
PRINCIPLE 1.11 (continued) 









4112 SDE 1 76
4133 904144 106
4257 SDE 2 90
4256 90
4263 92
4511 SDE 3 33
4513 33
suitability of soils for different uses.Poor drainage affects soil. Soil use must take into consideration soil condi­tion.Use of barnyard manure im­proves soils*Green manuring improves the soil*Organic matter is an impor­tant factor in soil suit­ability*Legumes increase nitrogen content of soil*Fertilizer requirements of soils vary.Trees influence temperature and moisture content of air. Woodlands can be improved by attention to several points. Terraces reduce soil loss. Wildlife requires food, cover, and water.The natural balance of for­ests, soil, water, range, and wildlife is largely a biological problem.Man destroys soil, water, plants, and animal resources. The forest is the scene of a continuous struggle between various plants and animals. Slope exposure is a matter to be considered in locating a garden.Soil texture influences moisture and fertility*
TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUKTARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.11 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
4516 34 Soil color influences fer­tility and warmth*4522 52 Certain slope exposures givemore sunlight.
4559 72 Fertilisers should not beused on roses after Septem­ber*
4565 S5 Temperature and moistureshould be considered in
i spraying camellias*
5012 Mis 1 5 Amphibians are influencedby water and temperature.
5 020 7 Most Louisiana snakes re­quire water habitats*
5021 7 Only one Louisiana turtlelives in a dry habitat*
5124 Mis 5 14 Sugar cane production isinfluenced by other cropswhich grew on the soil*
5125 14 Sugar cane is harmed byexcessive commercial fer­tiliser.
6017 LCD 1 25 Winds influence soil forma­tion*
6024 37 Living things play a partin cheniere formation*
6037 42,43 The Mississippi River hasbrought soil to Louisiana*
6041 49-50 Sediment causes submergenceof land.
6052 69 Coastal marshes tend to bebuilt up by sediments fro©streams *
6055 69*71 Waves cause soil erosion*
PRINCIPLE 1.111 
23 AES 1 59 Flooding influences rice soil.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES
PRINCIPLE 1.111 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
1003 LSU 1 14
1010 22
2021a W&F 6 69
2406 W&F 2 340-341
25^9 W&F 2 457-456
3113 LFC 1 66
3210 159
4045 SDE 1 42
4144 106
PRINCIPLE 1.1111
2324a W&F 7 61
4109 SDE 1 75
4224 SDE 2 12
PRINCIPLE 1.1112
411 AES 5 47
OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
Soil is formed by decayingElants.imestones are made almost entirely of shells.Peak muskrat catches have followed droughts and hurricanes.Suitability of lake as a habitat is influenced by many factors.Ocean conditions Influence pattern of living things. Soils, moisture, and shade are believed to influence form of oak leaves.Poison ivy and poison oak may be ecological forms of same plant•Barnyard manure Improves soil condition.Water, food, and cover are necessary for wildlife.
Transpiration of water from hyacinth mat is about four times normal evaporation from free water surface. Trees pass water vapor into air(transpiration)•Each tree transpires.
Shade and sprinkling reduce body temperature of dairy cows.
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND 3UMHART OP EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT X
PRINCIPLE 1.1112 (continued)
Card No. Publication Pag©
744a AES 24 28
#34 AES 9 17
707 AES 10 6
1113 LSU 2 35-36
4110 SDE 7 75
4200 SDE 2 6
4223 12
4667 SDE 3 222
PRINCIPLE 1.1113
745a AES 24 28
4057 SDE 1 48
4145 106
4201 SDE 2 6
12
PRINCIPLE 1*1114
790a AES 27 3
Summary
Range tree© provide cattle protection from excessive summer heat.One should mujeh ground until trees furnish own shade* Trees protect a place from too much glare*Some trees were planted for shade«It is cooler by several de­grees In the shade of a tree. Shade of a tree helps keep people cooi in summer*Shade of trees helps keep a forest cool and affects climate of surrounding area. One should provide shade for livestock*
Twenty-nine per cent of far­mers depended entirely on thickets and trees for winter shelter for livestock*Cover crops protect ground against excessive freesing in winter*Trees and thickets protect quail from bad weather in winter*Trees provide shelter from wind and rain.Forests cut off icy winds and cold weather.
Grass provide© organic matter for ©oil*
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*111A (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
350a AES 30 6374a AES 31 20
373a AES 31 21
1029 1-103
1034 1-107
4001 LSU 3 43










Hogs scatter manure on land. In four years, sod increases two years of cultivated crop yields by one-third*Growing and turning under winter legumes allov/a certain alluvial lands to produce cotton continuously without reduced yields.Tree roots break up rocks, forming soil.Plants and animals alter rocks.Insects are soil builders$ they burrow, bring up new, unused soil to surface*Plants and animals mix soil particles.Cover crops of legumes en­rich soil#Grasses, trees furnish or­ganic matter to soil.Mulch or litter on surface protects soil#A cover crop prevents ero­sion and leaching, opens up hard compacted subsoils. Legumes harbor rhizobia, which add nitrogen to the soil.Organic matter supplied by plants provides food for bacteria and other living things*Legumes are among best green manure crops, as well a© best cover crops.The best us© of winter legumes Is for green manure.
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,1114 {continued)





4220 SDE 2 12
4535a SDE 3 154
6019 LCD 1 2 8 -2 9
PRINCIPLE 1.1115
776a AES 26 3
790a AES 27 3
873a AES 31 21
1 0 0 2, 1011  
1 0 3 6, 1050 LSD 1
1 2 -2 1
1 0 7 -1 2 0
Summary
Soil bacteria feed on or­ganic matter from plants and animals«Grazing animals spread manure; predatory animals spread manure*Mixing of soils by organ­isms reduces chances for development of poisonous substances in soil*Annual fall of leaves adds organic material to soil in forest.Leaves decompose, adding both richness and loose texture*Winter legumes add cheap nitrogen and organic matter to soil•Sand was changed by previous vegetation, became habitable for other plants#
A legume crop turned under furnishes nitrogen and or­ganic matter, and renders mineral plant food soluble# Grass provides organic matter for soil.Winter legumes turned under permit growing of cotton continuously on same land without reduction in yields. When dead plants and animals decay, a part of remains goes into air as gas, some stays as soil particles.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1115 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
125® LSU 3 43
4001 SDE 1 7,®, 16,634056 1 4®-49
4069 1 54
4111 1 76
4220 SDE 2 12
6019 LCD 1 2®-29
Summary
Dead insects enrich the ground.Decaying animals and plants furnish fertility to soil* Modern farmers allow plant residue to stay in fields, to rot and to furnish fer­tility iWinter legumes are turned under to improve soil*Dead leaves, trees add organic matter, minerals to soil *Leaves, trees die and decom­pose into particles of soil, furnishing richness and loose texture to soil*Remains of dead plants make sand more suitable environ­ment for other plants, lead­ing to plant successions*
PRINCIPLE 1.1116 
606 AES ? 31
790a AES 27 3
4029 SDE 1 34,47
4013 SDE 1 16
4111 SDE 1 76
Subsoiling and use of winter cover crop reduced runoff*On sloping land grass con** trols erosion.When the earth is covered with grasses, trees, and other vegetation most of the rain that falls enters the soil*Trees, vines, shrubs, and grasses hold soil and water in place*Leaf litter causes water to soak into ground without causing floods*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1116 (continued) 






4221 SDE 2 12
PRINCIPLE 1.1117
153 AES 2 177-178
737 AES 6 26
751a AES 24 31
790a AES 27 3-12
1051 LSU 1 121
1100 LSU 2 2,19
Summary
When vegetative cover is removed, less rainfall is absorbed by the soil.Cover crops prevent leach­ing.Forests catch snow or rain­fall; most of the water soaks into the litter of leaves and thence into thef round.rees themselves use large amounts of water.Terracing is a soil and water conservation program but must be supported by a vegetative program.Tree roots make soil porous and allow water to filter Into underground water reservoirs.
When cultivating pastures, establish in alternate strips similar to strip- cropping to prevent erosion. Winter cover crop of Austrian winter peas reduced erosion 50-90 per cent •Burning removes vegetation, Increases erosion.Grass protects soil from erosion.Plants hold sand when wind blows.When forests grew in Miss­issippi drainage basin, they held soil together.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1117 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page
1102 2 16
1104 2 16
2390 W&F 2 313
3131 LFC 1 100
3236 1663269 22$








4221 SDE 2 12
4565 SDE 3 154
Summary
When cattle or sheep eat all grass, erosion is increased* In Indian days, forests kept water of streams clean* Planting in strips prevents erosion,Water-elm prevents erosion of stream banks.French tamarisk binds sand. French mulberry has well- branched root system—  controls erosion*Some grasses are cold-, heat-resistant, so protect soil*Vegetation holds soil and water in place*Removal of plant cover has resulted in erosion*Some soil cannot be culti­vated safely without in­tensive treatments.Land incapable of economic cultivation should be kept in grass or forests or used for wildlife.Mulch or forest litter pre­vents erosion.Continual cover of plants reduces erosion.Terracing alone is not a sufficient erosion deter­rent •Erosion control, wildlife protection are supplemen­tary.Tree roots help hold sur­face soil*Winter legumes check sur­face erosion on sloping soil •
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.11171
Card No. Publication Page
2007a W&F 6 9
4013 SDE 1 16
4222 SDE 2 12
PRINCIPLE 1.11172





6023 LCD 1 31
PRINCIPLE 1.11173
1100 LSU 2 16
Summary
Three-cornered grass and sea cane on new Mississippi River delta levees slow wat­ers, causing deposition of silts.Gullies "heal over" whenfrass is planted in them, rees slow movements of surface water, decreasing flood tendencies and reducing erosion•
Under natural conditions, topsoil is impregnated with absorptive organic matter. Loss of topsoil layer re­duces ability of soil to take In or hold water. Surface mulch keeps wind, rain from damaging soil. Forest litter absorbs water and prevents water from eroding soil.One way fire damages is by destroying protective leaf litter.During time main channel Mississippi discharged west­ward, glaciers caused great rain, stream erosion because they removed earth covering.
When forests grew on most of hills and mountains and good grass grew over most of flat
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,11173 (continued) 
Card No, Publication Page
1102 16
3269 LFC 1 725
4013 SDE 1 47
4221 SDE 2 12
PRINCIPLE 1*11174
2209a W&F 9 9-10
410# SDE 1 75
4221 SDE 2 12
PRINCIPLE 1.112 
27 AES 1 66-67
Summary
lands in Mississippi drain­age basin, they held the soil together; when they were cut soil was washed into streams and made them muddy.Soil with any kind of plants growing In it is much safer from erosion than clean- plowed soil.French mulberry has a well- branched root system, pre­vents erosion.Plant roots grow through the soil and sew it together. Tree roots help to hold sur­face soil.
Farmer and forester through conservation practices can assure a more steady supply of water in streams.Forests tend to keep streams running all year around.Tree roots allow for fil­tration of water into the ground to make natural underground water reser­voirs for use during dry periods*
Aureomycin supplement to diet of calves appeared not to have changed micro- organisms in rumen.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.112 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
311 AES 4 SO
312 BO
627a AES 19 23
7!3a AES 24 *■
751a AES 24 31
1116 LSU 2 35-36
2001 W&F 6 xi
2023 W&F 6 66
2029a W&F 6 69
Summary
In a habitat of high quail population, quail gradually decreased, finally dis­appeared when habitat was transferred into a fully stocked forest*Annual burning successfully controlled hardwoods in im- mature pine stands *When large pines are cut in mixed pine-hardwood forests, often hardwoods take posses­sion of the area.Great areas of Southwest Louisiana longleaf forest area of about four million acres have been almost clear cut#Burning favors growth of plants less palatable to cattle#Settlers cut natural forests, planted certain other trees and flowers.Adjusting vegetation of un­productive coastal muskrat marshes will increase muskrat productivity #When salt content of marshes is increased above brackish, it reduces amount of three- cornered grass, increases amount of vegetation of greater salt tolerance - all of which are extremelygoor muskrat food# uring droughts a three- cornered grass marsh may give way to plants less valuable as muskrat food when there is a lowering of the average water table.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*112 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
2076a W&F 5 66
2104 W&F 1 36
2123 a W&F 10 126









Promiscuous burning may do great damage to turkey range by consuming duff, killing all of the herba­ceous plants, and Injuring producing trees and shrubs* Red-headed woodpecker is unafraid of man, often lives in cities.The skunk is apparently more numerous around human habi­tations than away from them. Building of levees has caused decrease of aquatic birds and mammals.Wildlife recovers with rapidity even after severe floods•Most abundant crops of crabs are produced during river flood years*River floods annihilate breeding places of coastal mosquitoes.Muskrat catches decline as a result of hurricane and floods, droughts, and in­crease of predators* Abundance of conches has made Lake Felicity shell plantings to date unsuccess­ful*Variation in water level in Catahoula Lake influences duck food production*Where Lesoedega bi-color has been planteT, the quail used them extensively and popu­lation Increased from 1 bird to 35 acres to 1 bird per 10-12 acres*
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOUHOE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,112 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
2393 332










2702a W&F 12 22
Summary
Fluctuation in water levels In a lake greatly Influ­ences duck population and fx sh populat ion.By reducing light penetra­ting water, water hyacinth completely changes biotic conditions in lakes and bayous *Water hyacinth crowds out plants which ducks and geese use for food*Turkeys all but disappeared with the forests* Industrialization changed farming practices - bear, cougar, wolf, turkeys, greatly decreased; squirrel, rabbit -more or less stable; quail, water fowl £ hard hit. Doves have been reduced, chiefly due to clean-farming* Lateral navigation canals prevent fresh water entering oyster beds and crabs and shrimp nursery grounds, altering basic biological patterns*Extreme droughts have re­sulted in death of many fish. Industrial pollution some­times kills organisms.Plants making a good fishing lake are not plants that create a full duck lake. Drainage can render a fav­orable crayfish habitat worthless in a short time. Unwise drainage operations of the past have greatly harmed water fowl.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*112 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2739a 93-97
3013 LFG 1 7,21
4030 SDE 1 32,33









Blue Goose-Chen caerules- cens (LlnnaeusT often en­tirely removes vegetation from large areas.Under natural conditions, loblolly pine, now one of the prevailing species In many places in State, was of secondary importance. Removal of grass and trees resulted in erosion, changed biotic conditions#If organic matter is lost from soil, soil baeterla die, soil becomes relatively unproductive•Rhizobia are rather speci­fic in habitat requirements, nitrogen and even species of legumes are determinants of success.When a plant dies, another kind may take its place because of changes in habi­tat.Improved pasture at m ximum production carries from three to five times as many livestock as a native unim­proved pasture.Places now occupied by scrub hardwoods once grew valuable pines.Water standing on soil may kill deep-rooting plants and slow bacterial action. Food, water and cover in­fluence wildlife.Native vegetation usually takes over a plowed area in a short time.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*112 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
4252 SDE 2 71
95
4508 SDE 3 19
5236 Mis 2 155
6020 LCD 1 29
6043 50





Many vast plots where pines once grew are now grown up in practically worthless scrub oak,By poisoning or removal of undesirable hardwood species, a habitat may be made suit­able for pines.Some lands are covered by low-value hardwoods which must be removed if good timber or forage is to grow* Prairie itself was not good fishing country formerly, but is now abundantly stocked with bass and other fresh water fish.If present conditions con­tinue indefinitely, Cameron Parish will be wiped out by the Qulf*Many St* Bernard Parish plantations are now a region only of trapping, hunting and fishing due to subsi­dence*Cypress trees have died around Lake Arthur - subsidence.Cypress will not stand flooding for long If water is salty or brackish*Cypress trees die if habitat becomes too salty*Ran&tla are now absent from GrandLake where they used to be plentiful; this is apparently due to change in water salinity*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.12
CAS’d No. Publication Page
153 AES 2 177-176
312 AES 4 60
313 60-61
606 AES 7 31
626a AES 19 19
1053 LSU 1 122





1207 LSU 3 12
1206 12
Summary
When native grass lands are plowed, there may be loss of* soil from heavy rains. Annual burning controlled hardwoods in immature pine stands.Good forestry practices provide desirable habitat for many forms of wildlife. Reversing rows, subsoiling, and using winter cover crop decreased runoff and in** creased yield*Burning kills or Injures pine trees*White men cut trees on Grand Chenier.Cutting forests, plowing land, and putting large numbers of livestock on range causes erosion.White people cut down trees and built roads when they came to Louisiana.Louisiana settlers brought new plants to the State (figs, orange s, flowers)* Upstream from Venice are canals dug by men.In Indian days, Mississippi flood waters flowed down Bayou Kanchac, Bayou Plaque- mine and Bayou Lafourche; levees now prevent this.Man has disturbed the balance of life to some extent. Increase of farm land has brought increase of certain Insects.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.12 (continued) 


























Domestication of certain plants has brought increases of certain insects*Some methods of planting or cultivating favor certain insects#Edaphic conditions of marsh may be changed over-night by burning, drainage, or flooding*Practically all of the Gulf Coast has been subjected to man1s influence*Burning marsh removes climax species, allows others to grow*Cattle grazing, ditching, canaling, locks, artificial control of water levels in rice growing, and annual burning have upset normal conditions of prairie mar­shes in Vermilion and Cameron Parishes#Most producing forests with clearings are home of turkeys; removal results in loss of turkeys#Settlement of forests by man forced turkey to less desir­able habitat#Aquatic birds and mammals have suffered from levee building*Oysters are being transplanted to new areas in State#Quail, turkey®, deer, squir­rels, fish are being trans­planted to suitable habitats#
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12 (continued)



















Uncontrolled marsh burning is a factor in muskrat production*Dragging netting over spawn­ing areas destroys fish eggs *Oil dredging alters oyster hab itat•Canals change current velo­city, cause deposition of silt, alter oyster habitat. Seismic exploration is con­trolled by Department of Wild Life and Fisheries*Land use is an Important factor in game population. Clean-cutting forests and fires ruined forest game range*Turkeys cannot live where there is no forest or where it is too thin*Farm use practices cause reduction of quail, dove, rabbit population*Changes in game ranges greatly Influence game populations*Artificial propagation of water fowl food plants is ineffective*Plantings of Lesnedeaa bi­color and sericea improve farm game habitat*Attempted Improvement in deer, turkey, quail habitats brings some improvements, some disappointments*Factors in suitability of duck habitat include chemical
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TABLE II {c ontInued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page























composition of water, plant successions, fish popula­tions, pollution, and use of watershed.Construction of Intraooas- tal Canal caused silting over of mouth of Memaentau; spillways of Mississippi and Atchafalya loaded Cote Blanche and vermilion areas with fresh water and fine Cover ofs&nd.Land use pattern has gov­erned game picture probably more than any other single factor.Lateral navigation canals affect biological patterns* Oil development (exploration, drilling, production) affect® habitat•More knowledge of oyster- growing conditions is re­quired in order to control habitat.Pollution from Industrial plants affects habitats.
Some lakes have natural abundance of fertilizing materials.Commercial fishing improves habitat for sports fishing. Atchafalaya Floodway and Morganza Spillway construc­tion alters freshwater, seafood habitat.Closed seasons affect supply of shrimp.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.12 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2664 W&F 3 166
2676 W&F 3 162
2701a W&F 12 21
3000 LFC I 1
3011 LFC 1 7
3014 LFC 1 6
3223 LFC 1 165
3244 LFC 1 191
4007 SDE 1 9
4006 SDE 1 9
Summary
If conditions in best pro* ducing area for deer in State were duplicated throughout, the number of deer would increase three* fold.Squirrel population is limited by range, illegal kills, timber operations, heavy grazing by cattle and hogs, severe winters, forest fires, destruction in trees. Cultivation, drainage de~ crease certain fowl. Originally, with exception of Gulf marshes and a few scat* tered prairie areas, the en­tire State was covered with forests.Man has cut off forests and burned various areas so much original tree vegetation cannot be found.When areas are logged or burned, they are often left barren or taken over by »scrub oaks*.Collection of holly greens for yuletide greens nearly exterminated certain places. Many dogwoods (Cornua flori- dana) have been removed from woods•Early settlers moved on to new lands as old lands were ruined•New lands were eventually used up, Americans forced to care for land.
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TABLE XX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page 
4017,401S4020*4021, SDE 1 24-30
4022,4023,4024,4025,4026,4027,4030, SDE 1 32,33
4031
4035 SDE 1 40
4040 SDE 1 41
4107 SDE 1 75
4113 SDE 1 76
4119 SDE 1 77
4122 SDE 1 77
4237 SDE 2 14
423« SDE 2 14
4239 SDE 2 4 6 -4 642434250 SDE 2 71
Summary
Some land Is too steep, too low in fertility, for row crops - much land has been improperly used*Removal of cover from ground by overgrasing, burning, and undesirable removal of trees* Continuous clean cultivation and improper agricultural procedures reduce productive capacity of soil*Mechanical conservation mea­sures keep soil In place but do not affect fertility* Cutting and burning of forests altered habitats*Fire hurts living, growing trees even when tney don#t burn#Forest fires burn young ani­mals or eggs, food, or cover* Most fires are started by men - 95 per cent are unneces­sary and preventable*Cutting practices on two- thirds of private lands are cor or totally destructive* ire, resulting from man1 s carelessness or misuse, damages more than 70,000 acres of Louisianafs forests annually#Man is keynote in any plan of forest management*Fires do untold damage; there were 2,751 reported fires in 1946, 99$ man- caused*
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12 (continued) 








Through the years, man has destroyed a large portion of available soil, water, plant, and animal resources* Prairies were not good fish* ing formerly, but now numerous rice canals are abundantly stocked with bass*Many chanters have been cleared*
PRINCIPLE 1.121
153,312,313,606,









See 1*12142 Biological research must b© done to determine factors involved in oyster produc­tion*144 Oil dredging alters oyster habitat•14$,149 Canals change current velo­city, cause deposition of silt, alter oyster habitat*152 Seismic exploration is con­trolled by Department of Wild Life and Fisheries*226 Changes in farming methods,logging operations, pollu­tion of streams, and in­creased urban and suburban areas are most Important factors in wildlife popula­tion*237 Drainage activities and farm­ing practices Influence migratory birds and water fowl*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*121 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page
2364 W&F 2 303
2393 W&F 2 332
2400 W&F 2 335
3011 LFC 1 7
4031 SDE 1 33
Summary
Gam© management areas in­fluence supply of wildlife in area.Changes in water levels, composition of water, pollu­tion, plant succession, fish populations, us® of land and population in watersheds influence duck populations on a lake.Silt and other factors in­fluence lake productivity. Man has cut off forests and burned various areas so much original vegetation cannot be found.Removal of cover alters a habitat.
PRINCIPLE 1.1211
627a AES 19 23 When pipes were removed, un­desirable hardwoods present took over area.1102 L§U 2 16 Removing forests, plowingland, and overgrassing re­sulted in erosion of land, silting of streams.
2312,2367a,2400, See 1.12130114006 See 1.124009 SDE 1 11 While erosion is not a very4012 SDE 1 13 serious problem In Louisiana,4014 SDE 1 23 it is an important matter4016 SDE 1 24 and can be controlled byproper agricultural prac­tices.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1211 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
4017, 40204021, 4022,
4023, 4024,4025, 4026,4026, 4030,













177,176 Excessive siltation from plowed lands can be con­trolled by strip plowing.142 Stream bottoms and channels are filled with sediment washed off land after burn­ing.121 Sand Is held by plant®.See 1.1211 See 1.12 3ee 1.1211 23,24 Some steep land is severely eroded and washed into streams when natural plant cover I a removed.See 1.1211 30 Class VIII land is not suit­able for cultivation or production of useful perma­nent vegetation, but is suitable for production of wildlife.32-33 Removal of cover results in stream siltation.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE I•12112 
Card no. Publication Page 
LSU 211031104
231024004012
40144016, 4020, 4021, 4022, 
4023, 4024,402 5, 4026,4027















The Mississippi River has a heavier load of sediment than it had during Indian times. This is a result of poor land use*See 1.12 See 1.121
See 1.1211
See 1*12
See 1.12111The Atchafalaya River is rapidly filling lakes in lower course.Glaciers eroded land, caua- ing silt deposits in Cameron «* Vermilion area when Mississippi River outlet was to west.The very existence of Louis* iana Is traceable to sed- ment borne in streams. Stream® entering Gulf of Mexico are heavily laden with sediment.If the Mississippi River kept In same channel and discharged through same passes indefinitely, it would build a long strip of land out into the Gulf at its sides.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES. UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12113
Card No* Publication Pag©
1102 LSU 2 16
2315 W&F 2 163
2396a,2404a
PRINCIPLE 1.12114
621 AES 7 95
627aS00a AES 27 12
30114246 SDE 2 66
4249 SDE 2 74
4264 SDE 2 93
PRINCIPLE 1*12115
791a AES 27 3
Summary
Siltation of streams affect® fish population*Lake Felicity shell planting was unsuccessful due to conchs; may be result of conditions of habitat due to drainage and like changes. Se© 1*12
In 1943, the forest land of the loblolly-shortleaf area was producing less than half its capacity*See 1.1211A large acreage of uncleared land is simply waste land, earning no revenue*See 1.12About one and one quarter million acres of forest land in Louisiana are idle or unproductive «Of 16,196,000 acres of forest land, about 1,125,000 acres are unproductive.The million and a quarter acres of unproductive forest lands are a result in some instances of failure to leave healthy, mature trees to r©3eed areas naturally.
Ninety per cent of grassland in country still requires improvement•
TABLE II (continued}
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.12115 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page 
8 6 5a AES 31 3
866a AES 31 4
4097 SDE 1 67
4102 SDE 1 70
4103 SDE 1 70
PRINCIPLE 1#12116
2001a W&F 6 xi
2389 W&F 2 312,313
4142 SDE 1 106,108
4150 SDE 1 108
4152 SDE 1 110
Summary
Good improved >pasture should carry one dairy cow per acre. Best improved pastures carry twice the cattle average improved pastures do#When new improved pasture reaches maximum production, it will carry three to five times as many livestock as a native unimproved pasture# Improved grass-clover pasture normally increases livestock returns about one-third more per acre than improved grass pasture alone•Old established pastures in Louisiana can be improved by addition or more Dallis grass and certain clovers.
Unproductive coastal marshes could be improved to increase muskrat prodxict ivity •Red Dirt Game Management Area was improved, resulting in generally more game#Erosion control and wildlife protection are supplementary# Wildlife conservation depends on food, cover, and water# Areas around farm ponds, banks of streams, edges of swamps and marshes are ex­cellent places to encourage wildlife #
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*12117
Card No* Publication Page
1102 LSU 2 16
4014, 401#,4020, 4021,4022, 4023,4024, 4025,4026, 402? SUE 1 23-30
PRINCIPLE 1*12116
627a AES 19 23
626a AES 19 19
626a AES 19 19
629a AES 19 19
1211 LSU 3 13
1212 LSU 3 19
Summary
Eroded soil produces little. Erosion is due to poor land** use practices*
Land practices not In accord with characteristics of the land result in poor produc­tion of crops, damage to soil*
When all pines were removed, undesirable hardwoods took over area*Large hardwoods of the wwolffr type took over the area*Large hardwoods of undesira­ble type were left in area and limited use of land*When pines were clear cut, the understory of unde­sirable hardwood took pos­session of the site*By changing methods of planting or cultivating crops, man has at times caused an increase in the number of harmful insects* Through indiscriminate use of poisons, natural enemies of harmful insects have been killed, resulting in a net gain of harmful species.
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*122
Card No. Publication Page
1? AES 1 54,55
19 AES 1 55
746 AES S 44
791a AES 27 3
301a AES 27 12
665a S66aS72a AES 31 16
1046 LSU 1 115
11021239 . LSU 3 33
2001a2031a W&F 6 94
2301 W&F 2 141,142
Summary
Increased yield in rice results from deep plowing. Sugar cane production in­creased in unfertilised plots as depth of plowing increased.Seed production of Dallis grass can be improved three­fold on same acreage by better culture methods and planting better strains. Ninety per cent of grassland in the country is still un­improved •A large number of farms might profitably return some of less productive row- crop acres to grass.See 1*12115 See 1.12115Proper mowing and fertili­zation increase grass, decrease bitterweeds.By growing suitable crops on land, its productivity can be increased.See 1.12117With better management, most bee colonies would produce three or four times as much honey.See 1.12116The best muskrat food plants are sub-climax, by removing climax species one can In­crease muskrat food.Oyster reefs and bottoms must be carefully controlled for maximum production.
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.122 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page 
2903 W&F 2 143
2314 W&F 2 161
2316 W&F 2 163,165
2344 W&F 2 230
2347 W&F 2 233,234
2370 W&F 2 277
2376, W&F 2 2632379, 2932396 
23 69 3132392a W&F 7 265
2393 W&F 2 332
2393a W&F 7 291
2399 W&F 2 334,335
2412 W&F 2 334
2455 W&F 2 363,364
Summary
Shell planting and rebedding oysters increase oyster production*Seed oyster reservations are used for oyster produc­tion.Siltation must be controlled for oyster production*Farming practices can ruin or improve wildlife habitats* Swamp habitats, refugees have brought increased deer populations*Artificial propagation of water fowl food plants sel­dom justifies cost. Eco­logical control is more important.Lespedeza sericea and bi- col or Improve wildlife range•See 1.12116Planting duck food plants improved duck habitat.Control of water level brought fish and waterfowl control•Oyster reef improvement is necessary for good oyster production.Lake conditions can be controlled.Overflows of the Mississippi River bring many fish to overflow area; they must be rescued from pools which dry up.Water levels and poisons are important in control of bodies of water.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*122 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page 
2625 W&F 3 41
265# W&F 3 156
2694 W&F 3 215
2695 W&F 3 224
4009401440154016 4026 
4097 4103 4150 
4153 SDE 1 110
4154 SDE 1 110,111
4506, SDE 3 19
4509, 204510 20
PRINCIPLE 1.1221
312 AES 4 60
326625a AES 19 17
Summary
Duck food planting programs are reported to give satis* factory results*Controlling forestry condi­tions improves production* Basie productivity of a lake depends on natural condi­tions and can be altered somewhat*Closed fish seasons are not desirable| habitat improve­ment is Important*See 1*1211 See 1.1211 See 1*12111 See 1.12 See 1.12111 See 1.12115 See 1.12115 See 1,12116Fish can be grown in farm ponds by controlling pond conditions*Total fish production de­pends upon mineral content of water*Low-grade hardwoods may be removed for production of desirable timber or forage.
Annual controlled burning was used to control hard­woods in immature pine stands*See 1,12111Even light annual burning will eventually kill most seedlings*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1221 {continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
626a AES 19 19
749a AES 24 30
750a751a AES 24 AES 24 3131
752a AES 24 31
753a AES 24 33
75Sa AES 24 35
PRINCIPLE 1*12211
3122076a W&F 5 66
4116 SDE 1 , 77
4117 SDE 1 77
PRINCIPLE 1*123
2143a W&F 1 46
Summary
Periodic burnings of up to eight or ten years in thick stands of reproduction and saplings kill all or almost all of trees, seriously repressing action.Many farmers protect wood- lots from fire*Most farmers agree that un­controlled fires damage trees and forage*Cautious "prescribed burn­ing” may be desirable in 1ong-1eaf-siash•Outside of longleaf type, prescribed burning is not recommended*Controlled burning reduces fuel for uncontrolled fires*
See 1*1221Turkeys are very susceptible to danger from fires*Fire kills young seedlings much more frequently than older trees*Some inferior trees are less susceptible to fire damage than some desirable trees*
Proper utilization of marshes will mean immediate estoppel of ill-considered drainage of lands for "development schemes"•
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*123 (continued)
Card No* Publication page
2576 W&F 2 4432579 444
2 7 02a W&F 12 22
4010
4 0 2$ SDE 1 23-30
4 1 1 1a SDE 1 76
4136 SDE 1 95
PRINCIPLE 1.13
313 AES 4 $0 ,S1
605 AES 7 2$, 29
$l$a AES 2$ 17
Summary
One apparently cannot improve bullfrog habitat; "farming” is not profitable*All unwise drainage opera­tions of the past may be used as a warning for the future* Land use depends on land characteristics; certain classifications of land can­not successfully be culti­vated but must be kept In pastures, woodland, or production of wildlife* Improper use results in less yield*Some land now in row crops would be better used if it were in trees as it origin­ally was*Not all land can be economi­cally drained; such land is best used for wildlife*
Wildlife Is found only in suitable habitats*Alligator weed (Alternan- thera phlloxeroides)V first dlsc overed in Florida in 1$95» and in La* in 1$97> "now found throughout Louisiana, south of Alex­andriaGladiolus diseases require that soil be planted to gladiolus not more often than every fourth year*
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1«13 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
341a AES 29 41
1043 LSU 1 111
1266 LSU 3 43
1263 LSU 3 43
1315 LSU 3 66
1324 LSU 3 63,69
2002a W&F 6 2
2026 W&F 1 12
2062 W&F 1 25
2104 W&F 1 36
2107a W&F 10 35
Summary
Pasture rotation helps keep down parasite populations, Louisiana*s human population is not everywhere equally dense.Federal inspection of plants and produce is conducted at ports and along borders of the United States to guard against the importation of foreign pests,Louisiana* s climate is an ally of insect pests.The Colorado potato beetle originally lived In Colorado and other nearby states.The belted cucumber beetle worked its way into the U*S* from Mexico, *In marshes, several species are usually present in a particular habitat, but the one plant most favored by the existing conditions will finally dominate, forming climax vegetation for that particular set of edaphlc conditions.Some birds make summer homes in one locality, winter homes in another.Killdeer are found on the shores, in damp fields, and even dry upland fields.The red-headed woodpecker is unafraid of man and often lives in cities.The opossum is distributedfenerally throughout the tate •
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,13 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2119a W&F 10 120
2347a W&F 1 1 267, 268
2380 W&F 2 295, 296
2386a W&F 7 275
2387a W&F 7 276
2393a2395 W&F 2 333
2457 W&F 2 366
2471 W&F 2 386
Summary
The otter is distributed throughout North America in habitats adapted to its mode of life*The toadfish ranges the Atlantic Coast from Mass­achusetts to the West Indies*Deer are spread throughout practically all of the State; but the population is much higher in certain areas*The mink occurs throughout Louisiana where there are suitable habitats* It is more numerous in heavily wooded water bottoms and in cypress-tupelo swamps* The raccoon is of uniform distribution throughout the state*See 1*122Lake conditions determine fish populations*Earthworms are transplanted in the earth of imported plants back and forth throughout all of the re­ions of the world* wo species of crayfish occur in Louisiana vihere- ever there are suitable habitatsi Cambarus clarkii Girard in bayous,ponds, ditches; Frocambarus blandlngilacutus TGirard) In piney-woods, sandy- bottomed, swift-flowing streams*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.13 (continued) 































SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,13 (continued) 
Card No, Publication Page
3041 LFC 1 31
3051 LFC 1 38
3136 LFC 1 105
3184 LFC 1 141
3209 LFC 1 159
4229 SDE 2 13
4587 SDE 3 158
PRINCIPLE 1.131
632a AES 20 4
633a AES 20 4
Summary
Palmetto * Sabal minor (Jacq.) Pers« - is most abundant in southern Louisiana,Weeping willow was imported from China.Osage orange was perhaps native in northwestern por­tion of Louisiana, but is now so widely cultivated that it is not possible to determine its original range. Honey mesqulte was probably introduced from Texas. Poison-ivy is very abundant and widely distributed throughout Louisiana.Trees depend upon wind, wildlife, and other agents to scatter their seeds so that new trees start life in satisfactory habitats. Elimination of the cattle tick from Louisiana will make it possible and feasible to import the necessary bulls to sire higher grade calves.
Native rams are used more generally than purebred rams because of their hardiness. Purebred rams were bred to native ewes to give breeding rams retaining a great por­tion of hardiness of native sheep.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.131 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
2330a W&F 7 1662331a W&F 7 169






2339a W&F 7 201
2565 W&F 2 436
2703 W&F 3 239
3166 LFC 1 142,14!
Summary
Released pen-reared quail have difficulty surviving without aid of native quail* Pen-reared quail are unable to fly as well as native quail•Pen-reared quail were caught by predators at a much higher rate than native quail* Feeding and roosting habits of native quail were more apt to result In survival. Pen-reared quail often ignored danger*Released quail were easy victims of many types of predators *Of 4, #33 quail released on all experimental areas, over a three-year period, onlyor 656, survived at the end of the period*Restocking of areas with pen-reared quail appears of very little value.Pheasants have been released in Louisiana several times, but have failed to succeed* Macrobrachium .laraaicense - a large shrimp of more tropical regions - has been found a number of times but has never done well in Louisiana waters#Black locust - probably not a native - does not make normal growth for some un­known reason under Louisiana conditions*
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TABLE XI (continued)
30URCK AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.131 (continued) 
Card No. Publications Page
$009 Mis 1 5009
PRINCIPLE 1.132
116a AES 11 16
124a AES 11 17
711a AES 24 4
1117 LSD 2 35
1212 LSD 3 13
1271 LSD 3 51
1269 LSD 3 51
1315 LSU 3 66
Summary
Some foreign amphibians and reptiles hare been intro­duced through commerce but hare not established thea- selres as part of our wild fauna.
Honeysuckle came originally from China but has done well here*McCartney's Rose (Cherokee) -- was intro- ducea from China and is now widespread*Oar pet grass and Bermudafrees have become natural*** sed in many of the forest areas*Oranges and figs brought by early settlers did well in Louisiana*numerous harmful insects have been carried from one plaee to another by boat, automobile* train* or plane* The bollweevllt a native of Mexico* spread into the United States and became a nuisance*The sugar-cane borer came to Louisiana about a hundred years ago* from the West Indies or tropical South America*The Colorado potato beetle spread fr o m Its native habitat in Colorado and other nearby States*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*132 (continued) 
Card No* Publications Page
1324 LSU 3 66
1327 LSU 3 69
1346 LSU 3 60,61
1346 LSU 3 61
2146 W&F 1 49,50
2201 W&F 2 2
2216 W&F 2 43
2221 W&F 2 45
2222 W&F 2 46
2300a W&F 7 66
2310a W&F 7 76
Summary
The belted cucumber beetle is from Mexico or from areas farther south*The cabbage worm originated in Europe, but has been a peat here since 1620* Oriental forest moth was imported from Japan about 
1913.San Jose scale was imported from China about 1620* Starling - from Europe - has multiplied until it has become so numerous as to be a pest*Nutria or coypu are trans­planted to new areas in State where suitable habitat bids fair to insure success­ful living*The nutria was brought to Louisiana from South America about 1930, escaped, propa­gated rapidly*The take of nutria in 1951 was about 40,000*There were enough nutria by 1943-44 that a season was opened for trapping*The water hyacinth was introduced into Louisiana from South America about seventy years ago but now thrives throughout southern United States*Water hyacinth now seems fairly successful even in brackish waters*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1 *1 3 2 (continued)
Car'd No, Publication Page
2368a W&F 7 247
24572605 W&F 3 292629 W&F 3 47
2 6 3 0 W&F 3 46
3030 LFC 1 17,16
30513132 LFC 1 102
3134 LFC 1 103
3149 LFC 1 115
3166 LFC 1 129
3167 LFC 1 129,130
3194 LFC 1 149
3196 LFC 1 151
3199 LFC 1 152
3234 LFC 1 163
3236 LFC 1 164
3233 LFC 1 166
3270 LFC 1 227
3273 LFC 1 226
Summary
He did not Introduce Japanese oyster into Louisiana waters for fear it might become a pest*See 1*13Nutria - See 2146, above* Nutria - See 2143, above*He feared coypu might be­come a pest, failed to introduce it earlier*Ginkgo was Introduced from the Orient*See 1*13.White mulberry was imported for silkworm culture*Paper mulberry is an intro­duced species*Camphor tree is an intro­duced tree*Cherokee rose is an intro­duced rose*Chickasaw rose, a native of China, was introduced into United States*Ailanthus is an introduced tree*Umbrella chinaberry is an Introduced tree*Chinese tallow is an intro­duced tree*Chinese parasol is an intro­duced tree*French tamarisk is an intro­duced tree*The camellia is a native of Asia *Glory bower Is a native of China*Night-blooming jessamine is an introduced shrub*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*132 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
3274 LFC 1 22$
PRINCIPLE 1*1321
1212 LSU 3 ' 13
1272 LSU 3 52
214$2149 W&F 1 50
2376a W&F 7 263
PRINCIPLE 1.14
$20a AES 29 5
1014 LSU 1 37
2004a W&F 6 7
2019 W&F 1 10
Summary
Jerusalem-cherry is an intro­duced ornamental.
Numerous harmful insects were carried from place to place, and, in many instan­ces * their natural enemies were left behind*When the boll-weevil came into our country it appar­ently left its natural enemies behind#See 1*132The Starling apparently has no natural enemies to check it in America*Water hyacinth has but few enemies*
Cattle, as are all of our domestic animals, are affected by numerous species of internal and external parasites*Even salt water is full of tiny plants and animals* Certain gradses do best in each of three marsh habitats, brackish to strongly brackish, float ing fre sh, and siightly brackish with relatively stable and deep water levels* Wild ducks and geese are water lovers.
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,14 (continued) 
Card No, Publication Page
2049 W&F 1 22
2470 W&F 2 3S5
2810 W&F 8 11-12
3015 LFC 1 8,9
5012 Mis 1 5
5013 Mis 1 5
5020 Mis 1 7
5021 Mis 1 7
5023 Mis 1 8
5028 Mis 1 9
5029 M s  1 9
5030 Mis 1 9
Summary
The Mallard decreased ~ one factor was destruction of breeding grounds*Crayfish must have a water habitat *Snakes are typically land or freshwater animals*Bald cypres®y tupelo, swamp red maple, and other trees do well in damp conditions* Most amphibian® live in or near water*Some amphibians never leave water, must lay egg® in water* Only one in Louisiana does not lay eggs in water*Of 35 species of Louisiana snake®, all but eleven live in or near water, or burrow in damp places*Of 20 species of Louisiana turtles, only one is true dry-1and type,16 or 66 lisards, snakes, and turtles are dry land creatures in the strictest sense; 50 prefer lowlands, wetlands or aquatic habitats* What Louisiana lacks in dry­land snakes it makes up in water snakes and their relatives.Louisiana has about one- third of the total number of turtles and amphibians of the United States* Louisiana has a great abun­dance of water-living and water-loving forms*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OP EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141
Card No. Publication Page
5a AES 11 2
1 0a 3
35a AES 11 6
6&a AES 11 11
403 AES 5 23
605 AES 7 2S,29
6Sla AES 22 5
695a AES 23 2
700 AES 25 3
703 AES 25 4
705a AES 23 3709 AES 25 4, 5
710a AES 24 3
Summary
A wild plant will usually thrive when transplanted only if placed In a habitat comparable to one from which it came.Live oak and magnolia grow more rapidly in rich, damp soil.Sweet laurel is found naturally only in bogs near heads of small streams.Crabapples will grow in al­most any fertile, ©unny spot.Tabac de Perique is grown only in St. James Parish* Alligator weed grows on land as well as in the water, and survives pro- longed dry periods well.The Southern states have but small or light infec­tion of contagious diseases which are prevalent among dairy cattle.Termites are often found under pieces of wood which have been partly buried in the ground for some time. Irises are found most commonly in water areas. Native Irises are more numerous in the Gulf Coast area.See 695a, above.Irises are found most abun­dantly in lowlands of Mississippi and Red River valleys and near Gulf Coast. Trees do not grow well where there is grazing or fire.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
716a AES 24 5
71$a AES 24 5
721 AES 25 12
74&a AES 24 30
900 AES 10 2
903 AES 10 4
1000 LSU 1 10
1041 LSU 1 109
1042 LSU 1 109
1043 LSU 1 111
1046 LSU 1 115
Summary
The bottomland hardwood region is the largest forest type in Louisiana.Better drained areas are regarded by cattlemen as excellent winter range*Native irises thrive best in slight acid or sour soil with abundant moisture* Louisiana forests are gener­ally greatly understocked with trees.Fertility of the soil, tem­perate climate, and long growing season permit rapid growth of shrubbery in Loui siana.Coniferous evergreens are very subject to ravages of insects and diseases in this climate.Most of the people In the flatter parts of Louisiana live near streams.Hardwoods, cotton, and many other plants do well In valleys; on hills are forests but few farms.Farmers try to plant crops that do well on the kind of soil they have.The population density of various parts of Louisiana varies; numerous farms are found In some areas, none in others; forests cover some, but not other areas.Valleys are usually better for farming.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
1106 LSU 2 19
1107 LSU 2 20
1324 LSU 3 63,69
1391 LSU 3 100
2002a W&F 6 2
2004a W&F 6 7
2007a W&F 6 9,10
2051a Vi&F 5 3
2056 W&F 1 23
2059 W&F 1 24
Summary
Even in Indian days some areas of the State supported more forests than others.Near the coast there were few trees in Indian days.The belted cucumber beetle is not yet fully adapted to our weather conditions; a severe winter will kill nearly all of the adult beetles.It would be difficult to estimate the number of mosquitoes in Louisiana. Under certain marsh condi­tions, the plant most favored by the existing conditions will finally dominate«Marsh climax plants are: wiregrass-strongly brackish habitat, paille faille- floating fresh habitat, and saw grass - slightly brackish habitat *The dominant plant first appearing on delta natural levees is three-cornered grass.In only a few scattered and isolated places are wild turkeys present in suffi­cient numbers to insure a proper breeding potential.The Sparrow Hawk is more numerous in Louisiana in winter.The Bob-white is found in Louisiana the year round in suitable habitats.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*141 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
2066 W&F l 26
2070 W&F 1 27
2075 W&F 1 26
2076 W&F 1 29
2663a W&F 1 30
2130 W&F 1 44
(W&F 1 gives the favored 2113 a W&F 10 103
2U9a W&F 10 120
2200 W&F 2 2
2207 W&F 2 35
22212224 W&F 2 53
2230 W&F 2 57
2247 W&F 2 64 *
Summary
The Laughing Gull is the only gull found in Louisiana in the summer*The Mourning Dove nests and winter® in Louisiana*The Yellow-billed Cuckoo Is a common summer resident of the State *The Screech Owl is a perma­nent resident of Louisiana*The Chimney Swift Is a summer resident in all of Louisiana* The Robin Is numerous in Louisiana only in winter* habitats of many birds)More mink are found in Louisi­ana than in any other state In the United States*The otter is found generally distributed over North America in localities adapted to its mode of life*Louisiana produces more musk­rat fur than all the remainder of America.Louisiana produces more musk­rats, more nutria, more otter, more mink, and more alligator skins than any other state in the Union*See 1*132More mink are found in Louisiana than in any other State in the United States*In 1950-51* 2,477*464 musk­rat furs were taken in Louisiana*Louisiana shrimp production equals 53$ of the total catch for five Gulf States*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2344a WYF 7 211
2347 W&F 2 233,234
2352a W&F 7 219
2353a W&F 7 219
2355a W&F 7 220
2353a W&F 7 223
2359a W&F 7 226
2360a W&F 7 227
2361a W&F 7 223
2362a W&F 7 229
2362a W&F 7 223
2364 W&F 2 264
Summary
Bird hunters are now begin­ning to consider a sericea patch as definite and reliable a source for feed­ing a covey as they already regard a black locust plan­tation.Cutover bottomland and swamp areas were soon restored by a second growth condition better than the original range*Game was not abundant every­where in early times as is often supposed.Some species are more abun­dant today than during early times (Example - quail).Turkey all but disappeared with the forest.Game inventory shows para­site® vary greatly with respect to game populations. Deer are more prevalent in parishes that have vast areas of swamp bottomland*Deer Inventory data indicate that parishes vary greatly in average population den­sity of occupied range*Very few bear and cougar are found in the State, then only in isolated places* Density of squirrels per unit area, and amount of range varies considerably. Rabbit range varies greatly in area from parish to parish. In January, 1952, it was esti­mated that there were l£ million ducks and 275,000 geese In Louisiana and off­shore waters.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*141 (continued) 
Card Hoi Publication Page
2365a W&F 7 230
2367a W&F 7 237
2376 W&F 7 263
2379 W&F 7 293







2369a W&F 7 277
2393 W&F 2 332
2395 W&F 2 333
2397 W&F 2 334









Population density* and amount of range of quail varies from parish to parish* Average dove population wintering in that area of Louisiana surveyed has de­clined, mainly due to new type of clean farming* Presence or absence of gam© on farm depends upon opera­tor1 s efforts to make it a suitable habitat.Establishing blcolor-sericea field borders Is an important step in game restoration* Nutria prefer fresh-water marshes over brackish or salt-water marshes*See 2224 above*Game management areas form centers for determining game needs*Louisiana does not produce as many skunk pelts as many more northern and eastern states*The factors making an area suitable for wildlife are complex and much more remains to be done to determine nature of all factors*Lakes differ profoundly in abundance of various forms of life *Habitat conditions for ducks and fish are conflicting.
See 2395, above.See 2395, above.See 2397, above.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141 (continued) 











W&F 2 W&F 2 W&F 2 W&F 2
W&F 2




















See 2393$ above*See 2393, above*See 2395, above*The best place for collect­ing the common earthworm is a closely cut lawn where soil is rich.Louisiana produces about $0 per cent of crayfish In U* S., because it has suit­able habitats*See 1*13Food is a factor in rabbit abundance, but shelter is also a requirement*Heaviest stocks of brown- grooved shrimp found to date were taken where con­tinental shelf narrows*Red shrimp are found at depths between 1 9 0 -2 4 0  fathoms *There are beaver In Louisi­ana, but no areas In which they thrive to any great extent•See 2224, above*Louisiana has long been a winter home for fifty per cent of the waterfowl of North America.Louisiana produces and ex-?orts many frogs* he quality and quantity of the land available for game are the basic controlling factors in game populations* See 2651, above*
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*141 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2654 W&F 3 144
2661 W&F 3 156
2662 W&F 3 1$6
2663 W&F 3 156
2664 W&F 3 1562667 W&F 3 174
2666 W&F 3 1742669 W&F 3 175
2671 W&F 3 177
2669 W&F 3 199
2 7 2 3a W&F 12 93-97
2730 W&F 4 10
2737 W&F 4 12
Summary
There are so many hunters in Louisiana that they must be satisfied with smaller bags even under maximum produc­tion*Lack of game food and cover is a factor in game scarcity in any locality*Excess flooding and over- drainage are both factors in game population*Quail and rabbits are not as plentiful now as In early part of century because of habitat changes*See 2663 above*Permanent changes in land use can result in permanent lowering of wildlife popula­tion*See 2661, above*Plant successions in cutover lands bring changes in wild­life population (quail). Density of squirrel popula­tion varies from 0 *1 to 2 * 0  squirrels per acre.Gamefish habitat requirements must be met if they are to be plentiful•The Blue Goose must have marshes if it is to live*Rana catesbiana Is particu­larly abundant in wooded alluvial lands or cypress swamps *S.* grvlio prefers open ground and xigSt *
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*141 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
2753 W&F 4 19
2755 W&F 4 20
2764 W&F 4 24
2372 W&F 3 47
2900 W&F 3 71
2917 W&F 3 33
3000 LFC 1 1
Farmers should construct artificial lakes and ponds for breeding of frogs in neighborhood of their truck farms*Practically all market frogs are from that part of the State between Atehafalaya River and Sabine River, from Gulf to the 31st parallel•Bottomlands, marshes, la­goons, ponds or swampy areas with shade and abundant growth of aquatic life are necessary for frogs* Cottonmouth moccasin is found only in the vicinity of water•The black widow spider pre­fers dry habitats.In any region, a considerable untouched area of possible natural habitat will exist and serve as a reservoir for the species*Originally only the Gulf marshes and a few scattered prairie areas were not covered with forests.
(LFC 1 - Conditions most favorable for growth of most species of Louisiana trees and shrubs given in this publication.)3006 LFC 1 5 Some trees are found in onepart of state and are ab­sent in other sections {factors given).
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TABLE II {continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*141 (continued) 



































Environmental factors that influence the distribution of plants may be grouped under climatic, edaphic, and biotie factors*Many microscopic animals and plants live In the topsoil* Plant life cannot be sus­tained as well on subsoil as on topsoil*Loss of topsoil reduces the ability of that site to pro­duce by removing organic matter, bacteria, protozoa, fungii.Many legumes grow well in Louisiana - some do better on alluvial soils, but others grow about as well on upland as alluvial soils* Alyc© clover likes the heavier fertile soils of the state* Black medic Is a good crop for the Mississippi and Red River bottoms*Good drainage is essential for clover and desirable
Tree seeds must be scattered if they are to find favor­able environment for growth. About 1& million acres of forest land are idle or un­productive*Certain trees are more common in certain areas of Louisiana (distribution map, general).See 4 2 4 6*See 1*14*See 1*14*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES
PRINCIPLE 1,141 (continued)




5175 Mis 7 4
5134 Mis 7 26
5137 Mis 7 26
5201 Mis 2 12
5202 Mis 2 13
5204 Mis 2 15
5206 Mis 2 13
5207 Mis 2 20
5203 Mis 2 21
5211 Mis 2 23-53
OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
See 1.14*See 1.14.See 1.14*See 1.14*See 1.14.See 1*14*There are two main beekeeping regions in the State.Bees are attracted from one nectar source to another, probably by the Increased sugar concentration in the latter#Certain plants seem more important as a source of nectar (list).Louisiana produces 95$ of sugar cane raised in the United States and ranks first in rice production#Louisiana at publication ranked third among states in production of lumber# Louisiana has the largest number of amphibious crea­tures of any state in the Union*The rockfish, or large striped bass, is rare in Louisiana#The fish population changes when one goes from sluggish streams to swifter rivers of the uplands.No state in the Union has a greater variety or abundance of game birds than Louisiana. Each section of the State has certain associated plants and animals•
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1411
Card No* Publication Page
1035 LSU 1 107
AOOl SDE 1 7
4002 SDE 1 7
4004401040114046 SDE 1 43
PRINCIPLE 1*14111
326 AES 4 142
1036 LSU 1 107,106
1101 LSU 2 16
4000 SDE 1 7
40014004
Summary
The upper part of changed rock (soil) is disturbed by plowing, plant roots, bur­rowing animals*The productive layer of soil, at the top, is seldom more than twelve Inches deep* Trees, shrubs, and deep- rooted grasses and legumes get some food and water from the subsoil*See 1*141*See 1*141*See 1*141*Most of the available water- soluble plant nutrients are found in the surface soil*




SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.141U (oontlnutd) 
Card No. Publication Page
4005 SDE 1 6
40104112 SDE 1 $
4016 SDE 1 25
4029 SDE 1 32
4030 SDE 1 32,33
4046
Summary






See 1.1411, above.See 1.14111 above.See 1.1411 above.7 All of the soil or soil androck below the subsoil is called the parent material. 6,9 In nature, soil is formed asfast or faster than soil is moved•
PRINCIPLE 1.14113
1042 LSU 1 109
1046 LSU 1 115
Farmers try to plant the kind of crops that g r o w well on the kind of land they have. People can make more money growing trees on some land than they can make growing cotton.
1 6 6
TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OP EXAMPLES OP PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14113 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page 
4006 SDE 1 9
4019,4023 SDE 1 25-3<
4031 SDE 1 36
4032 SDE 1 34,39,40
5a AES 11 2
43a AES 11 3
39a AES 11 13
95a AES 11 13
93a AES 11 14
110 AES 11 60
Suzumary
Farmers formerly used land as long as it was productive, then moved on* There are no longer new areas of good land to occupy.Land use must be determined by land characteristics, climate and other factors; capability classifications guide land use, but the limited amount of land re­quires that best use be made of each plot *Land capability factors in­clude: (1) kind of soil*(2) slope, (3) erosion, (4) climate•The four major uses of land are: (1) cultivated crops.(2) grasses, (3) timber, (4 ) wildlife.When transplanted, a plant should be placed in a sit© comparable to one from which it was removed.Titi is found in a native state only east of Mississ­ippi.Blaokhaw will grow almost anywhe re »Elder grows in almost every part of Louisiana.Sweetshrub grows in a native state only in Southeastern Louisiana*The first generation of sugar cane borer infestation of I95O was the heaviest and most widespread of the last decade *
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*142 (continued)
Card No* Publication Pag<
324a AES 13 9
306 AES 9 5
1106 LSU 2 19
2002a W&F 6 2
2059 W&F 1 24
2073 W&F 1 29
2105 W&F 1 37
2103 W&F 1 37
2112 W&F 1 33
2115 W&F 1 39
2123 W&F 1 43
2130 W&F 1 44
2147 *&F 1 49
Summary
Live oak grows all over the State*Weather conditions may greatly influence the period of bloom of the camellia*In Indian days, there was more forest and less grass to the east and southward in Louisiana*Each piant-species In the marshes has its definite set of edaphie requirements*The quail is found in Louisiana the year-round in suitable habitats*The Screech Owl is a perma­nent resident of Louisiana* Downy Woodpeckers are common permanent residents of Louisiana•The Eastern Kingbird is a common summer resident of Louisiana*The Purple Martin is a summer resident of Louisiana*The Blue Jay is a permanent resident of Louisiana*The Brown Thrasher is a perma­nent resident of Louisiana*The Robin Is found in Louisiana in greater numbers in winter* The Starling Is a common win­ter resident in Louisiana*
(W&F 1 lists a number of birds, indicating whether they are permanent residents, or winter or summer residents.)(W&F 12 lists many Louisiana birds, giving some factors in distribution*)
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I



















^ AES 1 1#
Summary
The effect of water soluble fractions of petroleum on fresh water fauna has not been determined, but it is believed that they materi­ally affect certain sections of the fish food cycle* Various factors in oyster production are being investi­gated; not enough informa­tion is presently available* Some of known factors In­fluencing game management are nature of land, type of soil, drainage, water courses, land usage, agri­cultural development*
See 1*141.See 1*141.See 1*141.Intricacy of balance in a lake is almost beyond comprehension*See 1*141*This publication lists the known trees and shrubs in Louisiana, giving known range and known factors in­fluencing distribution* It also raises questions about factors influencing distri­bution of some species* Snakes vary widely in their habits, one preferring one type of habitat, another avoiding that habitat.
Tung nut production varies widely as a result of
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1421 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page Summary
10a AES 1 3
12 AES 1 49
24 AES 1 60,61
27a AES 11 5
29 AES 1 74
50 AES 1 121
55 AES 1 132,133
62 AES 1 161
65 AES 1 166
69 AES 1 175
75 AES 1 165
79 AES 1 205
gl AES 1 211,212
variations in degree of temperature in spring*Live oak and magnolia will grow anywhere in the State* Additional factors for winter hardiness in whit© clover would be desirable in Louisiana*Temperature affects grazing of cattle*Slash pine is native to the Southeastern part of the State•Severe winter reduced over­wintering population of sugar-cane borer*Controlling temperature of chickens makes for more uniform seasonal production* Sugar cane varieties show different degrees of resis­tance to cold*Tung t**ees of different parentage show different degree© of resistance to cold*Karding grass is less winter than fescue*Some varieties of bush lima beans stand hot dry weather conditions better than others, Certain grasses do better under Louisiana conditions than others*Southern Louisiana does not have sufficient cold weather for peach production*Cows need shade in summer in Louisiana when temperature climbs to around 90 degrees F.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
95a
98a106 AES 2 $0
107 AES 2 51
110 AES 11 6
126ab AES 11 18
266a AES 12 6
423 AES 5 66
436 AES 5 95
441 AES 5 116
444 AES 5 119
570a AES 13 10
580a AES 18 3
585a AES 17 5,6
Summary
See 1*142*See 1*142*An adapted gras8 Is needed for pasture*Dallis grass resists cold better than certain others*The degree of winter tempera­ture Influences sugar cane borer population*Cold does not injure wild- flower seed*In sections north of Baton Rouge, planting of flower seeds should be made from one to four weeks later for spring planting*Okra will grow throughout the South*All of the gastro-intestinal parasites that are of major importance in horses and mules are to be found in Louisiana* There may be slight differences in rates of occurrence in North Louisiana as compared with South Louisiana*Cold, wet, windy weather prevents flights of bees* Fusarium wilt is favored by alternate wet and dry periods* Bermuda and carpet grass are perennials, but die down In winter in Louisiana*In Louisiana, roses will bloom in the open 8-9 months in a year.Tea roses normally bloom recurrently until low tem­peratures come.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE I,1421 {continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
605 AES 7 2St29
634a AES 20 4
636a AES 20 5
719a AES 24 6
735 AES 6 24
746a AES 24 26
757 AES 6 4#,49
759 AES 6 64
7 60 AES 6 65
613a AES 26 3
641 AES 9 19
643 AES 9 19
Summary
Alligator weed la found at least as far north as Alexandria*Native sheep are hardy as far as Louisiana conditions are concerned*The Southdown ram is hardy in Louisiana*Weather directly influences both range forage produc­tion and grassing*Yields of soybeans are low in Louisiana in relation to yields obtained under climatic conditions in North Central States*Farmers in northern Louisiana must make better winter pro­visions for cattle than those in South Louisiana.A number of legumes are adapted to the climate of the whole State*The Creole English pea is resistant to both cold and heat*Some kinds of tung trees are more cold resistant than others.Gladiolus deteriorated after several years in Louisiana's warm climate*Camellias are somewhat sus­ceptible to injury from cold. Some varieties of camellias form seed only when the temperature and growing season are especially favor­able*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
862a AES 30 33
900 AES 10 2
1042 LSU 1 109
1117 LSU 2 35
1259 LSU 3 46
1268 LSU 3 48
1288 LSU 3 57
1310 LSU 3 63
1317 LSU 3 6 6
1327 LSU 3 69
1331 LSU 3 73
1341 LSU 3 76,77
1342 LSU 3 79
Summary
On account of the warm, semi-tropical climate in Louisiana, it is necessary to worm pigs at least twice. Temperate climate is a factor in the rapid growth of shrubbery in Louisiana* Principal crops of North and South Louisiana differ.Figs and oranges that grow in South Louisiana were new to settlers from northern states where it is so cold in winter that figs and oranges cannot grow. Unfavorable weather is a natural control of insects. Louisiana's climate is favorable for insects.There may be five or more generations of the corn earworm in the South; usually there are only two in the North.Louisiana's climate is favorable for insects. Prevailing winds have been a factor in distribution of otato beetle.here may be as many a® six generation® of imported cabbage worm in Louisiana.The harlequin bug is a serious pest only in the 3outh •Cutworms at all stages may be present and active in Louisiana the year round.The chief reason it is diffi­cult to grow many fruit© in Louisiana is that the climate is not suitable.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
Roaches are a greater nui­sance In South Louisiana than In northern sections of our State*During winter» alligator grass wilts down almost com­pletely, and oftentimes during hot mid-summer.Some birds make summer homes in one locality, winter homes elsewhere.Louisiana muskrats drown under solid sheets of ice.The Chimney Swift is a summer resident in all of Louisiana, oulsiana in either summer n both. W&F 1 and W&F 2 n for most of the known
Adverse weather conditions have caused a great loss in the fur industry in late years.Hurricanes, floods, and droughts are factors in muskrat decline.The water hyacinth thrives in the Louisiana climate. Weather is a factor in aur- vival of pen-reared quail. Turkey survival depends in part on weather conditions. Droughts, degree of winter temperature influence duck population in Louisiana.Fish hatcheries in the nD@ep South” and the North are diff©rent•Fish grow faster in the South than the North (Clima­tic conditions).
1352 LSU 3 65
20 0 9a LSU 3 11
2026 W&F 1 12
2033a W&F 6 139
2063 a W&F 1 30
2205
(Many bird© live in or winter, but not give this informat: Louisiana birds.} W&F 2 10
2209 W&F 2 37,39
2 3 00a W&F 7 66
2337a W&F 7 193
2355a W&F 7 220
2391a W&F 7 263
2411 W&F 2 344
2420 W&F 2 346
19 6
TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES s UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1 *1421 (continued) 































(W&F 12 give many birds) W&F 3
W&F 3
Fish have a long spawning and growing season in the South •Louisiana produces 30 per cent oY the Crayfish In the United States* This Is due to our climate and to the areas in Louisiana suitable to their propagation*Deer are sluggish in hot weather, eat more In cold weather.The individual home range of cottontails varies with latitude because of seasonal changes of winter food supply and cover*Pelican young can die from heat stroke in a matter of minutes if their parents are away*Dr* Lowery gives extreme dates of arrival and depart ture of birds.Weather conditions influence quail breeding.Severe winters limit squirrel populations•Sometimes millions of birds are killed by storms of one kind or another when sleet storms and ice storms des­cend on migratory birds, favorable climatic conditions for
6 5 ,6 6 The black widow spider is not confined to the South as was once believed*
66 Black widow spider range is from Canada to Tierra del Fuego*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES * UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1421 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
2923 W&F g 94
2925 W&F g 94,95300$ LFC 1 5
3013 LFC 1 7
3017 LFC 1 10
3091 LFC 1 67
3096 LFC 1 74
3102 LFC 1 76
31S0 LFC 1 139
Summary
Climatic conditions influence toxic properties of some plants*Same as 2923*Climatic factors operating Individually or together, such as rain* wind, heat, killing frosts, length of growing season, and equality of distribution, are ex­tremely Important in dis­tribution of plants.The northwestern corner of Louisiana has less rainfall than the rest of the State, Prairies of southwestern Louisiana are climatically capable of supporting a tree growth.The known southern limit of distribution of the bur oak is Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas*The native range of the live oak was a narrow zone at the junction of the marshes and higher ground in southeastern and southwestern Louisiana, and extending up the Mississippi flood plain to Baton Rouge and Opelousas* Northern Red Oak was thought to be a tree only of very cold regions, but it grows near West Feliciana Parish in Mississippi,Redbud Is most abundant in the northern portion of Louisiana,
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page 
3264 LFC 1 219
3273 LFC 1 22#
3275 LFC 1 229
4017 SDE 1 24
4074 SDE 1 55
4076 SDE 1 55
1093 SDE 1 69
4131 SDE 1 #6
4261 SDE 2 91
4574 SDE 3 93
Summary
Evergreen ash is rapid grow** ing but is not quite suited to the climatic conditions In the Baton Rouge area. Spring frosts or freezes frequently kill the flowers and new leaves. Night-blooming jessamine usually freezes to the ground every winter in the vicinity of Baton Rouge. Royal paulownia is more abundant in northern Louisiana; it does not make satisfactory growth in lower Louisiana.Rate of erosion depends upon a number of factors, including climate.Location in State governs , the suitable date for spring planting of alfalfa.Kudzu likes the Louisiana climate*Among grasses best suited for summer pastures under Louisiana conditions are:(1 ) dallis, (2 ) bermuda,(3 ) carpet, and (4 ) fescue• Land capability depends on several factors, Including climate•Vegetation differs according to geographical region. Separate lists of fruits are provided for North Louisiana and South Louisiana. As ex­perience has shown, it is not economically sound to produce certain fruits in both sections of the State.
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TABLE IX (continued}
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
4575 SDE 3 99
4576 SDE 3 99
4533 SDE 3 153
5026 Mis 1 3
5106 Mis 5 9
5200 Mis 2 11






£1 AES 1 211-212
326 AES 4 142
441 AES 5 116
Summary
Apples are not recommended south of Alexandria,Peaches are not recommended generally in Louisiana* Native cows are better adapted to Louisiana cli­matic conditions*The North American alligator is a creature of a moist temperate climate.Sugar cane is by nature a tropical plant•The yearly average tempera­ture for the State is 67 degrees*In cold climates, the leafy growth of the iris dies down in the winter and in hot dry climates it usually dies down in summer*
See 1*1421.See 1*1421*See 1.1421*See 1*1421.See 1*1421.See 1.1421.See 1.1421»See 1*1421.See 1*1421.Heat influences habits of cattle.Heavy rain after burning washes sediment into streams* Cold, wet, windy weather pre­vents bee flights, decreases pollen reserves and brood productions.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14211 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page 
570a AES 17 2
611* AES 17 19
719* AES 24 6
759 AES 8 84
760 AES 8 85
641





2337* W&F 7 193
2456 W&F 2 366
25233006
30133264 LFC 1 2194017
4235 SDE 2 14
4666 SDE 3 221
Summary
Bermuda grass and carpet
frees are perennials, but ie down end become brown In winter.In hot weather roses open rapidly.Weather directly influences both forage production and grafting*The creole English pea Is resistant to both cold and heat*Some lines of tung trees are more resistant to cold than others*See 1*1421*There is some difference in varietal susceptibility to cold injury In camellias.See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*Pen-reared quail do not sur­vive well in cold and wet weather*Earthworms can be gathered on lawns following a dries- ling, warm rain*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1.1421*See 1*1421*In winter ice harms many trees by breaking limbs or bending them down to the ground*Ewes need shelter from rain and wind*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142111
Card No. Publication Page
36 AES 1 6$
69 AES 1 175
326430 AES 5 75
1.1,1
444570aolla613a AES 16 19
615 AES 7 55
615a AES Id 20
617 AES 7 64,65
62d AES 7 11^
692a AES 22 Id
719a725 AES 25 14
Summary
Drought may be a factor In longleaf seedling mortality in the first year*Some varieties of bush lima beans do well under hot weather conditions; pod and leaf disease is more severe under wet conditions*See 1*14211*Soil rot of sweet potatoes is more serious in seasons of low rainfall*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*See 1*1421*If water oan be applied without wetting the leaves, rose leaf diseases will not spread so badly*The season of 1944 was un­favorable for corn produc­tion* There was too much rain early In season, not enough in latter part*Hose diseases spread rapidly under moist conditions*Body temperature and res­piration rates tended to be lower in cattle during cloudy and rainy days*Cool weather, frequent rains favor Irish potato blight* Cattle must be protected from cold and wet weather* See 1*1421*Mustard seed fungus attacks iris plants under warm and wet soil conditions.
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*142111 (continued) 
























6 For sections north of Baton Rouge, planting should be made from one to four weeks later for spring planting. $0 Food plants of deer vary from summer to winter*6 While snow is rare in Lou­isiana, the many days with cold, chilling rains and winds are hard on cattle without shelter*52 The adult boll weevil seeks shelter during the winter* 79 With very little freezingweather, fruit insects over­winter easily and plant diseases thrive*193 Cold, wet weather brings a high death rate in released pen quail*See 1.1421*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
Summary
PRINCIPLE 1,142112 (continued)
Card No, Publication Page
300$
42354244 SDE 2 $1
PRINCIPLE 1.142113
441615* AES 11 20719.1006 LSU 1 15
1051 LSU 1 121
1317
1402 LSU 3 104
2021a W&F 6 69
22092300 W&F 2 139-140
2425 W&F 2 347
2554 W&F 2 430-431
2556 W&F 2 432
2700a
See 1.14211•See 1,14211*Winter*s ice brings much damage to trees and makes them more susceptible to disease and insects*
See 1*1421.Wind spreads rose blackspot* See 1*142112*Wave action is a factor in soil formation*Wind blows sand along beaches* See 1*1421.Wind has blown adult flies as far as ten miles*The 1923-24 peak catch of muskrats followed the hur­ricane of 1915 (Food supply relationship)•See 1*1421*Certain strong winds cause Intensity of pollution in Calcasieu River to be in­tensified* resulting in fish mortality*Wind-agitated wave action Increases level of dissolved oxygen In water*Storms apparently Influence establishment of Brown Pelican colonies*Heavy storms destroy Brown Pelican eggs* nests, and young*See 1.1421*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,142113 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
2765a W&F 12 200-202
3035 LFC 1 62-63
4236 SDE 2 14
6015 LCD 1 16
6016 LCD 1 19
6017 LCD 1 25
6047 LCD 1 59
6052 LCD 1 69
6053 LCD 1 69




Some year®, large mortality of Louisiana Clapper Ralls results from storms*Winds blow pollen from staminate flowers to pistil­late flowers of the oaks*Wind aids forests by scat­tering seeds* but it may also damage them.Land is shaped by hurricanes moving debris and sand back upon the marsh*Hurricanes stir up erosive waves*Some land 1© formed by waves generated by hurricanes* Cameron*s shore is estimated to retreat about six feet annually* This might in­crease to hundreds of feet during hurricanes*Wav© action I© a dominant geological agency at work in the coastal, marshes of South­western Louisiana,Wave action in the Gulf erases sedimentation through erosion*Wave-actlon drives back shore, changes outline* and sorts coarse materials concentrated along the land margin as beaches*
See 1*1421. See 1.1421. See 1 *1421* See 1*1421.
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142114 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
50 AES 1 121
5562 AES 1 16
65 AES 1 166
6979 AES 1 205
61102 AES 2 32
103 AES 2 35
104 AES 2 35
107 AES 2 51
106 AES 2 55-56
109 AES 2 ' 56
119 AES 2 79-60
139 AES 2 120
143 AES 2 143302 AES 4 32
Summary
By controlling temperature, broilers show improvement in rate of growth.See 1.1421.Tung trees are susceptible to cold damage.Harding grass shows some winter hardiness.See 1.1421.Southern Louisiana does not have sufficient cold weather for beat peach production.See 1.14211.Dallis grass seed stand air temperature up to 13 0 degrees F. without injury to seed. Mild winter and warm summer climate in Louisiana reduce the desire and necessity for fat in the human diet. Sanitary wallows as a cooling system for hogs proved de­sirable •Dallis grass was the only one of several grasses to stand a light freeze and continue to grow.Certain breeds of cattle are less sensitive to heat.Cows graze more in summer if sprinkled.Certain temperatures are optimum for sweet potato root development.Late frosts kill more fruit of some varieties of straw­berries than of others.See 106 above.See 104 above.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14-2114 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
31S AES 4 39
320 AES 4 95
327 AES 4 140411 AES 5 47
412 AES 5 43,49
41 4 AES 5 49
42 0 AES 5 65
427 AES 5 72
433 AES 5 32
4 3 4 AES 5 92
441
503 AES 6 54
504 AES 6 54, 55
Suaimary
Louisiana all-season tomato has heat resistance during blooming season*Louisiana strains of* organ­isms causing blight in Irish potatoes are more heat- resistant than those from other parts of country*See 103 above*See 109 above*See 103 above*Grasses varied with respect to content of certain nu­trients in summer*The collard is the only member of the cabbage family which can stand drought and heat of mid-south and still produce edible plants* Spurweed is an annual, reaching peak development in March and April and dying out as the weather becomes warm*Unless held in refrigerator, eggs must be marketed twice a week in Louisiana*Summer weather conditions were excellent for mosqui­toes and whorse-fli©srt«See 1*1421*Daughters of certain sires (cattle) were more tolerant to heat than daughters of others*In hot weather, cattle need good pastures at night*
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TABLE XX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE X.142114 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
505 AES 6 55 It is high atmospherictemperature and not high humidity that is largely responsible for discomfort of cows in summer months*570a See 1*1421.5S3a AES 1& 4 Hybrid tea roses bloom untilstopped by unfavorable conditions such as cold weather*5&5a AES Id 5-6 Tea roses are normallyrecurrent bloomers until low temperatures induce dormancy* 595a AES Id 11 If roses are set out earlyand there is a period of mild weather, growth may start, only to be damaged or killed by late cold weather*
6l6a AES 17 20 Mildew in roses is mosttroublesome in early spring months when the temperature is still relatively low; it disappears after hot weather begins*655a Mis 6 4 A period of 150 days withoutfrost will produce some cotton, but a period of 200  days or more is needed for a good crop*
69 2a S&b 1 .1 4 2 1 1 1*700a AES 23 1 Male and female termitesleave colony during th© first warm days of spring. 719a 3e© 1*142112*
725 3ee 1*142111*
7 3 4 AES d 12 Hot weather probably affectsfood values of ripening tomatoes•
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TABLE IX (continued)


































41 Temperature of 22 degrees F. killed 50 per cent of flax plants in experimental plot*45 Loss of nitrogen from flooded soil is related to tempera­ture*
28 Farmers often provide cattle shelters from cold*28 Farmers in northern Louisiana provide better protection of cattle against cold than those iri South Louisiana*See 1*14211.See 1*14211.3 The gladiolus does not thrive under hot, dry weather con­ditions, but will stand light freezes and frosts*9 Length of life of the large stomach worm (Haeraonehus contortus) is not known.19 Do"not stiraulate late season camellia growth with fertil­iser.
11 Cold weather affects camellia blossoms.See 1.1421.10 Shade is desirable for hogs in summer.35 Red mite is a cool-weather pest of camellias.
35 Rust mite is a hot weather pest of camellias.
38 Never spray camellias during winter, or when temperature is likely to go above 90  degree® F.19 During winter months, many insect® hibernate*32 Bees regulate temperature of a hive.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*142114 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page 
1240 LSU 3 34
1243 LSU 3 34
127$ LSU 3 53
1292 LSU 3 57
1298 LSU 3 59
1309 LSU 3 62
1318 LSU 3 66-67
1322 LSU 3 6 7 -6 8
1323 LSU 3 68
1 3 2/* LSU 3 68-69
2 0 0 9a
2 0 3 3a W&F 6 139
21 11a W&F 10 94
2 3 0 3a W&F 7 72
2313a W&F 7 77
2 3 2 0a W&F 7 79
2337a
Summary
In cool weather* bees stay quietly in hive*The lire of a worker bee is much longer during winter. Hot* dry weather in June or July helps control boll weevil•The cane borer hibernates in winter.The velvet-bean caterpillar seems unable to overwinter in Louisiana.The corn earworm overwinters in the pupal stage.Irish potato beetles produce one large generation each year in Louisiana* two far­ther north.The adult twelve-spotted cucumber beetle migrates northward in spring and back to the South in the fall.The striped cucumber beetle hibernates during winter.The severe winter kills nearly all adult belted cucumber beetles.See 1.1421.The Louisiana muskrat drowns under frosen-over ponds or lakes.Raccoons hibernate In cold weather.Frost damages the water hyacinth.Water hyacinth growth rate is increased by warm weather. Mild frost does not affect water hyacinth seeds.See 1.1421.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142114 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2406 W&F 2 340
245^2462 W&F 2 370-371
2477 W&F 2 300
2523255$ W&F 2 443
2712 W&F 3 251
2&44 W&F & 34
30003160 LFC 1 123
3ias LFC 1 145
31d9 LFC 1 146
3190 LFC 1 146
3202 LFC 1 155
3204 LFC 1 155
3209 LFC 1 159
3264
Summary
Temperature 1® an important factor in a lake habitat.See 1.14211.Temperatures of &0 - 90 degrees F. are best for cricket culture*Female crayfish over-winter in burrows.See 1*1421 *Young Brown Pelicans may die from heat stroke when parents are away for as much as ten minutes.Rate of growth of crabs is probably greatest in Lou­isiana* s warm waters.Snakes are incapable of maintaining activities in freezing weather.See 1.1421*Length of blooming season of witch hazel depends upon severity of the frosts* Rattlebox branches die back each winter*At Baton Rouge, branches of crybaby tree usually freeze back.Occasionally In protected places, branches of mamou are not killed back.Cassava branch tips usually freeze back every winter* Some strains of tung-oil trees are hardy at Shreve­port.Poison-lvy leaves are killed by frosts*See 1.1421.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142114 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
4016 SDE 1 24
4017405® SDE 1 49
4511 SDE 3 33
4512 SDE 3 33
4563 SDE 3 91
4607 SDE 3 132
4609 SDE 3 1&7
50265179 Mis 7 13
51S3 Mis 7 22
Summary
Climate is a factor in soil erosion.See 1,1421#Some legumes do well in winter, some thrive in summer#Spring gardens on south or southeast slopes warm up more rapidly#Long, hot summers make second gardens in low, moist spots advisable*The majority of allyce- clover seed will not germi­nate until air temperature reaches 35 degrees F# or above*Cows need shelter from cold, damp weather.Cows need good night pas­tures in summer#See 1#1421#It is generally advisable to face a beehive entrance to the east or south#Protect bees from cold wea­ther by trees, shrubs, or some other windbreak*
PRINCIPLE 1.1421141
31 See 1.14211*102 See 1.142114#
107 See 1.142114*
139 See 1.142114.
413 AES 5 49 Hot weather caused greatlyaccelerated respiration rate, some pulse rate acceleration in cattle#523 See 1*142111.
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TABLE II (continued)

































SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421141 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
2652 W&F a 39
30 0^3132 LFC 1 93
3160
31SS31*931903202
3204320932643273 LFC 1 226
4624 SDE 3 200
4647 SDE 3 205
4653 SDE 3 207
5160 Mis 7 14
5250 Mia 3 3
PRINCIPLE 1.142115 
4 AES 1 51
Summary
Apparently rattlesnakes could not endure a temperature of over 46 degrees C. (approxi­mately 115 degrees F.J.See 1.1421.Blossoms and fruit of American elm are frequently killed by freezes.See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.1421.Night-blooming jessamine usually freezes to the ground every winter in the vicinity of Baton Rouge.The first week, chicken brooder temperatures should be between 90-95 degrees F. Ghicken lice multiply very rapidly in hot weather. Ghicken mites multiply rapidly during hot weather# Shade at midday assists in maintaining proper hive temperature in hot weather. Irises are able to stand considerable freezing with­out harm.
Ladino white clover blos­soming is extended by ex­tending the light period.
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TABLE XX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*142115 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page
59 AES 1 153,154
6 6a AES 11 11
Si AES 1 211-212
106 AES 2 55-56
515ab AES 17 3
617 AES 7 64-65
675a AES 21 4
621a AES 29 6
6 5 2aS56a AES 30 29£76 AES 9 30
1246b LSU 3 40
1325 LSU 3 69
1340 LSU 3 76
Summary
Feeding efficiency of chicks was not as good under arti­ficial as under natural light*Crabapples need a sunny spot*Amount of shade on hot days influences grazing of cattle•Certain breeds of cattle are not as sensitive to direct rays of sun as others*Ivy and trailing peri­winkle grow well in shade* Body temperature and res­piration of cattle were lower during cloudy and rainy days*Verbena grow© well in ei­ther sun or shade*The snail serving as inter­mediate host of fluke (C* coty1ophorum) is found along margins of ponds where there is no shade*
See 1*142114*Hogs need plenty of sunshine* Grey-green growths on camellia leaves occur under shady, humid conditions* Ground beetles hide during the day, prowl around at night•Butterflies fly only during the days; moths are active at night*Black cutworms and granu­lated cutworms conceal them­selves in the soil during the day and come out at night*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142115 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
1332 LSU 3 95,96
2080 W&F 1 29
2316a W&F 7 77
2321a W&F 7 30
2401 W&F 2 335
2473 W&F 2 3«7
4065 SDE 1 53
4154 SDE 1 1 1 0 ,1 1 1
4223 SDE 2 13
4522 SDE 3 52
4545 SDE 3 67
5256 Mis 3 5
PRINCIPLE 1.1421151
3197a AES 11 14
Summary
Clothes moths prefer the dark*The Screech Owl is most active at night*Light intensity is probably a factor in florescence of the water hyacinth*One of the ways in which the hyacinth harms lakes is by keeping out sunlight• Fish, like all life, depend basically upon atomic energy created in the sun* Crayfish activities are greatest at night; they conceal themselves under vegetation during bright sunlight*Exposure to light soon kills organisms in inoculated legume seed.Green algae cast shade on pond weeds and prevent them from growing.Trees must have light to grow.Southern or southeastern seedbeds are better because they receive more sunlight* Hydrangeas should be grown in a shady location.All native irises will grow in shade or aim,
See 1, lif2115 •Burning bush requires semi­shade •
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1421151 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
99a AES 11 14
1 2 0 AES 2 62
133a AES 11 19
675a677a AES 21 5
676a AES 21 5
701a AES 23 1
722 . AES 25 12
912 AES 10 7
1376 LSU 3 94
2372a W&F 7 253
2364a W&F 7 275
2473 W&F 2 367
2499 W&F 2 399
2735 W&F 4 11
2736 W&F 4 11
2749 W&F 4 16
Summary
Wild rose will grow in ei­ther sun or shade.The amount of ascorbic acid In strawberries is influenced by the intensity of sunlight. Wild sunflowers grow in sunny spots.See 1.142115,Calendulas do best in full sun.Zinnias do well in sun or partial shade.Swarming time is the only time termites are attracted to light.Most irises bloom best in full sun to semi-shade. English ivy and trailing periwinkle do well in&ade. Termites usually prefer a dark place.Water shield destroys fish­ing usefulness of lakes by blocking out necessary light.Nutrias need a place where they can retire out of the sun.Crayfish avoid bright sun­
light̂ .Coloration of crappies varies with light.R. catesbeiana (bullfrog) is averse to strong light.£* grvlio (Southern bull- frogjis seldom seen by daylight.Frogs are nocturnal in their habits.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1421151 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page
2*95 W&F S 67
Summary
3227
The black widow spider seems to be more active at night*(LFC 1 gives much Information concerning shade preferences of trees and shrubs.)LFC 1 170
5159 KIs 6 9
PRINCIPLE 1.14211511
2769 w&f 4 27
PRINCIPLE 1 .1 4 2 1 1 5 1 2
6 9 6a AES 23 1705a AES 23 3132513401376 LSU 3 93,94
13 «2
2060
2805 W&F 6 10
2903 W&F 6 75
Maple foliage responds to differences in light and shade *After cotton plants reach a height of two or three feet, they shade the row so well that grass and weeds will not grow much in the row*
Light attracts insects at night*
Termites go away from light Same as 6 9 6a*
See 1*142115*See 1*142115*Only during swarming season are termites attracted to the light.See 1.142115*See 1*142115*Some snakes so prefer dark that they are rarely seen* Black widow spiders gener­ally go away from the light.
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14211513
Card No. Publication Page
7 0 1a1376
PRINCIPLE 1.14211514
6 5a AES 11 10
63a AES 11 11
3133a AES 11 12
97a AES 11 14
99a AES 11 14
1 0 4a AES 11 15
1 0 5a AES 11 15
103
1 1 0a AES 11 15
345a AES 13 9423 AES 5 73
573a AES 17 2
675a677a673a AES 21 5
637a AES 22 14
Summary
See 1#1421151*See 1.14211512.
Dogwood in the wild state grows nearly always in semi** shade.Crabapple9 prefer sunny spots.See 1.142115.Sourwood grows in shady locations.Burning bush requires semi­shade .Wild rose will grow in either shade or sun*St> Uohnswort requires plenty of sun.French mulberry does well in full sun.See 1.142115.Wild hydrangea prefers semi-shade.See 65a above.V*arsol,s killing action on plants is more rapid in bright sun•St. Augustine grass makes a satisfactory lawn under large trees.
See 1.142115.See 1.1421151.Zinnias do well In sun or artial shade.alves need plenty of shade in summer.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14211514 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page




1375 LSU 3 93
2 0 1 0a W&F 6 18
2 0 2 6a W&F 6 87
2363a W&F 7 274
2403 W&F 2 236,239
2473
30 1 0 LFC 1
240
6,7
3237 LFC 1 164
5017 Mi 3 1 7
5022 His 1 8
PRINCIPLE
2 3 2 1a
1 .1 4 2 1 1 5 2  
W&F 7 80
Summary
Irises are more susceptible to rhizome rot in direct hot summer sun#Partial shade is beneficial for camellia plants, but dense shade causes them not to make normal growth* Exposure to light kills termite worker© quickly* Oyster grass has little tolerance to shade*Intense light and heat from direct rays of the sun will blind muskrats and cause their death*The nutria needs protection from strong sunlight•Lake organisms must have light*See 1.1421151*Failure of cotton to grow well near woodlots may be due to lack of sunlight* Silky camellia is usually found in some shade*Heat of the sun hatches alligator eggs.Turtles are often seen sunning themselves on logs and stumps*
One of the ways in which the water hyacinth harms lakes is by blocking out th© sun­light necessary for life.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1421152 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
2306 W&F 11 39
2409 W&F 2 343
2419 W&F 2 346
26*3 W&F 3 199
4125 SDE 1 79
PRINCIPLE 1*14212 
29 AES 1 74
2033 a W&F 6 139
PRINCIPLE 1*14213 
la AES 11 2
Summary
Life in the sea, as also life on land, is inevitably dependent upon plants which alone oan use the energy of sunlight and by means of their chlorophyll form their own food materials* Plants may destroy fishing lakes when out of control, but a lake is barren with­out them (sunlight re­quired ) •Control of plants is the most important problem in most of our southern lakes (sunlight Is a factor)*When light Is screened out from submerged oxygenating plants, they die quickly. Like all plants, trees need to expose leaf surface to the sun* This enables them to manufacture the food they need*
Severe winters influence the population of sugar cane borers.When there is ice over Louisiana ponds, muskrats drown under the ice.
Certain Louisiana flowers bloom only in spring.
2 2 1
TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES,. UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14213 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page
2a AES 11 2
3a AES 11 2
4 AES 1 51
4a AES 11 2
57a AES 11 9
5&a AES 11 9
5 dab AES 11 9 ,1 0
64a AES 11 1 0
6 9a AES 11 11
130
(AES 11 gives seasonal Louisiana AES 2 104
1 4 0 AES 2 123
304 AES 4 49
30# AES 4 SO
Summary
Certain Louisiana flowers bloom only in summer.Certain flowers bloom in the autumn.Length of day (light period) influences blooming of ladino white clover.Certain Louisiana shrubs, trees, and vines bear bright berries in winter* Southern sugar maple foliage turns a clear yellow in the fall.The autumn coloring of Acer leucoderme is brilliant* seeds o r Aoer floridanum and Acer leucoQerme mature in the fall Instead of the spring.Dogwood has snowy flowers In spring, scarlet shining berries in fall and winter, and flame-colored autumn foliage•Parsley haw has glistening berries in fall and winter.
The season of the year in which chicken broilers are grown is of importance in Louisiana*Sugar cane beetles exhibit seasonal changes in habits. Seasonal weather conditions have a definite effect on the quality of gras® seed produced.Deer brows© plants differed with the seasons.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,14213 (continued) 
fcard No, Publication 






























Squirrel food varied with the seasons*See 1,142114*See 1*1421.See 1.142115.See 1.142115*See 1*1421*Roses bloom from 6 to 9 months a year in Louisiana* 
See 1.142115.Root growth often takes place in roses in the South even though above-ground parts may be dormant.Roses should be established before spring growth starts. See 1.142115.Plant© set late in the dor­mant season usually do not grow well at least for a time •January is probably the best time to plant roses in South Louisiana, February in North Louisiana.Roses set out in Louisiana in October or November often grow and are damaged.Vitamin content of milk varied from month to month. The best time to apply fertilizer to roses Is late winter•The vitamin content of butter varies month to month. See 1.14211.See 1.142114.See 1.142111.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14213 (continue*
Card No# Publication Pag*
650a AES 20 12
663 AES 7 163
665 AES 7 172
700a701 AES 25 3
711 AES 25 6,7
719a723a AES 24 12
725a AES 24 13
726a AES 24 13
732 AES 6 11
734734a AES 24 22
739a AES 24 23
763a AES 24 3£
£05 AES 9 5
Summary
Ewes ordinarily breed in the fall and drop their lambs approximately five months later#More honey ±® obtained some months than others#Cotton leaf-spot organisms show seasonal activity.
See 1*142114#The blooming season of iris starts In March along the Gulf Coast but moves north­ward with the season#The dormant season of iris is late summer and early fall in Louisiana#See 1#142112.Louisiana forest ranges are grassed during all seasons•Good grass forage for cat­tle is scarce in winter# Breeding cattle lose weight throughout the winter if on range only#Carotene and vitamin con­tent of milk varied with seasons•See 1.142114*Calves are dropped at all seasons of the year# Screwworm infestations were at worst during late summer# Forage in pine types appar­ently is best mainly during spring and Cummer#Season of bloom of camellias varies with variety.
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TABLE IX (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14213 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page
826 AES 9 16
661 AES 9 22
867a AES 31 6
670a AES 12 13
669899I24.O12781292
1293 LSU 3 5&
1296
1303 LSU 3 61
13241341 LSU 3 76,77
13762009a201S W&F 1 10
2026
2033 W&F 1 15
2046 W&F 1 21
Summary
The beet time to apply fertiliser to camellias is late winter.Camellias can be grafted any time that dormant scions are available.Most suitable pastures and grasses vary from season to season.Grazing should vary on pastures from season to season (chart)•See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114*See 1.142114.See 1.142114*Cane borers hibernate in the fall.
See 1.142114*Necessity for control of nfall armyworm1* varies from season to season.See 1.142114*Activity of cutworms varies from season to season.See 1.142115*See 1.1421.Many birds die from starva­tion in winter.See 1.1421.Plumage of birds sometimes differs with the season.The Mallard is one of the most common ducks found in Louisiana in the winter.
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Card Ho* Publication Page
2056 W&F 1 23
2066 W&F 1 26
2067 W&F 1 27
2070 W&F 1 27
2075 W&F 1 26
2067 W&F 1 30
TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14213 (Continued)
Summary
Sparrow Hawks are more numerous in the winter*The Laughing Gull is the only gull found in Louisiana in the summer* the Laughing Gull has a summer and a winter plumage* the Mourning Dove nests and winters in Louisiana*The Yellow-billed Cuckoo is a common summer resident*In the spring the Swifts return from Central and South America*(W&F 1 gives seasonal variations of many other bird populations also*)2313a See 1* 142115{W&F 11 gives seasonal changes in habits and dis­tribution of a number of fishes*)23 55 W&F 2 255 Doves show seasonal varia­tions in population*2364 W&F 2 2 6 3 ,2 6 4 Ducks and geese show seasonalvariations in population*
2366 W&F 2 236,264 Various species of ducks andgeese show rafcher exact seasonal migratory habits. 2391a See 1*1421*2426 W&F 2 34# Lotus control ha© seasonalconsiderat ion *2433 W&F 2 349 Soft-shelled turtles showseasonal abundance*2475 W&F 2 366 Crayfish show a seasonablefluctuation of population.2476 W&F 2 3#$ Crayfish show seasonalmigratory habits*2509 W&F 2 405 Raccoons bear their young inApril or May*
2522 W&F 2 414 Some activities of deer areseasonal in nature*2551 W&F 2 427 Sexual activity in bobcats isseasonal*
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,14213 (Continued)
Curd No, Publication Page
2599 W&F 2 467
2615 W&F 3 35-37
26162616 W&F 3 37






2740 W&F 4 13
2746 W&F 4 15
2773 W&F 4 30
2930 W&F 6 97,98
2935 W&F 8 101
2950 W&F 6 111
2951 W&F 6 111
2956 W&F 6 117, i:
29603126
3127
W&F 6 LFC 1 LFC 1
1199898
Summary
Extreme dates of arrival and departure of birds in Louisiana are based on many years of research and study (list given)* Sexual activity in alligators Is influenced by the seasons*See 1*1421151*Nesting of alligators starts by the first week in June* Breeding and wintering grounds must be made available for birds* seasonal references to birds*)




SOURCE ARB SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES
PRINCIPLE 1*14213 (Continued)
Card No, Publication Page
3198 LFC 1 152
3200 LFC 1 152
3207 LFC 1 156




4067 SDE 1 53
4073 SDE 1 54,55
4075 SDE 1 55
4096 SDE 1 6?
4099 SDE 1 69
4129 SDE 1 62
4207 SDK 2 a
4209 SDE 2 9
4501 SDE 3 7
4539 SDK 3 6 4
4563 SDE 3 77
4593 SDE 3 159
4597 SDE 3 162
(Continued)
OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
Leaves of sebaa^ium-bush frequently turn red late in the fall,Certain forms of Chinese tallow tree turn brilliant red and yellow in the autumn* Dwarf sumac leaves turn a brilliant scarlet color In fall* The elderberry can be found blooming from February to November See 1#142114*Some legumes do well in winter* other legume© do well in summer* Soybeans, cowpeas, crotalaria* and velvet beans are important summer legumes#Alfalfa does best if planted early in the fall* dune is the best time to lant Alyee clover# ome grasses are better for summer pasture than others* Leaped©za is highly desirable as a summer legume or pasture* Tree planting is best done in the cool season*Some trees drop their leaves in autumn*The wide* light section of a tree ring is put on in spring* the narrow dark section is put on during the summer*Late—planted corn usually meets with moisture difficulties* Certain flower seed® are best lanted in a particular month* runing time of a plant depends upon blooming time*Cattle must be fed during winter to obtain fullest development•Lice are generally most damaging to cattle in late winter*
TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUt€4ARX OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14213 (Continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
4601 SDE 3 1 7 2-
46095017 Mis 1 7
5167 Mis 7 26
PRINCIPLE 1*142140
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 
5a AES 11 2
10a AES 11 3
15a AES 11 4
17a AES 11 4
20 AES 1 56
21a AES 11 4
22 AES 1 56
23a AES 11 5
26a AES 11 5
35a AES 11 6
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Summary
Care of cattle in different seasons differs with conditions* See 1*142115*Alligator eggs hatch in August or September*Bees use different sources of nectar with the change of seasons*
When transplanting native plants, habitats should be comparable•Live oak and magnolia grow more rapidly in rich, damp soil*Loblolly pine will grow in almost any locality, wet or dry, clay or sandy ©oil* Magnolia grandiflora grows tieafc in a moist, rich soil* Better understanding of soils is advantageous to soil class­ification, fertilizer utilisa­tion, crop rotation, and farm planning*Live oaks grow more rapidly in rich, moist soil*Soil survey data and chemical and mineralogical information are bases for sensible use of fertiliser*Laurel oak is found in the edge of green swamps in sand hills* Loblolly pine occurs all over State except In Gulf Coast marshes and in river bottoms* Red bay occurs naturally only in bogs near heads of small streams, but will grow in any loamy, acid soil*
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE ARB SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES 
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page
42a AES 11 3
j|■ § ■ ■
46a AESAES 1111 33
43a AES 11 9
53a AES n 9
56a AES 11 9
61a63a AESAES 1111 1010
73a AES 11 12
34a36a AESAES 1111 1212
92a AES 11 13
96a AES 11 14
101a AES 11 14
1 0 5a AES 11 15
114a AES 11 16
119a AES 11 16
122a AES 11 17
1 2 5a AES 11 17
127abcd ABS 11 13
130a AES 11 IS
423 AES 5 66
OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
Wax myrtle is usually found growing In damp soil*Titi grows in low, rich soil* Whit© oak will grow almost anywhere in well-drained soil* River birch is found growing in rich overflow land near streams*The tuL ip tree grows in heavy, rich soil*Swamp maple grows well In river-bottom lands*Lindens like a rich soil*$hit@ ash does best In hill land*Winterberry grows naturally In low, heavy soil*Sourwood must have acid soil* Silverbell grows in rich soil near streams*Witch basal required loamy, acid soil*Burning bush Is found along Streams in the hills*Possum haw grows in sand hills, In the shad© of large trees* Winterwillow grows in every part of the state in heavy land* Woodbine is found in rich creek bottoms*Virginfs bower is found growing in low, rich ground*Trumpet vine Is found In low, rich lands*Most wild flower© can be cultivated, but natural condition® must be studied and Imitated as nearly as possible* Bayflowers grow In th© sand hills*Hibiscus need© rich soil and a reasonable amount of water* Okra will grow in rich alluvial areas.
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT X
PRINCIPLE 1.1422 (Continued)
Card Ho. Publication Page
588a AES IS 19
601a AES 18 12
605 AES 7 28-29
676a AES 21 5702 AES 25 3
709 AES 25 4,5
745 AES 8 46
754 AES 8 47
755 AES 8 47
757 AES 8 46
809 AES 9 11818 AES 9 14
Good drainage is imperative for successful rose growing On experimental plots, roses grew about as well in plot with­out fertiliser as with fertiliser the first two years*Alligator weed grows as well on land as in water*Cosmos prefers a sandy soil*Wild irises do well under a wide variety of soil and garden conditions* Bog culture is ideal Dwarf irises usually grow in shadier places than others*Giant blues are found along the Gulf Coast on the edge of bays fed by fresh water and bordering on salt water marshes* Pine- flat types live in more acid soil than other Louisiana irises* Most of the Coastal Plains soils are very deficient in available phosphorus and potassium*Usually where lime is needed for clover pastures, phosphorus and potassium are also needed*The moderately acid to very acid soils of the State are generally deficient in both calcium and magnesium#A number of legumes are adapted to the soils of Louisiana* Camellias need good drainage* Camellias plants are grown on a wide variety of soils, but are not well adapted to very heavy types. They need a high per­centage of organic matter*
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 (Continued)
SummaryCard No* Publication Page
326a AES 29 15
900 AES 10 2
1041 LSU 1 109
1042 LSU 1 109
1342 LSU 3 79
2002a W&F 6 2
2004a W&F 6 7
2007a W&F 6 7
Eggs of Ascari^ lumbricoldeg may remain' alive for year'© "in some types of soil*Fertility of the soil I© a factor in rapid growth of shrubbery in Louisiana*Soils of Red River Valley are good for cotton and many other plants* Sands, gravels and other layers in the hills wonft grow as many different Rinds of plant© or such good crops each year as the silts in the Red and other river valleys*Louisiana has many stream valleys where there is good silt soil* Farmers try to plant the Rind of crops that grow well oh the kind of soil they have*Soil conditions may be partly responsible for the fact that fruit does not grow well in Louisiana*Each plant species has its definite set of edaphic conditions*Three plants are recognised as the climax plants of the marsh5 wire grass, in slightly brackish to strongly brackish habitats; pallle fine, in float­ing fresh habitat ; and saw grass, in a slightly brackish habitat with relatively stable and deeper water depths*Plant succession© on the Missis­sippi delta depend partly on edaphic factors*
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TABLE IX (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1.1422 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Pago Summary
2355* W&F 7 220
2362 W&F 2 261
2370 W&F 2 277
2364 W&F 2 303
2365 W&F 2 304-301
2393 W&F 2 332
2394 W&F 2 333
2395* W&F 7 327
2406 W&F 2 3402466 W&F 2 365
2507 W&F 2 404
2651 W&F 3 154
Plant successions following cutting over pine forests determine extent of quail population (successions are partly due to soil types)*A survey to locate additional areas that can be developed as waterfowl areas is needed. Proper control of ecological factors such as water levels will encourage natural growth of duck food plants*Various factors which might affect game management areas are considered before establMi- ing areas*Factors in game management are nature of the land* type of soil* drainage* water courses, land usages, and agricultural development around the area.Among factors in suitability of lake habitats for ducks are water levels, chemical com­position of the water, and pollution.All aspects of the lake must be studied, including biological, .■* physical, and chemical conditions The amount of dissolved oxygen is a factor in the suitability of a water habitat*Same as 2305a above*Louisiana produces SO percent of crayfish in the United States (suitable habitats are factors)•Raccoons are evidently sharp­ly responsive to local ecological conditions*Quality and quantity of land available for game are the basic controlling factors in game populations*
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES 
PRINCIPLE 1.1422 (Continued)
Card No. Publication Page 
2652 W&F 3 154
2661 W&F 3 156
2662 W&F 3 156
2663 W&F 3 156
2666 W&F 3 169
2667 W&F 3 174
2670 W&F 3 177
2BB6 W&F B 66
2923 W&F 6 94
2925 W&F B 94-95
2942 W&F B 105-106
2951 W&F B 111
2964 W&F B 121-122
OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
One acre of the best type of range supports one quail, the poorest supports on© quail on 20 to 30 acres.There is a lack of game food and cover on less fertile lands•Excess flooding harms some land; over-drainage harms some land. Quail and rabbits were not as plentiful during early times as during the early part of the twentieth century when farming reached a peak in extent and diversity.Quail populations are influenced by food conditions.Continued permanent changes in land use can result In a per­manent lowering of populations. Quail ranges in Louisiana are producing the best they can under the present land-utilisation practices.The hypothesis has been advanced by some investigators that the number of black widow spiders has increased due to general changes In water table .*Types of soils upon which plants are growing Influence their toxicity.Plants grown on poor soil usually develop less hydrocyanic acid than those grown on fertile soil. Cocklebur is particularly abundant in alluvial soils.Poison oak does not occur on the alluvial soils.Giant ragweeh Is extremely abundant along the roadside on the alluvial soils.
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TABLE XI (Continued)


























Hybridisation and ecological variations have resulted In many Individual plants which are difficult and sometimes impossible to place in afiven category, usty blackhaw is common in North Louisiana, especially around black soil prairies In Winn Parish*Soil erosion reduces pro­ductive capacity of the ©oil by removing plant nutrients, organic matter, and soil flora and fauna* It also may bring about changes in structure and ©oil texture*
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page Summary
4020 SDE 1 25,26
4021 SDE 1 26,27
4022 SDE 1 2?
4023 SDE 1 23
4024 SDE 1 2S,29
4025 SDE 1 29
4026 SDE 1 29,30
4035 SDE 1 40
4045 SDE 1 42
4073 SDE 1 54,55
4075 SDE 1 55
Edaphic factor® are con- sidered in classification of soils*Maintenance of Class I soils requires good tillage practice®, including crop rotation or green manure crops*Class III land require® atten­tion to edaphic factors*Class XT land requires con­siderable attention to edaphic factors*Class T land is not suitable for cultivation, attention to edaphic factors depends on vegetation present*Class VI land is suitable for permanent vegetation with restrictions.Glass VII Is not suitable for cultivation and requires severe restriction if it is used for pasture or woodland. Failure to follow conser­vation crop rotation, and destruction of crop residues reduce the productive capacity of the soil by lowering the organ!c-matter consent, altering the physical condition, and disturbing the balance between soil, moisture, and plants*Heavy applications of manure act as a mulch or cover and lessen erosion even when no crop Is grown#
Alfalfa grows best on heavier soils with good drainage*Alyee clover likes the heavier, fertile soils of the State.
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1422 (Continued)
Card No. Publication Page 

































Wherever there is soil and enough moisture, sunlight, and heat, a mixture of various kinds of plants will be found growing*The kind of grasses which grow in old established pastures in Louisiana depends usually on the soil type and fertility level.Land capability depends partly upon the kind of soil.Sometimes native plants cannot get a start because of ©oil condition© due to soil erosion and misuse.Factors in differences in tree sisse are growing conditions and soil. Environmental factor© determine the kind and amount of natural vegetation in any area. (Soil, water, air).Care must be taken to plant trees in suitable locations. Where rice is watered properly and good weed control obtained, the Increases in yields due to the fertilisers vary from 3 to 7 barrels per acre*Seven out of the ten Louisiana lizards are adapted to a moist environment.Of the 35 species of Louisiana snakes, all but eleven live in or near water. Several Louisiana water snakes can tolerate brackish waters but only one lives by preference in salt water lagoons.
TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
5021 Mis 1 7
5023 Mis 1 £
5025 Mis I 6
510S Mis 5 9
5153 Mis 6 4
5175 Mis 7 4
51&4 Mis 7 26
5139 Mis 7 39
5204 Mis 2 15
5207 Mis 2 20
5203 Mis 2 21
5209 Mis 2 225210 Mis 2 23
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Among 20 species of Louisiana turtles, there is only one really true dry-land type*Only one-*seventh of Louisiana reptiles and amphibians taken together prefer the high dry areas of the State*Louisiana lowlands and swamps s.i good habitats for amphib­ians*Sugar cane requires a fertile, well-drained soil and an abundant supply of moisture*Good cotton land is but moderately fertile* If the land is real rich and moisture abundant, the plants may make excessive vegetative growth but do not fruit well*Large crops of honey are gener­ally obtained when bees are lo­cated on or near alluvial soil* Soil type and soil conditions are believed to influence nectar secretion*Under some conditions the dusting of various crops to control injurious Insect© may cause bees to bring enough poison Into the hive with th© pollen to cause the death of some or all of the brood*The alligator, confined to the swamps and marshes, reaches its greatest abundance in the fresh water region near Gulf level*Fish species change when sluggish streams are left and swifter rivers of the upland© are reached. Ducks and geese are found along lakes and In tidal flats*Woodcock prefer a rich, wet soil* The swamp hare is common in the marshes, swamps, and alluvial regions, the cottontail in th© uplands•
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1422 (Continued)
Gard No# Publication Page 






































SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1,1422 (Continued) 
Card No* Publication Pag© 
6003 LCD 1 3
PRINCIPLE 1.14221 




6la64 AES 1 165





13 0a415 AES 5 50
600a AES IS 12
65O AES 7 172
Summary
Chenieres support luxuriant vegetational cover#
See 1*1422•In area© of Olivier silt loam where the pH la below 5«5 and the exchangeable magnesium is low, the soil needs lime for alyce clover, and magnesium lime materials should be used* See 1*1422.See 1*1422.See 1*1422 *See 1*1422.See 1*1422*See 1,1422.See 1*1422*Deep application of fertiliser and ample organic content of soil resulted in no adverse effect from a drought#Orabapples do well in fertile soil*See 1*1422#See 1.1422*See 1*1422.See 1*1422#See 1.1422*Dairy animals must forage for themselves in the upland piny- wood areas without supplementary feed* This probably results in malnutrition associated with protein starvation and calcium and phosphorus starvation#It is possible to have too much as well as too little available nitrogen present*Cotton rust due to potash hunger was prevalent in des­tructive form#
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14221 (Continued)

























13 Better distribution of saltover cattle range would help secure more even utilisation of the forage*1® Creeps, a cattle disease causedby mineral deficiencyf occurs more frequently in Southwest Louisiana•See 1*1422 46 Soils of the flatwoods areasof the Coastal Flan and Pleistocene terraces are gener­ally very deficient in available phosphorus and potassium.See 1.1422 4® Use of winter legumes as greenmanure improves yield immediately and keeps fertility high for two more sueeessive years*1® Nitrogens* phosphates* and limeincrease mineral content of plants if applied to soil*
$$ Wild animals lick salt wheresalt springs flow out on flat land and water evaporates.1® Oyster grass has tremendousrange of tolerance to salt and water levels as long a® it is on mineral soils*21® Soils of the Southwest sectionare poor in most cases.21® Soils of the Southeast sectionare more varied than those of the Southwest section*2®3 Addition of commercial fertiliserwas made to improve farm game habitat•340 The composition of the water ofa lake is of basic importance*340 Some lakes suffer from over­abundance of fertilising material®
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1.14221 (Continued)
Card No, Publication Page Summary
2435 W&F 2 390
2569 ms 2 457-45^
300930393179 LFC 1 13^
40124016 SDK 1 24
4033 SDE 1 40
4046 SDE 1 43
4050 SDE 1 44
4072 SDE 1 54
4079 SDE 1 56
Certain flat worms detach from crayfish in salt water# Important feature© of the oceanographic pattern include salinities and nutrients#See X«X4^^«See 1*1422#Acacia ©hows preference for calcareous soil©,.See 1*1422#Important soil factors include saltiness and supply of plant nutrients#Without organic matter, soil organisms cannot work on soil minerals and change them into a form that can he used by plants*Excessively c ropped, severely eroded, and highly leached soils generally have a low content of readilysable nitrogen and minerals#Nitrogen ia usually the limit­ing plant food element in the growth of grasses, and phosphorus in the growth of legumes*Alfalfa needs plenty of lime, phosphate, and potash, and on hill soils light applications of boron*Fertilizer requirements vary according to the present fertility of the soil, the amount and kind of nutrients required by the growing plant, the amount and kind of fertil­izer that will be removed from the soil, and the crops to be grazed or harvested and removed from the field*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1•14221 (continued) 
Card No. Publication Page 















Sugar cane is always grown In a rotation in which the ©oil fertility is maintained by plowing under summer legumes*14 If soil is in good condition it is usually not profitable to apply fertiliser to the plant cane except on those sites that are deficient in mineral matter.
See 1.14221.See 1.1422.4 In January, if the strawberryplants have not grown well, a light application of nitrate of soda should be made•40 There are increasing symptoms of magnesium deficiencies in certain Louisiana soils.See 1.14221.17 Minerals should be fed to sheepon most of the cut over areas as the soils in these areas are deficient In calcium or phosphorus or both.See 1.14221.See 1,1422.
46 The soils of the flatwoodsareas of the coastal plain and Pleistocene terraces are more acid and have higher lime requirements than those of any other general soil area of the state.See 1.14221.
46 In the Coastal Prairie, abouthalf of the areas analyzed needed calcium carbonate.
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142211 (Continued)




795a AES 27 8
623 AES 9 15
671a AES 31 15
2203a WSsF 9 5
2446 m f 2 353
4004 SDE 1 7,S
4012
4027 SDE 1 30
4033




4154 SDE 1 100111
4554 SDE 3 71
Summary
See 1.1422.See 1*1422*See 1*1422*Pasture rotation conserves humus and soil nutrients.In the South, there is usually a deficiency of one or more essential elements in the soil* Where nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, and calcium are suffi­cient and the pastures are not overgrazed, there will not be any weeds except dock in the pastures*Only a small percentage of fertilizer elements are deposited on the land, the balance being carried into swamps, marshes, lakes, bays, and shallow waters of the Gulf. Through fertillzation, abnormal abundance of minute plant life can be grown in lakes*Organisms live and die, adding their remains to the soil*See 1*1422*Pastures on Class 711 land in Louisiana generally need liberal fertilization*See 1*14221*When commercial fertilizers are used In conjunction with conservation practices, they should be applied to the land on the basis of need as deter­mined by soil analyses*See 1*14221#See 1*14221*See 1.14221*A farmer can have better fishing if he uses fertilizer in the pond*Chrysanthemums are heavy feeders, so should b© given occasional applications of liquid manure until the flower buds appear*
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142211 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page 



























See 1*1422*Salt concentration of 148 grains per gallon damaged rice severely regardless of age of rice#Salt concentration of 296 grains per gallon killed all plants when added at tilling or planting stages#Salt concentration of 592 grains per gallon killed all plants at all stage© of growth* It is possible to promote too much growth of camellias by the use of fertiliser where good growing conditions already exist#If water ranging in salinities above 50 percent seawater is trapped in the brackish or fresh water marsh, it will kill vegetation#Marshes which are constantly more saline than the brackish areas will not produce three- cornered grass, but will
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TABLE IZ (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.142212 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page 
2023a coat'd
Summary
2024a W&F 6 87
2295 W&F 2 134-135
24 $5 2554 W&F 2 HO
1
2566 W&F 2 441
3191 LFC 1 147
3281 LFC 1 237
40165125 Mis 5 14
6049 LCD 1 68
PRINCIPLE 1.1422121 
611 AES 7 50
produce vegetation of greater salt tolerance*The importance of salinity cannot be over-estimated in selecting and managing muskrat production marsh*Adult fish can live in a concentration of around 14 thousand parts per million of chlorides, but flat Immature fish, small fish, and frogs cannot*See 1*14221*Brown Pelicans chose marine breeding grounds, White Pelicans chose fresh water*A White Ibis colony produces so much contamination it will destroy all vegetation*The tooth-ache tree is apparently somewhat tolerant of saline conditions*Marsh-elder is common In coastal marshes, occasional around salt licks in North Louisiana*See 1*14221*Excessive use of commercial fertiliser on sugar cane may cause very vigorous growth, a heavy tonnage, and a green cane which will yield a poor quality of syrup.Natives believe water of Grand Lake has become too salty for Rang!a* The water was salty enough to support the salt grass Ruppia maritlna *
No damage was caused by a concentration of 74 grains of salt per gallon when added
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TABLE XX (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1422121 (Continued)


















at the tillering stage*Damage was caused at later stages by the addition of this amount of water*See 1*142212*See 1*142212*See 1.142212*Oysters grow rapidly in the fresher waters east of the Mississippi, but they taste better if they are placed in the salt water west of the river for some weeks before being sent to market.See 1*1422*See 1*1422.See 1.14221*See 1*142212*See 1*142212.See 1.142212.Some oyster beds are temporar­ily destroyed by excessive amounts of fresh water during floods*A certain parasitic disease of shrimp is destroyed by fresh water.Intrusion of salt water, killing of food plants and harming young muskrats, has been a factor in decline of the muskrat population*The oyster thrives in a mixture of fresh water and salt water, and fresh water kills off its enemies*The otter is very fond of fresh water.From March 1 until the fall, oil field brine cannot be discharged into rice irrigation waters because of likely damage to the rice plants*
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TABLE XI (Continued)
SOURCE AMD StimABX OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT X
PRINCIPLE 1*1422121 {Continued)
Card Mo* Publication Pago Summary
Oil Hold brine seriously affects Red and Sabine River aquatic life# at times to the point of sterilising them* Present indiscriminate brine flow from stripper fields destroys all life in streams during periods of low water. Lateral navigation canals prevent access of fresh water to oyster beds and crab and shrimp nursery grounds# make possible elsewhere intrusion of sea water into previously stabilised areas* destroying the basic biological patterns. The red swamp crayfish is most abundant in marshes ranging from fully fresh to brackish water.See 1*14221*All of the ©unfishes are fresh-water species# although some may enter brackish water. See 1*142212,Black mangroves grow in saline waters *Bee 1*14221,Tho river shrimp# Macrobrachiuia ohionia, live© entirely In fresh water.The Brown Pelican is a more maritime bird than the White Pelican,The blue crab depend© for it© productivity upon the outflow of froeh water from the conti­nent into marine areas*Crabs usually move into saltier water© for mating and "sponge" formation*The Eastern Least Bittern nests In both fresh and. salt water marshes.
2293 W&F 2 133
2294 W&F 2 134
2375* W&F 7 262
2472 W&F 2 336
24352496 W&F 2 398




2794ax W&F 12 33-36
2709 W&F 3 250
2714 W&F 3 251
2714a W&F 12 72.75
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TABLE XI (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT X
Summary
The Red-legged Black Duck is often found in wide open expanses of water or even in the ocean#The Baldpate Duck is found in both fresh and salt water* Green-winged Teal Is more of a salt-water duck than Blue-winged Teal*Like all other amphibia, frogs avoid salt water.King Rail is usually found In fresh water marshes, but also occurs in salt marshes*The Louisiana Clapper Rail is seldom found far from salt water.The type of plants present in marshes depends in part on salinity*Quercus stellata near Winnfield are small in size• This is be­lieved to be due to salinity. French tamarisk is apparently tolerant of saline conditions. Black mangrove is found in saline to brackish soils*Marsh-elder is abundant in saline soils.
Sweet laurel will grow in any loamy, acid soil.See 1.14221*Dogwood grows naturally in acid, loamy, well-drained soil. Witchhasel require© loamy, acid soil.Organic matter in the form of manure will be found to be generally beneficial to rose plants.Soils of the flatwoods areas of the Coastal Plains and Pleistocene terraces usually need
Card No. Publication Page
2 7 2 5a W&F 12 100-103
2727a W&F 12 107-1092729a W&F 12 113-
116
2730 W&F 4 10
2764a W&F 12 197-200






3016 LFC 1 1 0 ,1 1
3090 LFC 1 6 6 ,6 7
3236 LFC 1 164
3267 LFC 1 223





66a AES 11 10
92a AES 11 13
602ab AES 13 13
749 AES 3 46
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES* UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14222
Card No* Publication Pag©
749 Cant * d
793a AES 27 7
did AES 9 14
d75a AES 31 21904 AES 10 6
4001 SDE 1 7
403340354059 SDE 1 49
4060 SDE 1 50
4061 SDE 1 50
4095 SDE 1 63
5154 Mia 6 4
PRINCIPLE 1.14223
15a AES 11 4
603a AES id 13
Sumr&ary
organic matter previous to seeding clovers*Soma cultivated upland hill soils are too acid and too low in organic matter to make satisfactory yields of tilled crops*Camellias require soils with a high percentage of organic matter*See 793a» above.Peat moss and leaf mold help give soil the necessary organic matter*Organic matter is added to soil naturally by decaying plant and animal matter*See 1*14221*See 1*1422*Green-manuring adds organic matter to soils*Organic matter provides food for bacteria and other living things, and furnishes chemical compounds needed to change soil minerals into a form that plants can use*See 4059* above*When organic matter is in the soil, erosion is kept to a minimum.The best cotton lands contain a fair amount of organic matter*
Loblolly pine will grow In clay or sandy soil*The main reasons for culti­vation are to control weeds and grass and to prevent the soil from becoming too compact*
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1 ,1 4 2 2 3 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page
666 AES 7 172
67 6a AES 21 5
722 AES 25 12
61 0 AES 9 12
10 36 LSU 1 106
1039 LSU 1 106
10 40 LSU 1 1 0 6-109
1041 LSU 1 109
10 4 2 LSU 1 109
1 1 3 6 LSU 2 111
21 46a W&F 10 246
Summary
Under some conditions, certain soils develop hardpans*Gosmos prefers a sandy soil*Wild irises require moisture and humus*If hardpan or any impervious layer occurs in th© soil near thb surface* root growth will not he normal*Some plants like sandy soil best5 some ke clay soils best; not many plants like large gravels* Some good piny forests row xa gravel layers* Oaks ike silts much better*Cypress grow well on wet clay* Tall grasses grow in peat*Crop plants grow best in silt soils *Rice groxvs well near Crowley where there is a layer of clay under silt soil*Cotton and many other plants do well in the red silt soils of Red River valley* Sands, gravels in soils are not so productive•Louisiana grows a variety of crops* One reason is its great variety of ©oils*Early colonists settled on front lands for several reasons* The texture of the ©oils was one factor*On marshlands where peaty humus was very thick, the muskrat population was very heavy and fur was of good grade*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14223 (continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
23 $5 W&F 2 304,305
2459 W&F 2 367
2771a W&F 12 217«219
3009 LFC 1 5*6
3013 LFC 1 7
3237 LFC 1 134
4016 SDE 1 24
4513 SDE 3 33
4514 SDE 3 33
451545674569 SDE 3 91
6019 LCD 1 2d, 29
Summary1
Type of soil must be con­sidered in establishing game refuges*Earthworm© keep well in very light, loamy ©oil* Semi-palmated Plover nests in the North along a shore on some gravelly or sandy beach•Some plants thrive in sandy soil and do not thrive in heavy clay soils*Soil texture varies from sectionto section and even from place to place in the various sections*Silky camellia is found on sand soils*Soil texture is a factor in determining Its suitability for a particular plant*Clay and other heavy soils become sticky when wet, and dry ©lowly*Sandy soils get rid of excess water quickly*
When the weather is hot and dry, young clover seedlings are certain to nerish if their frail roots are located In hot, dry, loose soil*Some plants are unable to take root in ©and, but as plants which do take root in sand die the composition of the soil change© in ©uch manner that it become© suitable for other plants* This leads to plant succession*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14224



















430 AES 5 75
591a AES 17 10
627 AES 7 113
721 AES 25 12
747751 AES 8 46
752 AES 8 47










£19 AES 9 14
Summary
See 1 .1 4 2 2 1 .See 1.14222.See 1*14222.Sourwood must have acid soil.The fringe tree requires an acid soil.Witchhazel requires an acid soil* Wild azaleas require very acid soil and constant moisture.In localities where sourwood, huckleberries, fringe tree, and azaleas grow wild, the soil is already acid.Red chokeberry requires acid soil. Possum haw requires moist, acid soil.When the pH of the soil is about5.0, soil rot disease of sweet potatoes is kept in control.A mildly acid soil is best for roses (pH range 6*0 to 6*5 best)*When sulphur is used on soil, it lowers the pH of the soil. Native Irises thrive best in slight acid soil, bearded irises in sweet soil.See 1*142211.Soils of the Mississippi terraces are commonly moderately acid, but there are a few areas where the soils are calcareous..Few places in Ouachita and Red River bottoms need lime for growing clover pasture.Few locations in the Mississippi River bottoms need lime for clover pastures.Sour clover is adapted to nearly neutral soils.Melilotus indica needs lime in some areas, none in others.See 1.14222.Camellia soil should probably
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14224 (Continued) 
Card No* Publication Page
819 Cont1d820 AES 9 14
835 ASS 9 18
875a
905 ASS 10 6
2319a W&F 7 79
2586a W&F 2 453
3009 LFC 1 6
3038 LFC 1 28-
29
4016 SOS 1 24
4071 SDE 1 54
4080 SDE 1 56
4104 SDE 1 71
5255 Mis 3 5
Summary
range from pH 4#5 to 5*5*Degree of soil acidity is reflected somewhat In growth made by camellias*Oak leaves, pine straw, and peat moss tend to have an acid reaction on the soil.See 1,14222.For certain plants requiring a sweet soil, it may be necessary to work lime into the soil $ for others, a© azaleas, requiring an acid ©oil, it may be necessary to treat the ©oil with aluminum sulphate*Water hyacinth flourishes between pH 6*0 and 8.0*Concrete forms may cause water to rise above pH 9*0, which is fatal to fish*Acidity of ©oil is a factor in its suitability for trees and shrubs*Cypress trees growing in acid soils show some difference In foliage from those growing in alkaline soils*Acidity of soil Is a factor in Its suitability for plants* Lespedeza does well throughout the State except In places where soil is alkaline*Addition of lime is a must on nearly all of the hill soils of Louisiana*Generally lime and fertilizer are not needed for establishing a pasture in the alluvial bottom areas of the Mississippi and Red Rl\@rs*A circumneutral soil is best and safest for Hexagona irises from Louisiana*
TABLE XI (Continued)
SQURGB AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.14225
Card No. Publication Page
302 AES 4 32
703a AES 23 3
1012 LSU 1 25
2016 W&F 1 9
2149a W&F 10 261
3009 LFC 1 5
40B6 SDE 1 624500 SDE 3 7
4501 SDE 3 7
4650 SDE 3 206
5012 Mis 1 5
PRINCIPLE 1*1422520 
PRINCIPLE 1.142253




Hogs need water to cool off in summer.The subterranean type of termite depends upon a continuous supply of moisture to survive*Without, water, people* animals, and plants cannot live#Birds remain in an area only if they have enough water*When extra-dry weather comes and the surface waters of the marsh evaporate, water is necessary and the animals dig for It#The amount of moisture in the soil is a factor in the suit­ability of a habitat*Plants need moisture to grow. It takes from 14 to 20 tons of soil water to produce one bushel of mature corn* Late-planted corn almost In­variably meets with moisture difficulties*Chicken lice travel to the chicken*s vent for moisture# Most amphibians live in or near water*
See 1*14225#See 1*14225*Such water lovers as wild ducks and gees© must have ponds with desirable weeds and grasses growing along the sides*See 1.1422121.
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TABLE II (Continued.)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1*142253 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page Summary
2363a W&F 7 2742470 W&F 2 365
2632 W&F 3 50
4627 SDE 3 202
4 6 6 4 SDE 3 220
5012 Mi® 1 5
5020 Ml® 1 7
5021 Ml® 1 7
5022 Mis 1 7
5023 Mis 1 6
5025 Mis 1 B
5027 Mis 1 9
PRINCIPLE 1*142254
£22 AES 9 15
The nutria prefers moisture*A crayfish habitat can be quickly ruined by drainage*The nutria needs water for its daily habits*A good water supply is most Important for the health of chicks*Clean fresh water should be available at all times through­out the year for livestock.Of 42 amphibians in the State,41 require some water for their tadpoles, often plenty of it*Of 35 species of Louisiana snakes, a U  but 11 live in or near water or burrow in damp places#Of 20 species of turtles, only one Louisiana turtle is a true dry land turtle*Thirteen kinds of Louisiana turtles make their homes in lakes, pond®, swamps, bayous or rivers*Ninety-two out of 10S amphibian® and reptile® in Louisiana prefer damp or water environ­ments* • i'Louisiana*© lowlands are a con­genial habitat for amphibians#Lisards are essentially animals of arid regions, and a® Louisi­ana lacks really dry places, most Heard® avoid Louisiana f s climate and moist soil*
The element® of the soil must be In solution before they can be used by the plant.*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES 3 UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*142254 (continued)
Card No* Publication Page Summary
After fertiliser is applied, watering renders it more quickly available for use. The available nitrogen and potassium in fertilizers are generally soluble in water* Roots absorb food and water from the soil and transmit them upward*
Damage from Mathieson waste water was apparently more severe than damage from Gulf water.Inspectors are assigned for continuous checking of effects of discharging of Industrial wastes on receiving water bodies. Influence of industrial wastes are being checked by biologists and chemists*Influence of oil field brine on aquatic fauna in the Catahoula Lake area is being checked*Oil field brine in Calcasieu is carefully checked because of potential danger to rice*Brine used in butane storage is a source of danger.Stripper oil fields create a grave problem.Paper mill discharges in the Bodcau area and Bastrop area have reduced their pollution. Sugar mills probably constitute the most Important single industry-wide pollution problem* 
Gravel plants have reduced pollution.Food packing plants have reduced pollution.
*27 AES 9 16
4051 SDE 1 44
4227 SDE 2 13
PRINCIPLE 1.142255
609 AES 7 50




2267 W&F 2 112
2269 W&F 2 114
2270 W&F 2 114
2271 W&F 2 115
2274 W&F 2 116
2276 W&F 2 116125
2277 W&F 2 117116
2276 W&F 2 116119
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1•142255 (continued)
Card No. Publication Page Summary
Biochemical oxygen remains of paper mill waste is serious.The kraft mill on the Ouachita River at Monroe has improved its pollution situation*A pine products plant in Coving­ton has killed much of the aquat- ie life in Mile© Branch*Burdick Creek near DeBidder and stream© into which it flows have had much fish mortality from wastes from the DeRidder area (sewage and industrial)• Influence of oil field brine in coastal areas is argued*See 1*142212.Water-soluble fractions of petroleum are believed to be harmful to fish food cycles.Lake Charles oil refineries are a source of some pollution. Influence of oil and sulphur field pollutants on oysters is being studied.Pollution of streams is a factor is reducing game popu­lation*Industrial pollution is not yet heavily damaging.Pollution is a factor in lake control.Cattle will not drink paper mill waste water.Fish were killed twenty-five miles downstream from sources of industrial wastes In Cal­casieu Parish*A great number of fish die d in Bayou Teche during the 1946- 1947 sugar grinding season as a result of sugar mill pollution.Oil field pollution In Caddo Parish has killed timber, grass, and other vegetation*Some believe salt water mosquitoes 
breed in oil field brine.
2280 W&F 2 119,1202281a WkF 2 124
2285 W&F 2 129
2286 W&F 2 130




2296 W&F 2 135
2300 W&F 2 139,140
2302 W&F 2 142
2342 W&F 2 228
2374a W&F 7 262
2393 W&F 2 332
2396a W&F 7 333
2397a W&F 7 334
2399a W&F 7 336
2402a W&F 7 341
2403a W&F 7 343
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TABLE XX (Continued)
source m u  m m k m  of examples of principles, mit x
PRINCIPLE 1.142255 (Continued)
Card So* Publioation Pagi
2679 W&F 3 195
PRINCIPLE 1.142256
5a AES 11 2




97a ASS U 14
124 AES 2 98-99
420 AES 5 65




209 AES 9 12
621a AES 29 8
623a AES 29 11
839a AES 29 39
Summary
Pollution m y  render a good flaking X&Re a thoroughly bad 0 no*
Mhen moved* plant# dhotild bo transplanted into a now habitat like the old (aolature)*Extended drought reduce# growth of ©ana*Loblolly pine will grow in 
a i m  at any locality# w t  or dry# So® 1*1422*Burning buah require© plenty of moisture to thrive*Cork disease In camellia# la probably duo to unbalanced water relations* Fluctuation* in soil moisture may be portly responsible#The collard ie the only member of oabbaga family which stands heat and drought and ©till produce# edible plant#*Okra grow# in place# where it is not practical to grow cotton due to- excessive moisture*See 1*14223*Alligator weed grow# a# well on land a# In water*See 1*14225*Camellia# grown where the water table 1# near the surface will have a ©hallow root system .and will suffer from drought*The ©nail which is an Inter** mediate host of the fluke J&#fotylophoruM live® in ponds, arnral stage# of small stomach worm are very resistant to adverse external condition# and reaaisi infective on dry hay# Fond# are undesirable a© source#
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TABUS II (Continued)
SOURCE ARB SUMMARX OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE !•142256 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page 
839a Contfd
876 AES 9 30
1394 LSU 3 101
2004a ULV■KET 6 7
2016 W&F 1 9
2062 W&F 1 25
2120a W&F 10 120
2135a W&F 10 165
2151a W&F 10 271
2152a W&F 10 271
2211a W&F 9 10
2311a W&F 7 76
2376a W&F 7 264
2363a
2365 W&F 2 -3-u\
OO
2662 W&F 3 156
2711a W&F 12 65-66
(W&F 12 ,1gives aai content 1
Summary
of drinking water for cattle because of the continuous presence of a margin of mud through which the animals must wade to drink*Grey to green-like growths on the surface of the leaves of camellias occur under shady or humid conditions*The A ©de e mosquito breeds in stagnant water which is some­what removed from the community* Water levels influence suit­ability of a water habitat* Birds remain in an area only if they have enough water* Killdeer are found on the shores, in damp fields, and in dry upland fields.The otter is seldom seen far from bodies of water*Droughts are harmful to alligators*Floods frequently take their toll of muskrat young*Droughts do great damage to Louisiana marshes*Flood control at sources of streams will minimize extreme disastrous effects of sever© droughts and floods*The water hyacinth will grow on land or in water*Flood control activities can do Immense damage to coastal biological wealth.
See 1.142253#Water supply must be con­sidered in establishing gam© refuges*Excess flooding and cnrar-draina go are both injurious to wildlife* The Black-Orowned Night Heron is an upland as well as a marsh dweller, notes on suitable moisture habitats of Louisiana birds.)
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1.142256 (continued)













4076 SDE 1 55
5012 His 1 5
5016 Mis 1 7
5 020 Mis 1 7
5021 Mis 1 7
PRINCIPLE 1.1422561
642609*99 AES 9 3*
1345 LSU 3 *0
2030a W&F 6 *9
237* W&F 2 24:
Water is an important factor in distribution of trees.Honey locust grows in drier habitats than the water locust. In general, white ash grows on higher and better drained soils than green ash.1 gives moisture preferences of many trees shrubs.) Trees can usually stand considerable cold weather as long as there is enough mois­ture. Many kinds of grass can stand intense drought.Kudzu Is adapted to all well- drained soils.Most amphibians live in or near water.Lisards, as a whole, prefer dry regions, but 7 of 10 Louisiana lisards like our moist environ­ment. .Of 35 species of Louisiana snakes, all but 11 live in or near water.Of 20 species of Louisiana turtles, only one Is a true dryland type.
See 1*14221.See 1.142256.Spraying camellias when t hey are suffering from lack of moisture 
may kill them.Insect damage to trees makes them more susceptible to injury from drought.In marshes, the elevation i® a factor In determining the changes which occur as a result 
of droughts.Sloe of the root system is a 
factor in drought survival*
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1.1422561 (continued)









42a AES 11 6
4^a AES 11 9
66a AES 11 12
108a AES 11 15
356© AES 13 10
667 AES 7 177
704a AES 23 2
721 AES 25 12
609 AES 9 11634 AES 9 17
1037 LSU 1 106
1040 LSU 1 106109
1046 LSU 1 119120
Summary
A well-branched root system makes French mulberry drought- resistant.Rosebuds and other flowers in beds will id.that and the summer heat better if kept well mulched*
See 1,142256.See 1.142256.Wax myrtle is usually found growing in damp soil.River birch Is found growing near shores.Silverbell grows in rich soil near streams.Wild azaleas require constant moisture.Possum haw requires a moist habitat.During dry weather, soil rot disease of sweet potatoes increases.Subterranean termites cannot survive without moisture.Native Irises require abundant moisture, bearded Irises do best with good drainage.Camellias require gooddrainage. Mulch conserves moisture around plants.Peat ©oil is likely to always be wet, clay may be wet or dry, and gravels and sands are usually too dry for most plants. Like other plants, crop plant© vary in the amount of water they need. Rice need© large amounts of water.Plants that live on flotants must b© able to withstand much water.
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TABLE IX (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT X
PRINCIPLE I.I4225 62 (Continued)
Card No. Publication Page
20622233 W&F 2 127
2410 W&F 2 343-344
3009 LFC 1 5
3 0 10 LFC 1 6,7
3017 LFC 1 10
3043 LFC 1 31
3133 LFC 1 106
3144 LFC 1 11**112
3269 LFC 1 225
4129 SDE 1 62





See 1*142256The amount of fresh water available is a factor in the influence of pollutants*Control of water level in a body of water is one of best ways to control plants in the body#Edaphic factors include soil moisture and drainage* Ability to tolerate considerable moisture over the roots is the reason why such trees as ov©r~ cup oak, bald cypress, and tupelo gum can live in Swampy sites*One factor in poor growth of cotton plants near a woodlot may be that trees reduce moisture content of ©oil.In prairies of southwestern Louisiana8 timber occurs on land which is ©1ther better drained or more poorly drained th§n prairie proper.Variation in height of the palmetto is due in part to the height of th© water table and degree and frequency of flooding* Magnolia is most abundant in Southern Louisiana along small streams above the flood stage*Th© tulip tree in pin© hill country is abundant along the moist stream bottoms and is seldom seen on the dry hill tops. French mulberry is drought resistant.Tree planting is always don© when the soil is moist*Good drainage is essential for the production of most crops. Wildlife conservation includes provision of water*See 1*142256.
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TABLE II (continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OP' EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*1422562 (continued)




66a AES 11 102900 W&F 8 71





35a128a AES 11 18
724 AES 25 13
815a AES 28 14
838a AES 29 38
1048
2757 W&F 4 22




3037 LFC 1 25
3048 LFC 1 36
3164 LFC 1 1273170 LFC 1 132
See 1*142256* See 1.142253* See 1*142253 * See 1.142253•
Dogwood likes a well-drained soil* The black widow spider prefers relatively dry situations*The ginkgo thrives in a well- drained soil*Alfalfa requires a well-drained soil*See 1*142256*See 1.142256*See 1.142253«
See 1*1422*Wild iris need plenty of water* Water is essential for natural distribution of Louisiana irises* for the establishment of young plants, and for a good blooming season*Irrigation is necessary for com­mercial production of gladiolus in South Louisiana*Moist conditions generally favor development of parasites*See 1*1422562*The greatest enemy of tadpoles is drought*Water hemlock grows in wet places*
Poison sumac prefers moist bogs*
Cypress tolerates extreme moisture conditions well*Swamp cottonwood grows in bottomland swamps*Mayhaw is found in low, wet woods* 
Red chokeberry is found in boggy branch bottoms*
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
Summary
*
Poison sumac i© confined to boggy branch bottoms*Swamp blackgum is found on swampy lake shores and in sloughs*Tupelo gum is a swamp* Inhabiting tree.Pumpkin ash Is frequent in a cypres©*tupelo swamp. Buttonbush Is widespread in wet habitats*Eastern Baccharis is common in coastal marshes*(LFC 1 also gives names of many other trees shrubs which prefer moist habitats*}
$012 See 1.142256.501S See 1 .1 4 2 2 5 6.5020 See 1*1 4 2 2 5 3.5021 See 1.142253*5023 See 1.142253*
5025 See 1*1422*
PRINCIPLE 1.14225622 (Conti]
Card No. Publication Page
3211 LFC 1 159
3246 LFC 1 193
3246 LFC 1 195
3263 LFC 1 217*216
3277 LFC 1 232
3263 LFC 1 23 6
PRINCIPLE No. 1.14225623
46a AES 11 6
66a566a AES 17 9775a AES 26 2
8096312059a W&F 5 35
3069 LFC 1 66
4101 SDE 1 70
4135 SDE 1 95
5109 Mis 5 10
Whit© oak requires a well** drained soil.See 1.14225621.Roses require good drainage* Sugar can© requires good drainage.See 1.1422*See 1*14225622.Regions subject to annual over­flow did not offer suitable habitat for turkeys.It is unusual for post oak to grow on soil subject to Inundation.Good drainage is essential for clovers*Flooding kills many bacteria and other organisms by drowning them*See 775a above.
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14225624
Card No. Publication Page Summary
?7a AES 11 12 Poison sumac grow© well In boggy "branch heads."701 AES 25 3 Louisiana native irises grow in low areas along edges of Streams.702
724
AES 25 3 Bog culture Is deal for native irises.See 1 .1 4 2 2 5 6 2 2.331ab AES 29 26 The liver fluke is prevalent in low, wet pastures.3018 LFC 1 10 Certain tree© are common In the fresh-water marshes.3062 LFC 1 44 Water hickory is found in wet, poorly•drained river bottoms.3092 LFC 1 70 Overcup oak is widely distri­buted on poorly-drained soils.
3114 LFC 1 69 Willow oak is widely distri­buted on poorly-drained sites*
3253 LFC 1 201 Swamp felterbush is common in swamp© and ©loughs.3261 LFC 1 217 Green ash is widely distri­buted on moist and poorly- drained soils*
3265 LFC 1 220 Swamp privet withstands more flooding than many plants.
3266 LFC 1 224 Black mangrove doe© well in wet locations.
4216 SDK 2 11 Some trees have seeds that will float.
4219 SDE 2 11 Water is one agent of seed distribution.
6046 LCD 1 60 The Louisiana cypress,is tolerant of standing waters during flood season.
PRINCIPLE 1.14225625 
2322a W&F 7 SO
2350a W&F 11 380
Snakes, turtles, frogs, bow- fins, and gars can live under hyacinth mats.Bowfins survive for weeks in what at first glance appears to be mud.
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCES AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1*14225625 (Continued)
Card No# Publication Pag©
2 3 51a W&F 11 4 01
2352a m f 11 4 2a
PRINCIPLE 1*14225626 
2213a W&F 9 13
2273 W&F 2 115
2308 W&F 2 146148
2404a W&F 7 351
2469 W&F 2 385
PRIHCIPLE 1.14226
165a AES 17 13
856 AES 9 22
22802281 W&F 2 121
2283 W&F 2 127
2284 W&F 2 128
2266
Summary
The Mississippi alligatorfar thrives an muddy water* he common bullhead can be dormant for weeks in mud*
On account of the current and muddy water, most aquatic plants cannot grow in the Mississippi River*Disposal of gravel-plant washings In North Louisiana used to result in the con­tamination by turbidity of a number of streams*Oyster spats which settle on mud or clay soon smother and die*While turbidity may not kill fish* it may Interfere with the food cycle.Th© sea crayfish (spring lobster) is rare in Louisi­ana since it dislikes silted water.




3GURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE I»4226 (Continued)
Card No, Publication Page
2 2 ** W&F 2 131
2300
2322a W&F 7 *0
2370* W&F 7 251
2406
26*0 W&F 3 195
26*9 W&F 3 199
2697 W&F 3 225
4 0 ** SDE 1 62
4135 SOS 1 95
PRINCIPLE 1.142261





2426 W&F 2 343
26*2 W&F 3 196
4135
4140 SOS 1 101
102
Summary
Wood creosote-plant wastes reduce dissolved oxygen con­tent of water*
See 1*142255*
Water hyacinth plants remove dissolved-in-water oxygen* 
Qaftomba fiftmUBtona (water moss) provides oxygen for water organisms*See 1*14221*In the absence of dissolved oxygen, fish inevitably perish*Certain plants keep the dissolved oxygen supply available in bodies of water* Some organism® are more sensitive to low oxygen con­tent in water than others# Beep-rooted plant© keep ©oil open and allow air to reach plant roots*Flooding prevents air from reaching the soil*
Oil sprayed on water kills mosquitoes by clogging their breathing tubes*See 1 *1 4 2 2 5 6 2 6*See 1 *1 4 2 2 6.See 1*1422*Lotus seeds possess in them the nacessary available oxygen so that they can germinate in completely stagnant water*Fish cannot long endure low oxygen levels*See 1*14226,
Waterlogged soil© slow bacterial action by the re­duction of oxygen in the soil#
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TABLE II (Continued)
SOURCE AND SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1*142263 
Card No# Publication Page
226022612282 W&F 2 121-122
228623002322a2370a2395a WScF 7 327
2395ax W&F 7 331
2397a2399a
2425 W&F 2 347
2683 W&F 3 196
2685 W&F 3 196-198
2687 W&F 3 199






See 1*14226*See 1*14226#Kraft paper mill pollutant® reduce oxygen content of water*See 1*142255#See 1*142255#See 1*14226*See I.I4 2 2 6*Droughts and high temper­ature® influence dissolved oxygen content of bodies of water*Industrial plants influence dissolved oxygen content of water*
See 1*142255*See 1*142255.American lotus keeps wave action down with result that less oxygen is dissolved in the water*High temperatures and cloudy days affect amount of dissolved, oxygen in water*Changes in temperature may influence available oxygen by killing plants*Sudden, heavy rainfalls Influence available oxygen in a stream or body of water# Certain species of Introduced plants make lakes sterile by reducing available oxygen#
See 1*14226*Some soils lack oxygen because they have been covered with water#See 1*14226#
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TABLE XX (Continued)
SOURCE AND S M m R Y  OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I 
PRINCIPLE 1 *14227 
Card No., Publication Page
21 AES 56
1 0 5 4 LSU 1 122
1121 LSU 2 65
1132 LSU 2 92
1133 LSU 2 95
U35 LSU 2 100
U 3 8 LSU 2 112
1139 LSU 2 113
2 0 03a W&F 6 6,7
2006a W&F 6 7
2400 W&F 2 335
4008 SDE 1 9
6005 LCD 1 3
6006 LCD 1 4
6009 LCD 1 7
6010 LCD 1 12
6020 LCD 1 29
Summary
Soils are changed by time and environment.Streams of water bring down clay and silts* altering composition of soil where they are deposited*Land on the left bank near South Pass has been formed since 1890*False River was one© the main channel of the Mississippi*In 1 7 2 2, False River was cut off from main channel of the Mississippi*There is only one great natural outlet of the Mis®- issippi today, the Atchafalaya. The Mississippi flowed along Bayou Teche formerly*The Mississippi River builds lands outward into the Gulf. Burning* drainage, or flooding changes edaphic conditions. Delta marshes change with comparative rapidity.Deposition of silts change® lakes*When lands were hot cared for, they deteriorated*The area of Cameron and Ver­milion Parishes is actively submerging*In the Glacial Period the apex of the Mississippi River deltas was north of the Avoyelles hills * Mississippi and Red River flood waters have followed the valley of the Vermilion River.The coastline of Vermilion and Cameron Parishes has retreated some distance since 1880*If present conditions were to continue indefinitely, the Gulf waves would advance across the whole of Cameron Parish.
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TABLE II (Contimied)
SOURCE AMD SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLES, UNIT I
PRINCIPLE 1*14227 (Continued)
Card No* Publication Page Summary
The Mississippi Elver, with the possible aid of the Red River, advanced the shore of the Gulf southward over Cameron and Vermilion Parishes during the period of chenier forming. During the chenier~formati on period* the extent of the surface formation was greater than it Is today*When chenier© were being built, sedimentary deposits dominated over the forces of subsidence. Today the Gulf i© again ad­vancing inland and destroying the old marsh and chenier
6022 LCD 1 31
6025 LCD 1 32
6026 LCD 1 33
602? LCD 1 33
6026 LCD 1 33
6030 LCD 1 34
6031 LCD 1 35-36
6033 LCD 1 36
6036 LCD 1 41—42
6036x LCD 1 46
6043 LCD 1 50
6044 LCD 1 50
6054 LCD 1 69
PRINCIPLE 1.1423
The Mississippi River gives promise of abandoning its present channel to follow the Atchafalaya course.Subsidence has been the dominant geological factor in the Gulf Coast for most of the time during many millions of years* South Louisiana has been steadily sinking under the load of sedi­ments*Sea level has varied from time to time#Former shores of South Louisi­ana have bean buried to a depth of between five and six miles* Grand Lake on the Atchafalaya is being silted up*In St. Bernard Parish, subsidence of the mainland within historic times has been of such rapidity that many of its old plantations have become a region of only trapping, hunting, and fishing. Bayou Lafourche is diminutive compared with its former size. Wave action changes the shore line*
See Principle© 3*1 through 3*4
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TABLE III
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES , UUITS 11-VI
Publication Page{s) Publication a^(s)
20
13,53,366
ASS 5 116LSU 2 
LSU 3 
WkF 12 W&F 2 146,221,239,246,260,406 
WfcF 3 193W&F 6 76
W&F 11 39,47,48,57,63
LFC 1 224MX3 1 5,6,7
Principle 2.110
Prin 2 .1 2~vr
AES 11 16AES 7 140AES 24 18LSU 2 19,20
LSU 3 13,57W&F 6 11,19W&F 2 10,146,221,239,246,313,346 
W&F 12 46WAP 4 22,27
LFC 1 224SOS 1 63HIS 1 6
Prlng^plo 2.121
W&F 2 13 146,397
Principle., 2 A 2 2LSU 2 19,20
LSU 3 1 0 5 ,1 0 6
W&F 1 30
W&F 2 397,425W&F 4 16
SUE 1 63













NOTE: Principles used in this table by number only arestated in full on pages 69-112. Publication symbols are 
explained on pages 113-120.
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TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page (a) Publication F
Fri 179AES 4 AES 6 AES 16 LSU 3 WfcP 2 WfcF 4 
SIS 1
Prin
m rAES 5 ASS 7AES 9 AES 32 LSU 3
W&F 1
W&F 2 W&F 4 W&F 5 W&F 6 W&F 6 W&F 10
W&F 12








Principle 2.1511 AES 2 109AES 7 160LSU 3 61,62,69,75,76W&F 1 1 9,2 1 ,2 2 ,2 6 ,4 0 ,4 6W&F 2 3 7 0 ,4 0 6
WfcF 5 64W&F 10 87
Principle 2,152AES 1 65AES 4 60AES 7 160LSU 3 79W&F 2 367,427W&F 6 6 5 ,6 0W&F 7 80W&F 6 96W&F 10 116SUE 1 63
Principle 2,15lw&F 2W&F 11 39
347












SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
P u b lica tio n  Page(a) P u b lica tio n  Page(s)
ASS 7 160
LSU 3 19.67,66w&F 7 66
Principle 2 .15A3Ass4 So 
W&F 2 334.337W&F 11 39,46,57
1«L 2 »Prinelol





W&F W&F 10 









P rin c ip le  2«155Q 
Principle 2.15510 




P rin c ip le  2.al6l AES 1 
AES 2 AES 5 
AES 7 LSU 3 SOS 3
7150,66124,161,162
3447,202,203
Prin< . p ie 2 , l 6 l l
P rin c ip le  2>16120 










AES 24 W&F 4 SDE 3
16 
13 37161,220




25 1,4 13,24 177
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TABLE IXX (continued)
30URCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
BBSXBSBm ■'■■'iU "i‘ V iTnii" r r .i , t . .igagrff *nfi'1 Ju.'.aL) 1 ff— frii'iiiJMiX D r j^ iSC
Primi f i f  Pr* 8 i i y  2 i m l
ABS ? 172 W&F 12 386,428
AES 18 12
AES 20 16,17 Principle 2.172
ASS 22 18 W&F 4 1 6
AES 26 13,18,24 W&F 8 86SDK 1 43,44 W&F 12 63,104
SDK 3 159,161,177




S ]  ^ ' 3
AES 2 124 W&F 12 63
AES 7 9AES 16 1,2,7 Principle 2.172210
MIS 5 14
Principle 2.166 Principle 2,1722110XIS 5 93794,95AES 29, 12,15,17,20,23,
2 9:3 3 :3 9 ’ m | ^ L ^ p 2 _ 2
W&F 12 63MIS 1 5
W&F 7 ^0SDE 2 90 Principle 2^17223-X
ABS 5 49AES 7 64,65WAF 4 6W&F 7 8012 426 Principle 2,17225
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TABLE XIX {continued)
SOURCES OP EXAMPLES $ UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
W&F 11 63.428








rrW ^  2iil
w&f 4 1 6 ,1 7W&F 8 17,56,110W&F 11 64,65
Principle 2.191Ae s i  i2&
ASS 2 W&F 1 W&F 4 W&F 7 W&F 8 W&F 10
7212.1716.17166,189,19156,110162




7 768 56 11 64,65W&F 12 162
Principle 2.1(101
AES 7 160AES 9 31,32,34LSU 3 74,93,94W&F 1 6,34W&F 2 146,146,415W&F 8 67W&F 11 151,152,153,279,280,267 W&F 12 7,9,217, alsomany other references to movement.
Principle 2*1(10)10 




SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UMTS II-VI
Publication Page(s)
f '̂ I H " -  ■2t o 'P i AW&F 1 30W&F 2 415,431W&F 5 64W&F 11 39, also other,examples W&F 12 213» also otherexamples
Principle 2.1(10)5 
ASS 9 3 4  W«tP 2 146
AES 2 50AES 7 95,106AES 9 19AES 11 17AES 19 17,19W&F 1 30W&F 2 76,146,227,260261,293,367W&F 3 169,177W&F 4 17W&F 6 xiW&F 7 219,223,246W&F 10 146,165W&F 11 many examplesW&F 12 213, also many other examples
LFC 1 1, also many other examples
SDE 1 77,60SDE 2 6,52,71
M I S 1 6,7
Publication Page(s)
PrincipleAES 1 49AES 5 92AES 7 95,100AES 19 17,19LSU 3 9,18,17,52,01,06,90,100,105,106W&F 6 41W&F 10 207W&F 2 41,42,43,54,78,141,146,260,263,278,347,351,352,371,307,410,
416,441,442,44576,78,201,248,252,273W&F 7W&F 3 29,34,47,73,156,166,101,224,241,243W&F 12 21, (many others also given) 190, 193,192 5,17,18,19,20W&F 4W&F 6 66LFC 1 7,8, (many others also given)SDE 2 71MIS 1 6MIS 7 7
Principle 2.1(11)2AES 9 31LSU 3 9,11,12,13,17,48,52,59,60,74,01
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TABLE XXI (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
fteisclglc 2.1(11)2 (cont’d)
i- * r,- *i **Oba X
w&F 7 W&F 11 W&F 2
W&F 6 W&F 3 W&F 4SDE




W&F 1 49W&F 6 11W&F 7 76,65W&F 6 69LFC 1 103,115,129,130,149,151, 152,227,228
Principle 2.1(11)22 
51,64,67
h S U 3 12
Principle 2.1 MX) 3AES 1 49AES 2 50,7SAES 9 92AES 7 95AES 9 19.31.32AES 20 5 , 1 0AES 23 2AES 24 24AES 25 7
Principle 2.1(11)3 (cont’d)
LSU 3 9,17,22,26,34.43.52.53,14,56,58,61., 
62,64,66,67, 69,74,75,76, 77,80,81,86, 93,94,104,105 21,23,24,26, 28,29,30,33, 34,35,37,39,41,42,43,44,49.50.52.54,55,57,58,59 190 (many others) 
80,94.176,251, 257,262,312,317, 324,329,331,339, 345,426146,256,276,300,387,403,432,448 
77,275 37,51 
13,15 45,69 16,21 
7 7
W&F 12 W&F 10
W&F 2
W&F 7 W&F 3 W&F 4 W&F 8 LFC 1 MIS 1 MIS 7
nclpl© 2.1(111!
AES 1 49AES 5 92AES 9 19AES 20 16AES 24 24LSU 3 34»66,67 j&6,104W&F 1 24W&F- 2 146W&F ? ' 77W&F 11 196,211,324,329430
W&F 4 13, 15MIS 1 7
TABLE 111 (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UHITS II-VT
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
Wt? 1 25W&F 10 152W&F 7 76W&F 2 146,403MIS 1 7W&F n  70,74
Principle 2 >1(11)410
Principle 2.1(11)5 AES 2 5 8 , 1 1  ASS 9 19,20ASS 17 2AES IS 13 m s  i 7
Principle 2.It11)51 ASS 7 lbS ABS 9 19,20,21,22,27AE3 17 2AES IS 3 AES 23 6W&F 7 77SDE 3 59,60,67,100
AES 25 11 AE3 11 4SDK 3 57,56,59LSU 5 93
Principle 2.1(11)521 AES 1 1 4  LSU 3 93W&F 4 7
W&F 7 77W&F 8 103LFC 1 16,17,18*34,36,165.166, 171,208
ZZiaslB lS -lsM U lS S i W&F 7 7 7  LFC 1 16,34,171
Prlnc iPle 2.1 (11)5221i n nAES 8 114,115,136W&F 8 103LSU 3 29LFC 1 34,43SDE 1 60
Principle 2,1(11)523 
A E S 9 34LSU 3 74MIS 7 7
Principle 2.1(11)5231 AES 9 3 4  LSU 3 74MIS 7 77
Principle 2.1(11)524 AS3 25 ti
TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UMTS II-YI
279
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)





Principle 2.1(11)7 AES 1 1 1 7  AES 19 17W&F 5 3W&F 2 351W&F 3 29,103,126,
179SDE 2 52,71,93
Principle 2.1(11)$ W 8  16,17
Principle 2.1(11)01 t o l l 74,75
Principle 3.1 
AES19 1^,19 AES 31 21LSU 1 37LSU 3 11,12,13,39,74,93
,> .4id, 2,11
W&F 7 66,'73,74,188,189,190, 219,237,247, 267,347,349, 355,362,364, 372,375,383, 
3 8 9,4 0 2,4 2 0, 
423,426,441,443W&F 1 10.66,172W&F 9 5,6W&F 12 2i,52,95W&F 2 37,38.39,142,143,161,231, 232,233,234, 237,277,238,
293,312,313, 334,335,336,337, 34459,99,102,201, 215,228 16,23,25,34 39,45 1 11 25,30,60,77,109SDE 2 46,48,83,91,92,95MIS 1 4MIS 2 53
AES 2 68,09,123,177AES 4 80,83,132







SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publi cation Page(s)
AES 15 2,AAES 17 2,3,13 AES 19 17,19AES 20 8AES 22 3AES 24, 3,7,11,13,24ABS 26 9,13AES 27 8,13,17AES 30 31ASS 31 18,21LSU 1 122LSU 2 16,28
LSU 3 12,13,46,48,51,53,56,58,59 W&F 1 29,37,47,49W&F 2 2,8,41,42,44,45,55,72,78,87,93. 142|143,144,148, 149,154,161,163, 181,183,228,230, 
264,277,283,293,299,300,311,313, 334,338,344,351, 352,355,363,372,373,399,422,448 W&F 3 5,48,58,99,102,l63,i56,l68 
W&F 4 34W&F 5 37,63,64,66W&F 6 6,29,30W&F 7 219,220,237,262,
264,302,313,333 W&F 10 112W&F 12 22LFC 1 1,7,40,42,43,103,165,191
Prii 3.11 (cont'd)1 7,25-30,33,34,39,40,41,4—,54, 55,56,70,71,77, 75.79,90,94,97, 103,108 SDE 2 11,14,46,48,71,82,90,95 SDE 3 8,18,65,66,91,135,180,220 MIS 1 4MIS 2 53MIS 3 6MIS 5 11,13MIS 7 4
Principle 3.111At 8 2! 68,177,178AES 4 80AES 7 172AES 11 11AES 19 19W&F 2 142,246,277,283,293,365,312,334,363,389,441,443,445W&F 7 313SDE 1 25-30,33,65,77
Principle 3^2





TABLE H I  {continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES* UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page{s)
PrincipleAES 4 AJ£3 7 AES 19 LSU 2 W&F 1 W&F 2
95 1937,3^,66 









',1 ;  3 ,3 , 3,  
2,7,34,66,94209725 30,63 
95
Principle 3.131 AES 4 80,81W&F 5 29,35,37W&F 3 156SDE 1 106
Principle 3.14B d e i 109 ,112
-..B est 7W&F 1W&F 2W&F 6W&F 7LFC 1SDE 2MIS 2
PrincipleAES 22







PrinclPle 3.16 AES 1 1 1 6  LSU 3 33W&F 1 W&F 2 






SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
PrincipleAES 4 §6 , SiAES 7 95AES 9 13 >17AES 11 5AES 14 4AES 17 2,1313AES ISABS 24 1 3,3 5 ,3 6AES 25 3AES 27 8 ,1 3AES 31 15W&F 2 63,347,34833,34,64,66,174,355,362,363364,402
W&F 5
W&F 6 2W&F 7 209,220,247,253313LFC 1 179SDE 1 70SDE 2 8,10,13,48,91,92
SDS 3 18,19,47,65,135MIS 3 5MIS 6 11MIS 7 41
Principle 3.2AES 5 to, 9 0W&F 1 33W&F 2 37,334,384,389
W&F 7 toMIS 6 11




3 .2 2 2
8 136 
AES 11 10LSU 3 29,33W&F 1 31W&F 7 77W&F 8 92,93,103,104LFC 1 6,7,343DE 1 59,60MIS 7 26,29











SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(a) Publication Page(a)
3?226 AES 9 3 4  
LSU 3 90









" AK3 3 0 S  
LSU 3 43W&F 1 60
W&F 7 209W&F 9 11SDE 1 7,54,63
Principle 3.229  W4F12 213*215, 217-219
Principle 3.23 — AES14 /'
£EifiS4Bl&JU|6;AES 1 8 5  AES 2 123AES 5 75,80,92AES 9 34,36,35,37W&F l 57W&F 2 163,217,334,3®9W&F 7 19SDE 1 7®SDE 3 205
AES 5 ®AES 6 9AES 7 66AES 24 23W&F S 93-115 LFC 1 151,155,160,161,
176,189 SDE 1 54SDE 3 144
AES 11 4AES 24 3,33,34,35,36,3®AES 31 15W&F 6 xiW&F 3 136,141,156SDE 1 76SDE 3 93,185LSU 2 16
2 3 4
TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OP EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(a)
Principle LSU 3AES 4 s6AES 11 4AES 11 14AES 5 33,46 W&F 1AES 20 IS W&F 2AES 24 3,13.33,34,35,36 W&F 4AES 27 11 W&F 7
W&F 3 141 W&F &
W&F 6 xi
LSU 2 16 W&F 10W&F 12
" “ M i n t
SDESDE 23AES 31 17 MIS 5SDE 1 76 MIS 6
Principle 3.3









AES 4ABS UAES 5
AES 6AES 7AES SAES 9AES ISAES 19AES 20AES 23AES 25AES 29AES 32
29,39,40,41,43,40,51,53,54,59,60,63,65,69,70,
76,77,10410,26,29,42.5742,63,163,217,221.
276,334,340,34919,20209,228,253,267 4»9 >101U7, 4®» 49 9 95 174170-17914206,2071611
AES 25 14LSU 3 29W&F 1 7,23,31,40W&F 2 42,217,348,349,390,442 W&F 8 10,92,93W&F 12 56-59,170-179SDE 1 100SDE 2 14MIS 1 4
1
W&F 12







SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(a) Publication Page(s)
ABS 5 56,72,73ABS 9 26LSU 3 11,1,5,46,47,48,53,56,65,67,70, 









AES 9AES 11AES 14AES idAES 20AES 22AES 24AES 25AES 26AES 2dAES 29
ABS 30 AES 31 AES 32 LSU 3
W&F 1 
W&F 2
W&F 7 W&F 6 SOS 1 SOE 2 SDE 3














SOURCES CP EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Pagets)
Principle 3.3212
— x s V y b-T'5;71.75APS 2 63,64LSU 3 17SDE 3 15
Principle — 3Ci§T“AFtS 2 AES 5 AES 9 AES ISAES 20AKS 25 AfcS 29 LSU 3 W&F 2
W&F 3 








_  60,161 61,SfU64,65 







ES 2 AKS 5 
LSU 3
2
Mi S 5 MIS 6iSYO
56,9251,54,59,81,85.90,92,95,99,106
14111114





rrincipla f H H T ’AESAESLSUW&F
2930 
3 2




SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS IX - VI

















19W&F 1 18,19,22W&F 2 78,93.227,259.263,264,423, W&F 3 156,174,178,
181)182W&F 4 16,22,12W&F 5 49,63,64 _W&F 7 220,226,228,
267W&F 10 165,172W&F 12 12-21,52-55,195,196




W&F 2 W&F 4
89*9312,23,27,38,39,55414,431,432,444 15».«* 10 106,120,124,140 W&F 12 20,29,31,32,33, 36,49-52,52-55, 63-65,70-72»72-75, 75-77,79-81, 
81-85,86-88, 
91-93,93-97, 104-106,107-109, 109-113,179-181, 
162-184,186-166, 191-195,195-196, 197-200,and others
2SS
TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Pagets) Publication Page(s)
AES 2 103,105ASS 5 66ASS 6 66AES 7 95ABS 20 4,12ABS 22 3W&F 2 390W&F 3 239W&F 4 6LFC 1 2t3W&F 11 56-64,65-76W&F 12 4(Almost every publication listed gives many examples of this principle)
Principle 4.11AES 9 5.T7,20,27
AES 11 2,4,5.6,3-19AES 4 30,100AES 13 5AES 14 3 AES 24 22LSU 3 20,34,60,61,62,63,69,76 LFC 1 13*16,86,96,93,
123,135,145,147, 159,170,139,190,
196,217 SDE 1 76,77SDE 2 9,11,13,14,95W&F 1 15,19,21,23,26,28.29.30.31.12,32.33.37.43.13, 45,46,52,55,14
W&F 6 7W&F 10 194,206W&F 2 55.26,344.345,346,349,360,367,370,383,336,387,389-393,399,411,412,413,417,420,
425,426,427,432,433,445,447*W&F 7 66|191,201,21Q,
W&F 3 51W&F 4 6,9,10,15W&F d 10,11,13,16,34-37,43,53,56,58,
66,67
fr* W l  ^ 8 .55W&F 2 370,413,445*447W&F 3 251W&F 4 10W&F 8 67W&F 10 116AES 2 102,105,109AES 5 102AES 9 31AES 23 2AES 29 17MIS 7 5LSS 3 93,101W&F 12 109AES 23 1AES 9 31
s
TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication l'age(s)
AES 2# T ? ---AES 2 102 ,1(AES 5 102?/iF 2 447W&F 6 67W&F 10 116MIS 7 5AES 9 31LSU 3 93AES 9 31
Principle 4*1112MIS 7 7,aLSU 3 101
Principle 4.1113W&F 1 if, 58W&F 2 447W&F 4 10W&F 8 67W&F 12 44LSU 3 93W&F 12 109AES 23 2
Principle 4*1114AES 23 2W&F 2 370,i
















W&F 3W&F 4W&F 12
W&F 11
W&F 8MIS 6MIS 2
LncipleAssAES 25MIS 1LSU 3
W&F 11
W&F 1W&F 4W&F 10W&F 7W&F 2
W&F 6
32,3
3.17.18.60.86.90, 92 _6,8 
7 96&,80,156,165 2,3,15,16,81,83, 106,131,139,208 and many others 11360,386,392,393,399,401,404,405,417,418,425,426,








SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UHIT3 II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
rinciple 4.121 tcoat'd) 
LFC 1 2,3',others2 11,othersmtp
Principle 
AES 25 ASS 9 
ASS 29 LSU 3 W&F 1rt&F 2
W&F 7 rf&F 10 J&F 11
A.1211

























w&F 4 W&F 8
Principle
4.12121 
392,393  10 '■16,19
11







2 ,4 ,5,6,7 ,8,9 ,10,
11,1 2,1 3,1 4,1 6 ,1 9
4 .5  59,60,61
6.15.27.29.36.37,44  ̂45}4&)47)4& §
^ 54l453 3 o^ 425.28.31.33.37,41,44, and many
others10













4 2,4 3,44,45,4 6, 47,48,49,50,55




SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II~VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Pag©(3)




17,1 9,4 5,4 6,4 7,48,4989,1843
Principle ^ A E S  11 AES 14AES 16 AES 18
AES 20
AES 21 ASS 22 AES 23 AES 25 AES 29
LSU 3




18.19 43,16 2 33,4,5,6,7,9,148,9,11,12,15,17,20,26,33,38,33


















3570,81,175,200, and many others 
1 6,37,|9,41,42, 53,66,67,68,69 16,17,62,63,74, 135,152 8
206,2079,11,12,137,10














SOURCES OF KIWL^S, WITS O-Vt




AES 4AES ISAEo 7AES 20
APS 24AES 0
LSU 3war 1war 6war 10war 2
wap 7W&F 3W&F 4sim 2SUE 3
PrincipleAES 1




A*22Lffo,115,116,117, 125,126,134 35,129,130,131 35,96,117,118 
5,11 11892 20 23,28 112,113
eonfc*,n1ST22AES 24AK9 28 ASS 29 ASS 32 LSU 1 LSU 3





£tiLSS$ H * 4 H '30,131
APS 2 9cAES 7 129,130,131
“ W * - * f g S 3o.U 1





r-'s 2 35,9 6,117 ,118AIi3 11 5,11AES 4 118AES 5 92AES 7 35,131
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TABLE ZZZ (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publication Page(s)
AES 22 AES 6 AES 24 AES 9 AES 26 AES 29 AES 32 LSU 1 LSU 3
2X1LFCSDE
5112,11323,2423,26152913213,65,99,100,103,105,10610,423,442,44414960SDE 3 108,122,203,210MZS 5 16MIS 6 11
Principle A.22131AES 2 118ABS S 113, H AAES 9 28,29AES $ 93*9A,95
Principle A.22132AES 2 117,118LSU 3 13,85LSU 1 37AES 5 93.95SDE 3 210,94AES 7 131AES 25 1AAES 9 27AES 28 15AES 29 8,29AES 32 1AES 8 112,113
Principle A.2213.3AES 7 138AES 9 27
Principle 4*22133.. (eontMlAES 29 29AES 30 33SDE 3 207
Principle A.221331AES 1 26AES 24 23SDE 3 226
Principle 4,22134AES 5 95AES 7 172AES 9 28,30AES 30 29LSU 3 57,82W&F 8 31,39SDE 3 203SDE 2 51
Principle 4,22135"" M l 116,117AES 11 5AES 14 5AES 7 177,178AES 20 5,6,7W&F 5 63AES 24 21AES 9 29AES 28 15LSU 3 13LFC 1 17,18
Principlew&inr 18,17,19,27,32,37,38*39,57,58W&F 10 80MIS 1 3MIS 2 123AES 18 18
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TABLE III (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(a) Publication Page(a)
Principle 5.1W i  / 107, log 
ASS 9 19ABS 19 17SDE 1 77,BO,SiW&F 11 47,48,68,74
Principle 5.2 SDE 1 8 0  W&F 11 47,48,68-74
Principle 5.3 SDE 1 8 0  W&F 11 47,4®,68-74
Principle 5.31AESl 157,108AES 9 19AES 25 11
Principle 5.311 AEsi 187 ,108
Principle 5AES I 108
Principle 5.3112 AES 1 1 0 7 , 1 0 8
Principle 5.312K s l  9,P»^102,103,
AES 2 40,15,56,103,143AES 4 61,62AES 5 108AeS 6 54,92,94AES 7 125AES 9 19AES 15 2,7,10AES 18 4AES 20 4,8,10AES 22 13
Principle 5.312 (cont♦d) AES 25 AES 28 AES 30 SDE 3 LFO 1
-,.,,9,11,12 35,136 lie 135t7^5^tlSGf192 24,43 *44,62,63, 
911141





2 ,3 ,1 0
4
4 .8.1 0 .1 1





H ? 11AES 2 105,106AES 8 138SDE 3 158,159
8 138
AES 2 1 0 5 , 1 0 6  AES 8 138
TABLE XII (continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(a) Publication Page(a)







108.109 67,68 205,206 10
Principle 5.
aSs aAES 7 99 ,109
Principle 5.3124 AES 8 1 3 8  AES 18 5AES 28 2
Principle 5.312410
PrlAE3P18 5'I121*2
Principle 5.312421W&F2 404,405 , A17,






P la 5,31251AES1 A9,97,119,122,160,161,175,201 AES 2 99,102,103,105,143,170 AES A 3AASS 5 28,108AES 6 41,54,76,78,92,
9AAES 7 99,125,144,171AES 8 35AES 9 5,6AES 14 3AES 15 2,3,4,5,10AES 20 6,7,8,10,11AES 22 3,5,6,13AES 25 11,12AES 26 5AES 30 13,28












SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Publication Page(s) Publi cation Page(s)
Principle 5.3126 (cont'd)ASSAES 1014
4
5 „AES 20 4,5,6,7,8AES 26 5,6,7,20LFC 1 155LSU 3 13,52SDE 3 57,59,134,155.159,180,192,194MIS 5 9,10MlS 6 4,10
Principle 5.31270 




AES 7 17®AES 9 19SUE 2 91
AES 7 AES 20 AES 22 W&F 7
SDE 2





Principle 5*411 (corvt’d) W&iT2 439
lF C jl 103 i 115*1^9,130#149,152,183,166, 220,227,228














* t W T  9 .1 8W&F 8 11
£- ^ F P6?- 6*l6 17®r o j o ,x /¥
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TABLE III {continued)
SOURCES OF EXAMPLES, UNITS II-VI
Principle 6.6Lot i 14,17,21,58,132,138,139,140,142,143
Principle 6.7LSif 1 u 21,22,23,36,37,38, 45,58,91,95,105 LSU 2 68
Principle 6.71LSU I “ ,37,38,45,58
Principle 6.72 LSU 1 9l,95 LSU 2 68
Publication Page(3) Publication Page(s)
29#
Ho mathematical use should be made of Tables II and III* 
There are at least two reasons for such a warning* In the 
first place t such a large number of illustrations were found 
for certain of the principles in some of the selected publi­
cations that it was deemed impractical to list all of the 
examples* In addition, it is entirely possible that other 
materials with implications for some of the principles could 
be found in each publication*
CHAPTER IV
USE OF THE MATERIALS
It should be noted again that this study is 
concerned with the development of functional under­
standings in secondary-school biological science 
through application of materials from selected publi­
cations to chosen principles of general biology# This 
is an extremely important approach to the improvement 
of biological science in high schools, but it is 
admittedly a restricted one# It is not likely that 
improvements limited to this area alone will result in 
the development of superior courses in biological 
science#
What is needed, it is pointed out in Science Educa­
tion in American Schools^ is use of living things them­
selves, together with models, charts, and microscopes 
to study them; pictures, including moving pictures; 
field trips; textbooks and other reference books; biolog­
ical magazines; and science clubs* Employment of 
anything short of the complete range of learning
■̂Science Education in American Schools* Part I, 
Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: Distributed by the
University of Chicago Press, 1947), pp- 1B9-190#
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materials and procedures is tantamount to denying students 
full insights into life itself*
However, proper use of the materials developed in 
this study should stimulate greater utilisation of all 
the other learning and teaching aids which are available* 
In fact, many of the publications used in this study 
contain useful pictures, diagrams, maps, charts, 
bibliographies, and lists of appropriate films*
It seems desirable, then, to outline suggested pro­
cedures for the use of the materials developed in this 
study.
Proper use of any teaching tool requires that first 
consideration be given to the teaching method or methods 
that are to be employed. One of the clearest exposi­
tions of the principal methods of teaching which are in
use today is to be found in a textbook written by Thut
2and Gerberlch, The three methods described are the 
daily-asslgnment method, the subject-matter unit method, 
and the experience unit method. The first two of these 
three methods are commonly used in Louisiana high schools. 
The third, the experience unit method, is probably not 
used by any secondary-school teacher in the State.
^1. N. Thut and J# Raymond Gerberlch, Foundations of Methods for Secondary Schools, (New Tork? MeGr aw- H11I Book Company, Inc., 1949), 493 PP*
3 0 1
However , because it; is possible that the experience unit 
methody too, will be employed in the State in the future, 
suggestions have been d eveloped below for the us© of the 
materials developed in this study with each of the prin­
cipal methods of teaching employed in high schools in 
the United States at this time* It is evident that 
detailed consideration cannot be given here to teaching 
methods, but it is equally obvious that there is a real 
need for some consideration of methods.
I. THE DAILY ASSIGNMENT METHOD 
Employment of the daily assignment method of 
teaching involves the following considerations: (1)
planning the work for the year, (2) making the daily 
lesson plan, and (3) teaching the lesson.^
In past years, planning the work for the year was 
no problem for the teacher. The State Department of 
Education usually gave teachers exact and uncompromising 
course outlines or rigid instructions concerning text­
book work to be completed. For a number of reasons, a 
great deal of the choice of work to be done and the 
method or methods to be employed is left to individual 
teachers today. In practice, this means that many 
teachers using the daily assignment method begin with
3Ibid.. pp. 137-159.
the first page of the adopted textbook and go as 
rapidly and as far in the textbook as they feel that 
they can with a particular class*
Two procedures for the employment of these materials 
by teachers who use the daily assignment method are 
suggested below* Each procedure consider© the task of 
the teacher in planning for the yearns work, in making 
daily lesson plans, and in teaching the lesson*
The first procedure* The first procedure involves 
a careful reading of the textbook used in the biological 
science class to locate references to generalisations or 
principles comparable to the ones developed In this study* 
Aa each such principle is located, the teacher should 
record the number of the principle and list the publica­
tions concerning Louisiana materials which can be used 
to exemplify it. The textbook will continue to be the 
frame of reference for planning the year's work, but 
there will be certain modifications in planning the day's 
work and in teaching the lesson so as to stress community 
resources*
In planning the day's work, the teacher may con­
tinue to base the objective of the day's lesson on topic 
headings from the textbook or upon other comparable 
statements of limited scope* However, he should be aware 
of any generalizations or principles to be considered
during the lesson and should make notations in his plan 
to refer to them during the recitation so that he may 
establish relationship© between the material in the 
textbook and the list of principles* In making the daily 
lesson plan, the teacher should also decide which, if 
any, of the readings dealing with the principles referred 
to in that portion of the textbook being considered he 
will add to the day*s assignment.
The assign~study~rec±t© cycle which is followed in 
one order or other in each day*s lesson conducted 
according to the daily-assignment method will also be 
altered to some extent by the use of these materials in 
accordance with the first procedure. Of the various 
phases, the assignment aspect Is the one which will 
probably be most affected, but the study phase will be 
influenced also.
Thut and Gerberich point out that a tnrell-mad© 
assignment requires attention to three points* Those 
three points ares (1) complete and exact understanding 
on the part of each student as to what he is expected 
to do, (2) acceptance of the assignment by each student 
as a Justifiable task, and (3) knowledge on the part of 
the student as to how to go about doing the assignment.^
4lbjd*, p. 143*
The first and the third of these steps in making 
a good assignment will not be changed by the use of 
these materials except that they will tend to be simpli­
fied because students will be studying about organisms 
which are already more or less familiar. However, the 
second of these principles concerning assignments, that 
which centers around the teacher1s task of motivation, 
will be most advantageously Influenced by the use of 
these materials. The teacher’s task of motivating is 
slight indeed if the student already has considerable 
insight into the reasons why he should study a parti­
cular topic* With the employment of organisms which the 
student knows affect his well-being, his pleasure, or 
his livelihood, motivation will ordinarily be no problem* 
During the study phase of the assign-study-recite 
cycle used in daily-assignment teaching, the teacher 
should endeavor to assist student© to develop good study 
habits, Thut and Gerberich point out that this task 
has four aspects, as follows: (1) helping the pupil
recognize the problem, (2) helping the pupil locate 
information, (3) helping the pupil evaluate information, 
and (4) helping the pupil to see the personal value of 
subject matter,^
5ibid,, pp, 14&-150,
The materials developed in this problem should 
assist the teacher with each of these four undertakings. 
The interrelationships of organisms shown by the unit 
outlines will give the teacher leads to methods he may 
employ to assist pupils to recognise the problem. The 
exact references given in Tables U  and III will enable 
the teacher to give students several references bearing 
on each point. These references are of varying degrees 
of pertinence to a particular principle, and therefore 
afford a ready means of assisting students in evaluating 
information. Finally, by giving subject-matter with 
which the student already has some acquaintance, the 
teacher will be greatly aided in pointing out the personal 
value of subject-matter.
The second procedure. The second procedure suggested 
for the use of these materials in the dally-assignment 
type of teaching involves centering instruction around 
the principles developed and the publications used to 
illustrate them. This will result in the use of the 
textbook as a reference rather than as the hub of learn­
ing activities.
It will be advisable to make school-wide decisions 
concerning the scope of the materials to be taught at 
each grade level. These school-wide decisions might 
well be guided in seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grad©
general science and in biology by the principles 
developed in this study* It is likely, however, that 
many teachers will find it necessary to work ±nde~ 
pendently because of failure of the school administra­
tion to coordinate the program*
In such cases, the teacher will be forced to decide 
which units are to be taught during the session and 
which principles of each unit are to be considered*
After making decisions concerning the year1® work, 
the teacher can plan eaoh dayfs lesson by using the 
principles and the tables of Illustrative materials# 
Perhaps the following hypothetical example will 
make the procedure clearer:
A high-school biology teacher who used the dally 
assignment method of teaching, decided that h® wanted 
to experiment with the use of these materials according 
to the second suggested procedure* In his school, the 
principal had concluded that no effort should be made 
to coordinate the biological science work throughout 
the various grades. However, he had given the teacher 
permission to go ahead with the trial of the materials* 
After studying the materials, the teacher concluded 
that units one, two, and four would probably give him 
and his class as much work as they were likely to do in 
the course of one session if they were to use living
organisms, make field trips, employ moving picture®, 
conduct a science club, and utilise other suggested 
teaching procedures* This decision, he noted, was 
provisional, and would be varied in accordance with the 
progress of his Glass*
This teacher also decided that he would begin with 
the first unit* After studying the unit, he concluded 
that he would probably best start with the most 
subordinate principles under any one heading, develop 
them, and then develop the principle which was immediately 
superior to them*
His next step was to refer to the first unit* In 
tracing the principles in Unit I, the teacher noted that 
principles 1.11171, 1.11172, 1*11173, and 1*11174 were 
all subordinate principles to principle 1.1117, and that 
no lesser generalizations were listed in this first cycle 
of principles headed by principle 1*111, Accordingly, 
he decided that first attention should be given to 
principles 1.11171-1*11174* The teacher then studied 
each of the four principles more closely* He followed 
this by referring to Table II, to determine which publi­
cations were recommended for use in establishing each of 
these principles. Following this, he read each section 
of each recommended publication to learn in detail what 
each contained. For future reference, he made notes
aa ha read* The notes were to help him later in class 
recitations and in preparing tests* He also took 
cognisance of the pictures and of the suggested moving 
pictures and readings in the references*
The teacher was then ready to make his daily lesson 
plans. He decided that principles 1.11171 and 1.11172 
together should require only one class period and that 
principles 1.11173 and 1.111?/*, together should require 
another class period. He also concluded that one class 
period might well be used in making a field trip in the 
vicinity of the school so that pupils could observe 
practical applications of all four principles. To clinch 
the points, he believed that demonstrations explaining 
principles 1;11173 and 1.11174 could be conducted during 
half of a period and the remainder of the period could 
be used to show the movie, !,Waterl Friend or Foett fro® 
one of the state film depositories. The teacher then 
planned the work for each of the days, utilising Table 
II in listing the assignments for each of the first two 
days.
He had accounted for the first four days* To com­
plete the work for the school week, the teacher turned
^Behind the Curtain of Green, Bulletin 697 (Baton Rouge: State Department of Education of Louisiana, 1950), 
p. 105.
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again to the list of principles* He decided that one day 
should be spent in making certain that his students 
understood that principles 1 *11 17 1-1 .1 1 1 7 4 all contribute 
to understanding of principle 1*1117. The work for the 
fifth day, then, was planned around the readings suggested 
for principle 1.1117. He also felt that this assignment 
would permit the utilisation of concepts gained in the 
preceding four days*
In this hypothetical situation, the teacher might 
hare begun planning the second week’s work at any point 
at which he was convinced his work would probably be 
executed according to schedule*
Actual teaching procedures involved in the use of 
this second plan would not differ from those suggested 
for the first procedure*
II. THE SUBJECT-MATTER UNIT METHOD 
It is likely that the subject-matter unit method 
of teaching, in one form or other, is the teaching 
method most favored by teachers of biological science 
in Louisiana* Many stages of development of the method 
are met with in the State. Some teachers merely accept 
the unit organization of the textbook and divide it into 
daily assignments. Other teachers have moved ahead with 
the subject-matter unit method and are developing teach­
ing units of their own with the particular needs of
their students and the resources of their communities
7receiving greater attention.
A number of procedures have been suggested for such 
unit development. Among the textbooks which are most 
helpful in this respect are the ones by Thut and
d Q inGerberlch, by Douglass,* and by Klausmeier.
All these suggested procedures agree that planning 
for this method must Include attention to individual 
needs and to the subject-matter to be considered* Plan­
ning is usually broken down into three stages, as 
follows: (1 ) making an overall outline of the year*s
work, (2 ) breaking the yearns work into detailed, 
cohesive units, and (3 ) organizing the specific details 
within each unit.^
?01ive R. Hester, "A Study of Local Materials in the Teaching of High School Biology,” (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
1935), 104 pp.
^Op. cit.. pp. 215-235*
^Harl R. Douglass, Secondary Education for Life Adiustment of American Youth (New York I The Ronald Press 
cgmpahyr ^ 9^ )7 T p T T g 7 rr^ a n d  4S3-4S6.
10Herbert J. Klausmeier, Principles and Practices of Secondary School Teaching (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1953#,' PP* 168-194.
11Ibld.« p. 169.
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The materials developed in this study may be used 
to advantage by a teacher in each step of Klausmeier1 s 
suggested procedure.
In making an overall outline of the year9s work, 
a teacher of the biological phase of general science in 
grades seven, eight, or nine or a teacher of high-sehool 
biology can refer to the units into which the principles 
developed In this study have been organised and by 
examining the major principles composing each unit can 
decide upon the scope of the yearts work. In this method, 
as was noted in the ease of the dally-assignment method, 
a teacher1s work is greatly facilitated if certain 
school-wide decisions have been made with regard to 
scope. However, many teachers will doubtlessly have to 
work independently in making these decisions.
The second step in planning a session9s work in­
volves the division of the work for the year into de­
tailed, cohesive units. The materials of this study 
have been organised into units. However, the scope of 
each of the units is broader than most teachers of courses 
in high***school general science or biology will find prac­
ticable for a single course. In the absence of a school- 
wide consensus, each general science or biology teacher 
will be forced to make unilateral decisions concerning 
unit coverage and organization, based upon his knowledge
or the students in each class and upon community needs 
and resources«
Organising the specific details within each unit 
will b© facilitated by Tables IE and III of this study* 
However, the teacher who is constructing a unit will 
also find it necessary to read the selected publications 
and to refer to suggested activities, lists of moving 
pictures, films, and other aids to learning listed in 
those publications and in other sources which they 
recommend*
In organising the specific details for teaching 
by the subject-matter unit method, a teacher should 
keep in mind the way the unit will develop when he 
begins actual teaching* The pattern most often en­
countered is one with four major divisions: (1 ) the 
introduction and attack phase, (2 ) the study-work stage,
(3 ) the integration and application aspect, and (4 ) the
12appraisal of outcomes phase*
The materials developed in this study will aid the 
teacher in accomplishing each of the tasks which should 
be considered in the Introduction and attack phase*
These tasks Include pointing out the scope of the unit 
to be undertaken, making pertinent assignments, and
J. G* Umstattd, Secondary School Teaching* Second Edition. (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1944),Chapter IX*
motivating the class. The organization of the prin­
ciples of this study into units permits ready delimita­
tion of the unit by the teacher* The references given 
in Tables II and III furnish adequate information for 
Individualised assignments* Further* the fact that the 
subject-matter considered in the various publications 
used for Illustrative materials deals with organisms of 
interest to students will practically eliminate the 
motivation problem.
The study-work stage will be facilitated by the 
variety of materials available* With a large number 
of bulletins and pamphlets at hand and a guide sheet 
bearing assignments based on the tables of this study, 
students will be readily able to work individually or in 
groups without undue delays because of lack of materials. 
Further, the teacher will be aided In giving each student 
challenging and stimulating assignments* For example, 
some of the abler students may be given publications 
which were not used in this study and asked to find 
illustrative materials for the various principles*
The publications used to illustrate the principles 
established In this study contain a number of suggestions 
for activities which might be used in the Integration 
and application stage* For example, field trips with 
limited objectives; displays of collections, pictures,
charts, or drawings; school assembly programs; radio 
programs; and other comparable procedures could easily 
be planned with the use of the materials of this study* 
Another valuable integrating activity would be the 
description by students of situations in their community 
which have not appeared in print but which could be used 
to illustrate the various principles*
In evaluating outcomes, the teacher might well use 
questions based on practical applications cited in 
publications listed in this study*
The resource units and teaching units given in the 
several textbooks on methodology referred to earlier in 
this chapter, those found in the standard works in 
science education, and in those widely distributed by 
the Louisiana State Department of Education in Behind 
the Curtain pf G r e e n .^  Guide for Teaching Health 
Education in Secondary S c h o o l and other comparable 
publications seem to obviate a need for the development 
of additional units here*
•^Behind the Curtain of Green, Bulletin Wo. 679» (Baton Rouges State bepartment of Education of Louisiana, 
1950). 112 pp*
^Guide for Teaching Health Education in Secondary Schools. Bulletin No. 722 (Baton Rouges State Depart­ment of Education of Louisiana, 1952). 114 PP*
III* THE EXPERIENCE UNIT 
The experience unit method of teaching is the 
newest type of teaching and has even more variations 
than the daily assignment and the subject-matter unit 
methods* One of the descriptions of this method reduces 
it to three recurrent stages, as follows: (1 ) the 
initiating and planning stage, (2 ) the developmental 
stage, and (3 ) the culminating and evaluating stages*^
A very limited use of this type of teaching has 
been made in the Nation* In theory, the materials studied 
cut across subject-matter boundaries* However, in prac­
tice, English and social studies have been the fields in 
which most experimentation has been done*
There are valid reasons for doubting that this 
method will ever be used by any considerable number of 
teachers in Louisiana* Further, if the experience unit 
is used, there is almost no likelihood that attempts 
will be made to use it as a method of teaching science* 
There is a possibility, though, that some person may use 
the experience method in studying a problem with biolog­
ical implications* In fact, because of the basic 
importance of biology, it is difficult to think of
15Thut and Gerberich, op, cit * * pp* 295-299*
problems of human living which would not encounter 
biological questions.
Inasmuch as the biological principles organized 
in this study are broad in scope and are concerned 
with the functional approach, they should form a 
helpful source of organised Information Concerning 
basic biological generalizations which are likely to 
be Involved in an experience unit*
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY
Certain evidence was reviewed and some new data 
were presented to show that attention should be 
directed toward the improvement of* high school courses 
in biological science in Louisiana«
A summary was made of the course© in biological 
science commonly taught in the secondary schools of the 
Nation and the State over the years, with particular 
consideration being given to changing concepts concern­
ing proper content and desirable methods of teaching* 
Special note was taken of the emphasis which has been 
placed by leaders in biology and education on the use 
of community resources in the teaching of biological 
science* However, it was also pointed out that much 
of this emphasis on the use of local resources has 
remained at the verbal level rather than being put into 
practice* It was suggested that among the reasons for 
failure to relate biological science courses to the 
environment have been indecision on the part of teachers 
as to how to Initiate and continue such work according 
to an organized procedure and neglect on the part of 




Attention was directed to the pronounced trend 
toward the use of the principles approach in secondary 
science education generally$ and in biological science 
teaching in particular» Some of the more significant 
studies in the use of the principles approach in teach** 
ing biological science were reviewed and brief evalua­
tions were made of their suitability for use at the 
secondary level in courses which place emphasis on 
community resources*
Biological principles considered helpful in 
explaining to Louisiana youths commonly encountered 
and significant biological phenomena were organized 
so as to form unit outlines judged suitable for teach­
ing biological science at the secondary level. Titles 
of units outlined in this manner were stated in the 
form of problemst as follows:
1 . What are the conditions necessary to support 
life?
2. What are the essential activities of living 
things?
3. What relations exist between and among 
various organisms?
4. How do the structure and functions of living 
things vary?
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5* How do living things vary from generation to 
generation?
6, How have living things varied through the
Certain publications which either are presently 
available from the distributors or, if now out-of-print, 
have received such wide circulation as to make it 
likely that they can be obtained by secondary-school 
teachers in Louisiana, were read in search of materials 
concerning Louisiana biological resources* Those 
selections which were judged to constitute suitable 
illustrative data for the adopted principles were ei­
ther extracted or paraphrased and entered on cards.
Each of these selections from publications dealing 
with Louisiana biological materials was then read again 
to determine which, if any, of the chosen principles 
It might be used to illustrate* The number of each 
principle to which a particular selection related was 
then entered upon the card referring to that selection* 
This process pointed up the propriety of certain 
changes* Accordingly, some principles were rewritten 
to improve their clarity, some were added to secure 
the desired breadth of coverage, and still other prin­
ciples were eliminated either because they were too 
narrow in scope or because they were too close in
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meaning to on© or mor© other principles listed in the 
study* Further, some of the materials originally 
selected as being useful for illustrative purposes were 
discarded, and the selected publications were read again 
in a search for additional materials to be used in 
developing understandings of the principles organized 
to form the unit outlines*
Tabulations of cards were made to obtain all 
references supporting each of the principles*
As the end process of these recurrent activities, 
there were developed outlines and tables of illustrative 
materials for each of the six units listed above* Each 
of the outlines consists of biological principles of 
progressively narrower scope, arranged in such manner as 
to emphasize certain relationships between and among the 
generalizations* The tables give locations of illustra** 
tive materials from the selected publications* In 
addition, one of the tables gives a summary statement 
concerning the nature of the Illustrative materials 
suggested for each of the principles organized to form 
the outline for the first unit.
No exemplifying materials were found for some of 
the principles in the outline* Upon reexamination, 
those principles of this category considered of rela­
tively minor Importance were removed from the outline
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and discarded. However, other principles considered 
valid as objectives of study for secondary-school 
biological science despite the fact that no supporting 
data were found for them in the selected publications, 
were retained, but were marked in such manner as to 
indicate their status*
To show how the materials developed in the study 
may be used, a brief analysis was made of some of the 
teaching methods most widely used in Louisiana and the 
nation and ways were explored for using the materials 
developed in this study with these methods of teaching*
CONCLUSIONS
This study of the selection and use of Louisiana 
resources in the teaching of biological science at the 
secondary level with the purpose of developing func­
tional understandings has led to the following conclu­
sions:
1. Using the 13,546 graduates over the cycle of 
a complete school year ending with the first semester 
of the 1 9 5 2 *5 3 session as a representative sample,
4.#9 per cent of Louisiana hlgh-school graduates study
no biological science, 32*01 per cent study on© semester
of biological science, 19*93 par cent study two semesters
of biological science, and 43*16 per cent study three
semesters of biological science.
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2, Selected principles which are related to the 
understanding of common biological phenomena may be 
organised to form unit outlines which can be used as
a framework around which instructional outcomes may be 
centered*
3. Most of the selected principles in the unit 
outlines can be illustrated by materials concerning 
Louisiana biological resources which are available
in certain publications distributed by governmental and 
other agencies*
4* Generally, the more comprehensive a given 
biological principle in the unit outlines, the less 
adequately can it be illustrated by materials from a 
single publication, or from a number of the selected 
publications*
5* Certain of the chosen principles were judged 
to be so inadequately exemplified by materials from the 
selected publications as to require that additional 
pamphlets and books be used for their proper illustration* 
6 * The unit outlines developed in this study 
appear flexible enough to permit their ready use with 
the daily-asalgnment and the subject-matter unit methods 
of teaching and may be of limited use in the experience 
unit method of teaching*
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